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THE
BROWN GOLD
fire preserves man
and helps to keep
alive in him the un
dying urge that sends
him toward the
warmth and light of
truth.
Published by
THE STUDENTS OF
WESTERN STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
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E D I C A T I O N
TO Dr. John P. Everett,
' scholar, teacher, and
friend of students, we are
proud to dedicate this
1932 Brown and Gold.
/V\ an adds art to
fire, religion, and
philosophy and opens
new avenues toward
truth in an attempt
ed sublimation of
his ideal through
creation.
FOFEWOFL
A S an expression of the activities
of the school year we offer you
the 1932 Brown and Gold. May its
pages bring back half-forgotten
incidents of your college days when
you chance idly to open it in some
distant future time, and may they
be pleasant memories which it
awakens for you.
/V\oses, servant of
God, brings a way
of life that leads
man through religion
to a closer realiza
tion of the meaning
of truth.
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"THE teacher should con
stantly live by the law of
growth; remembering that it
is also the law of life and
that only by keeping his
knowledge fresh and usable
and adding somewhat to it
every day, can he be a foun
tain to his pupils, and not a
stagnant pool."
—Ruric N. Roark
I he maestro and his
pupil continue man's
pilgrimage into aes
thetics and music
crowns his efforts to
reach a golden light
and warmth.
ADMINISTRATION

am glad to commend very heartily
the work of the Brown and Sold staff of 1932. The alumni group numbers
15,393. These graduates are now scattered through the land from Boston to
Los Angeles, from Duluth to New Orleans. To this group will soon be added
the graduating class of June. On commencement day, a total of 15,841
certificates and diplomas will have bean granted since 1904.
On behalf of the faculty, it is a pleasure to congratulate all of those
who have been intimately concerned v/ith the production of the 1932 Brown
and Gold.
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ADMINISTRATION
John C. Hoekje
Registrar and Director of
Extension
A. B., Hope College; Uni
versity of Michigan
Ray C. Pellett
Dean of Men
A. B., A. M., University of
Michigan
AGRICULTURE
Howard D. Corbus
B. S., Michigan State College
ART
Selma Anderson
Chicago University; Harvard
University; Columbia Uni
versity; New York School of
Fine and Applied Art; Grad
uate Art Institute of Chicago
BIOLOGY
Leslie A. Kenoyer
A. B., Campbell College; A.
M., University of Kansas;
Ph. D., University of Chi
cago
Harold B. Cook
A. B., Cornell College; State-
University of Iowa; M. S.,
Iowa State College; Rush
Medical College, University
of Chicago
ADMINISTRATION
Bertha S. Davis
Dean of Women
Frank E. Ellsworth
Director of Training School
A. B., Alma College; Teach
ers College, Columbia Uni
versity; University of Mich
igan
ART
Lydia Siedschlag
Western State Teachers Col
lege; Teachers College, Co
lumbia University; B. S.,
Art Institute of Chicago
Elaine Stevenson
Western State Teachers Col
lege; Graduate Emma M.
Church School of Design;
Quint Pottery Studio, New
York; B. A. E., Graduate,
The Art Institute of Chicago
BIOLOGY
LaVerne Argabright
Ph. B., University of Chi
cago; A. M., Teachers Col
lege, Columbia University
Henry N. Goddard
Ph. B., Ph. D., University
of Michigan
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Ronald Whitney
A. B., Western State Teach
ers College; L'niversity of
Chicago
CHEMISTRY
James W. Boynton
A. B., Western State Teach
ers College; University of
Michigan'
COMMERCE
Bertha M. Leighton
B. S., Ed., Boston Univer
sity
EDUCATION AND
PSYCHOLOGY
Paul V. Sangren
A. B., Michigan State Nor
mal College; A. M., Ph. 1).,
University of Michigan
Homer L. J. Carter
Michigan State Normal Coi-
lege; B. S., Teachers Col
lege, Detroit; A. M., Ohio
State University
William Halnon
A. B., Dublin' College;
Trinity College, Dublin, Ire
land; Ph. D., Indiana Uni
versity
CHEMISTRY
William McCrackex
A. B., University of Michi
gan; Ph. 1)., University of
Chicago
Robert Eldridge
B. D., Kalamazoo College;
S. ML, University of Chicago
COMMERCE
Emma Watson
B. S., Ed., Teachers College,
Columbia University; Uni
versity of California
EDUCATION AND
PSYCHOLOGY
Jane A. Blackburn
B. S., A. M., Teachers Col
lege, Columbia University
Manley M. Ellis
Michigan State Normal Col
lege; A. B., A. M., Ph. D.,
University of Michigan
Theodore S. Henry
A. B., Illinois Wesleyan Uni
versity; A. M., Ph. D., Uni
versity of Illinois
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George H. Hilliard
A. B., A. M., Ph. ])., State
University of Iowa; Colum
bia University
Effie B. Phillips
B. S., University of Minne
sota; A. M., Teachers Col
lege, Columbia University
Lavina Spindler
A. B., University of Michi
gan; Teachers College
lty 01
ic
iumbia University
Co-
John C. Sullivan
B. S., Connecticut State
College; M. A., Teachers
College, Columbia University
ENGLISH
George Sprau
A. B., A, M., Ohio Univer
sity; A. M., Harvard Uni
versity
William R. Brown
A. B., University of Texas;
A. M., Ph. D., Harvard Uni
versity
Katherine A. Mason
B. S., A. M., Teachers Col-
leg;, Columbia University
Orrin E. Powell
Western State Teachers Col
lege; A. 15., Kalamazoo Col
lege; A. M., Teachers Col
lege, Columbia University
Roxana A. Steele
B. S., A. M., Teachers Col
lege, Columbia University
Elmer H. Wilds
A. B., Alleghany College; A.
M., University of Chicago;
Ed. M., Harvard University;
Teachers College, Columbia
University
ENGLISH
Amelia Biscomb
Michigan State College; A.
B-, Kalamazoo College; Uni
versity of Michigan
Louis Foley
A. B., Ohio University; A.
M., Ohio State University;
Universitc de Dijon; Univer
sity de Poitiers; Universite
Besanqon
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Lorena Marsh Gary
A. B., Western State Teach
ers College; University of
Chicago
Minnie D.Loutzenhiser
B. S.j Northwestern State
Teachers College of Missouri;
A. M., University of Wash
ington
James R. Masterson
A. B., Western State Teach
ers College; A. M., Harvard
University
Eleanor Rawlinson
University of Chicago
Ruth G. Van Horn
A. B., A. M., University of
Michigan
GEOGRAPHY AND
GEOLOGY
William Julius Berry
A. B., Iowa State Teachers
College; S. M., The Univer
sity of Chicago
Frances Little
A. B., Western State Teach
ers College
Helen E. Master
A. B., A. M., University of
Michigan; University College
of Wales, Aberystwyth
Lucille Nobbs
A. B., Kalamazoo College;
A. M., University of Michi
gan; University of Chicago
Herbert Slusser
A. ]!., A. M., University of
Michigan
Louise J. Walker
A. IS., Albion College; A. M.,
Teachers College, Columbia
University
GEOGRAPHY AND
GEOLOGY
Lucia Harrison
A. B., University of Michi
gan; S. M., The University
of Chicago; University of
Mexico
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Mary E. Marks
A. B., Western Kentucky
State Teachers College; Uni
versity of Chicago
HEALTH SERVICE
Katherine E. Stankard
B. S., Teachers College, Co
lumbia University; R. N.,
Mary Miller Hayes School
of Nursing, Fremont, Ohio
HISTORY AND
SOCIAL SCIENCE
Smith Burn ham
Ph. B., A. M., Albion Col
lege
Delia B. Barnett
A. B., Grinnell College; A.
M., Columbia University
Margaret E. Burnham
A. B., A. M., University of
Michigan
James Owen Knauss
A. B., Lehigh University; A.
M., Harvard University; Ph.
D., Cornell University
Leslie H. Wood
A. B., University of Michi
gan; A. M., The University
of Chicago; University of
Michigan
HEALTH SERVICE
Ellis J. Walker
Ph. B., University of Wis
consin; Augustana Training
School for Nursing, Chicago,
Illinois
HISTORY AND
SOCIAL SCIENCE
Elizabeth L. Barbour
A. B., Wellesley College; A.
M., Columbia University
Howard F. Bigelow
A. B., Wesleyan University;
A. M., Harvard University
Leonard Kercher
A. B., A. M., University of
Michigan
Vern E. Mabie
A. P... Western State Teach
ers College; University of
Michigan
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Floyd W. Moore
A. B., Albion College; A.
M., University of Michigan;
Northwestern University
Robert R. Russel
A. B., McPherson College;
A. M., University of Kan
sas; Ph. D., University of
Illinois
David Carl Shilling
Ph. B., Ohio Northern Uni
versity; A. B., Miami Uni
versity; A. M., University of
Wisconsin
Walter A. Terpenning
A. B., Kalamazoo College;
Ph. D., University of Michi
gan
HOME ECONOMICS
Cora M. Walker
B. S., College of Industrial
Arts, Denton, Texas; A. M.,
Teachers College, Columbia
University
LANGUAGE
H. P. Greenwall
B. L., Ohio Wesleyan Uni
versity; A. B., Western State
Teachers College; A. M.,
Teachers College, Columbia
University; University of
Berlin; University of Mexico
William J.
Rhynsburger
Hope College; Ph. B., Cen
tral College, State University
of Iowa; Am. B., University
of Michigan
Nancy E. Scott
A. B., A. M., Indiana Uni
versity; Ph. D., University
of Pennsylvania; Charles
University, Prague
Charles R. Starring
A. B., A. M., Columbia Uni
versity
Oscar S. Trumble
A. B., A. M., University of
Michigan
HOME ECONOMICS
Frances E. Walton
A. B., University of Omaha;
A. M., Teachers College, Co
lumbia University
LANGUAGE
M. Amelia
HOCKENBERRY
A. B., Wellesley College;
Bordeaux University; French
Summer School, Middlebury,
Vermont; Radcliffe College
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Ada Hoebeke
A. B., University of Chicago
JUANITA MATLOCK
A. B., University of Indiana;
A. M., Columbia University
Dorothy Riordan
Western State Teachers Col
lege; A. B., Barnard Col
lege, Columbia University;
A. M., Teachers College, Co
lumbia University
Marion Tamin
University of Caen; Ph. B.,
University of Chicago; A.
M., Teachers College, Co
lumbia University
Elizabeth T.
Zimmerman
A. B., University of Michi
gan; A. M., University of
Wisconsin; University of
Berlin; University of Hei
delberg; American' Academy
at Rome
MANUAL ARTS
Fred. S. Huff
A. B., Western State Teach
ers College; A. M., Univer
sity of Michigan
Eunice E. Kraft
Western State Teachers Col
lege; A. B., University of
Michigan1; American Acad
emy at Rome; A. M., Uni
versity of Michigan
Frances E. Noble
A. B., A. M., Northwestern
University, Sorbonne; Mar-
quette University, Milwau
kee; University of Wisconsin
Marie Mathilde
Steckelberg
A. B., University of Nebras
ka; A. M., Teachers College,
Columbia University
Myrtle Windsor
A. B., University of Michi
gan; University of Chicago
MANUAL ARTS
Marion J. Sherwood
Western State Teachers Col
lege; B. S., Teachers Col
lege, Columbia University
Chas. S. Nichols
A. B., Western State Teach
ers College; A. M., Univer
sity of Michigan; University
of Wisconsin
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Don O. Pullin
Western State Teachers Col
lege; B. S., Detroit Teachers
College
Edward R. Woods
B. S., Western State Teach
ers College; Michigan State
Normal College; University
of Wisconsin
MATHEMATICS
Hugh M. Ackley
A. B., A. M., Olivet Col
lege; University of Chicago
Harold Blair
B. S., A. M., University of
Michigan
Pearl L. Ford
A. B., Western State Teach
ers College
MUSIC
George E. Amos
Northwestern State Normal
School, Oklahoma; Bethany
Conservatory of Music; Chi
cago Musical College; Wich
ita Conservatory of Music
Elmer C. Weaver
Western State Teachers Col
lege; B. S., Teachers Col
lege, Columbia University
MATHEMATICS
John P. Everett
A. B., A. M., University of
Michigan; Ph. D., Columbia
University
Groves C. Bartoo
A. B., A. M., University of
Michigan
William H. Cain
A. B., University of Michi
gan; A. M., Teachers Col
lege, Columbia University
MUSIC
Harper C. Maybee
Michigan State Normal Col
lege; Columbia University;
Student in Paris with Jean
de Reszke, Oscar Seagle and
Percy Rector Stephens; A.
B., Western State Teachers
College; M. Mus., Michigan
University School of Music
Leoti C. Britton
B. S., Western State Teach
ers College: Northwestern
University; Yineland Train
ing School, University of
Pennsylvania; Teachers Col
lege, Columbia University
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H. Glenn Henderson
Michigan Conservatory of
Music; Student in Paris
with Moskowski and Guil-
mant
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
FOR MEN
Harold Francis
Barnhart
University of Minnesota
Warren Byrum
B. S., Western State Teach
ers College
John W. Gill
A. B., Western State Teach
ers College
Charles Maher
A. B., Western State Teach
ers College
Towner Smith
B. S., Western State Teach
ers College
Dorothea Sage Snyder
A. B., Western State Teach
ers College; Teachers Col
lege, Columbia University
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
FOR MEN
Tim J. Barry
A. B., Western State Teach
ers College
Mitchell J. Gary
B. S., University of Minne
sota
Judson A. Hyames
A. B., Western State Teach
ers College; A. M., Univer
sity of Michigan
Herbert W. Read
A. B., Western State Teach
ers College; University of
Michigan
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
FOR WOMEN
Crystal Worner
A. B., Michigan State Nor
mal College; A. M., Univer
sity of Michigan
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION
FOR WOMEN
Mary Bottje
University of Wisconsin; A.
B., Western State Teachers
College
Dorothy Vestal
Sargent School for Physical
Education; B. S., University
of Michigan
PHYSICS
Walter G. Marburger
A. B., M. S., University of
Michigan
rural education
Wm. McKinley
Robinson
Michigan1 State Normal Col
lege; B. S., Hiram College;
Bowling Green, Ohio, State
Teachers College; The Uni
versity of Chicago; A. M.,
Teachers College, Columbia
University
Anna L. Evans
Michigan State Normal Col
lege; A. B., University of
Michigan; A. M., The Uni
versity of Chicago; Columbia
University
SPEECH
Dorothy Eccles
A. B., Western State Teach
ers College
Doris A. Hussey
Sargent School for Physical
Education; B. S., Western
State Teachers College
PHYSICS
John E. Fox
B. S., University of Chica
go; A. M., University of
Pennsylvania
Paul Rood
A. B., Albion College
A. M., University of Michi
gan
RURAL EDUCATION
Ernest Burnham
Ph. B., A. M., Albion Col
lege; Ph. D., Teachers Col
lege, Columbia University;
University of Wisconsin;
Harvard University
SPEECH
Carroll P. Lahman
A. B., Oberlin College; A.
M., University of Wisconsin
Anna E. Lindblom
A. B., A. M., Iowa State
University
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Laura V. Shaw
B. S., Ohio Wesleyan Uni
versity; A. M., University
of Michigan
CAMPUS TRAINING
SCHOOL
Mary Doty
Western State Teachers Col
lege; B. ML, University of
Michigan
Grace Edith Seekell
A. B., University of Michi
gan ; Teachers College, Co
lumbia University
Louise S. Steinway
B. S., A. M., Teachers Col
lege, Columbia University
Frances M. Thompson
B. S., A. M., George Pea-
body College
HURD SCHOOL
Grace LaRue Butler
B. S., Western State Teach
ers College
CAMPUS TRAINING
SCHOOL
Isabel Crane
University of Wisconsin;
Teachers College, Columbia
University; B. S., Battle
Creek College
Mary A. Moore
Teachers College, Columbia
University; B. S., Western
State Teachers College
Ethel Shimmel
A. B., Western State Teach
ers College
Louise Fullerton
Strubi.e
B. S., Western State Teach
ers College; Michigan State
Normal College; Applied
Arts School, Chicago
Elizabeth McQuigg
Western State Teachers Col
lege; B. S., Teachers Col
lege, Columbia University
PAW PAW SCHOOL
Eulah Rachel Agree
B. S., University of Ken
tucky; M. A., Teachers Col
lege, Columbia University
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PAW PAW SCHOOL
Bess Baker
Ph. B., University of Chi
cago; M. A., University of
Michigan
Roberta Hemingway
B. S., Teachers College, Co
lumbia University
Reynold G. Oas
B. S., Michigan State Col
lege
Clella Stufft
A. ]!., University of Nebras
ka; M. A., Teachers Col
lege, Columbia University
Lela C. Trager
B. S., University of Iowa
PORTAGE SCHOOL
Lewis D. Crawford
A. B., Western State Teach
ers College
Margaret O. Clark
A. B., Drake University; A.
M., Teachers College; Co
lumbia University
Marvin McDaniel
A. 15., University of Colo
rado
Arthur Secord
A. B., Western State Teach
ers College; University of
Michigan
Esther H. Swanson
B. S., University of Kansas
PORTAGE SCHOOL
Cleora A. Skinner
Western State Teachers Col
lege; University of Chicago
P. J. Dunn
B. S., Michigan State Col
lege; M. A., University of
Michigan
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SlGRID ENGLUND
B. S., Kansas State Teach
ers College; M. A., Teachers
College, Columbia University
Constance L. Herbst
B. S., University of Penn
sylvania; M. A., Columbia
University
Anna C. Lubke
Western State Teachers Col
lege; University of Chicago
Lela McDowell
Ph. B., University of Chi
cago
Emma I. Richards
B. S., University of Minne
sota
Catherine D.
Wilkerson
B. S., Central Missouri State
Teachers College; Teachers
College, Columbia University
Esther Fletcher
National Kindergarten and
Elementary College
Dorothea Lindenau
A. 1!., Indiana University
Eloise McCorkle
IS. S., M. A., Peabody Col
lege
Ann S. Pearson
Ph. IS., University of Chi
cago
Mildred Stephen
B. S., University of Oregon
HIGHLAND
Ernest Weber
A. B., Western State Teach
ers College; A. M., Teachers
College, Columbia University
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RICHLAND
Josephine Anstett
B. M., Whitman College,
Walla Walla, Wash.
Louise B. Cornish
li. S., Teachers College, Co
lumbia University
Rosaline Ivey
B. S., North Texas State
Teachers College; M. A.,
Peabody College for Teach
ers
Eula Rethorn
R. S.j University of Hlinois
Clara Sohn
A. B., Western State Teach
ers College
Alma E. Wyckoff
B. S., Central Missouri State
Teachers College; M. A..
Teachers College, Columbia
University
RICH LAND
James Edward Bane
P>. S., Teachers College, Co
lumbia University
Verna Fenstermacher
A. I!., Western State Teach
ers College
Russell R. Nellist
1'.. S., Michigan State Col
lege; M. S., Cornell Univer
sity
Grace Rynberg
Western State Teachers Col-
Marion A. Spalding
A. I!., A. M., Teachers Col-
l.'ge, Columbia University
LIBRARY
Anna L. French
Michigan State Normal Col
lege; Drexel Institute School
of Library Science
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LIBRARY
Edith Clark
A. B., Western State Teach
ers College
Paul Randall
A. B., Western State Teach
ers College; B. S., in Library
Science, University of Illinois
Library School
Hazel Cleveland
A. I?., Western State Teach
ers College
OFFICES
Sara Ackley
Manager, Co-operative Store
Homer M. Dunham
Publicity
Marjorie Eaman
Appointment Office
Vera F. Graham
A. I!., Dakota Wesleyan Uni
versity; A. M., Northwestern
University; l'>. S., in Library
Science, University of Illinois
Library School
Clara L. Sterling
A. P>., Western State Teach
ers College
ALUMNI SECRETARY
Carl R. Cooper
University of Michigan; A.
1>., Western State Teachers
College; A. M., Columbia
University
OFFICES
Blanche Draper
Editor, Teachers College
Herald
Grace. Moore
Manager, Cafeteria
Eva Falk
Entrance Credentials
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Margaret Feather
Clerk, Dean of Men
Lloyd Jesson
Secretary to the President
Carmen Keller
Cornelius MacDonald
Receiving Clerk
Lucille Sanders
Clerk, Rural Department
Alice Smith
Appointment Office
Alice Haefner
Recorder
Eunice Jones
Clerk, Dean of Women
Lucille Maikowski
Mary Ruthrauff
Clerk, Rural Department
Olga Schalm
Leah Smith
Extension Secretary
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N O R
W N
JUDSOX A. HUDNUT
Ludington
B. S. Degree
Senior Class, President; "W"
Club; Sigma Theta Gamma
Virginia A. Hawley
Paw Paw
A. B. Degree
Senate; Senior Class, Secre
tary
Reginald K. Hills
Kalainacoo
A. B. Degree
Student Council; Debate;
Meredith R. Taylor
Crown Point, Ind.
A. B. Degree
Omega Delta Phi; Student
Council; Tau Kappa Alpha;
Debate; Forensic Board; Ath
letic Board
Frederick W. Adams
Kalamazoo
A. B. Degree
Brown and Gold, Business
Manager; Omega Delta Phi
Helen M. Aldrich
Dclton
A. B. Degree
International Relations Club
Lorraine Boekeloo
Kalamacoo
P>. S. Degree
Senior Class, Vice-president
Ivan S. Wickham
Clarksvillc
A. B. Degree
Theta Chi Delta; Brown1 and
Gold Staff; Senior Class,
Treasurer
Arthur D. Randall
DetroitA. B. Degree
Debate; Omega Delta Phi;
International Relations Club;
Tau Kappa Alpha; Student
Council
Wilma J. Abel
Jenison
B. S. Degree
Women's League Cabinet;
Early Elementary Club
Marian L. Adams
ShelbyvilleB. S. Degree
Home Economics Club
Harold O. Althoff
Fremont
B. S. Degree
Theta Chi Delta; "W" Club
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Gladys Andrews
Kalanwzoo
A. B. Degree
Physical Education Associa
tion: Dance Club
Lucy M. Ayars
Paw Paw
A. B. Degree
Theta Pi Alpha; Le Cercle
Francais
Harold Balmer
Lansing
Manual Arts
Manual Arts Union; "W"
Club
Alice E. Barnum
Lansing
B. S. Degree
Early Elementary Club
Ellis Becker
B. S. Degree
Galesburg
Henry R. Bettega
Vulcan
A. B. Degree
Oteyokwa Club, President;
Glee Club; El Dorado; In
ternational Relations Club
Florence M. Arent
Coloma
A. B. Degree
Early Elementary Club
Effie K. Babcock
Watervliet
A. B. Degree
T. Etola Barber
Edmore
A. B. Degree
Eastern Star Club; Theta Pi
Alpha
Maurice H. Bateman
Kalamazoo
Business Administration
Donald K. Beckwith
Rockford
B. S. Degree
Science Club
Ethel M. Bickel
Bristol, Indiana
B. S. Degree
V. W. C. A.
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Dorothy Black
Birmingham
A. B. Degree
Science Club
Emily M. Blavascunas
Grand Rapids
A. B. Degree
Ruth M. Bowers
Williamston
A. B. Degree
Helen J. Brayton
Hubbardston
A. B. Degree
Commerce Club; Student
Science Club
Francis J. Buege
Martin
A. B. Degree
Student Science Club; Y. M.
C. A.
Kathleen Burlington
A. B. Degree
Home Economics Club
Lawton
Fred S. Black
Kalamasoo
Physical Education
Andrew Bloomquist
Amasa
B. S. Degree
International Relations Club;
Oteyokwa
Dorothy Bowser
Grecnsville
v. B. Degree
Early Elementary Club
Alvin H. Briggs
A. B. Degree
"W" Club
Detroit
J. Lewis Burgess
Pctoskey
A. B. Degree
International Relations Club
Nancy M. Bush
B. S. Degree
Kalamasoo
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Arline Butler
Kdlamasoo
A. B. Degree
Women's League Cabinet,
President; Academy; Kappa
Delta Pi; Brown and Gold
Marian Louise Carroll
Otsego
B. S. Degree
Home Economics Club
Aileen R. Case
Kalamasoc
A. B. Degree
Josephine M. Chase
Hastings
ii. S. Degree
Home Economics Club
Mabel L. Clark
Grand Rapids
A. B. Degree
Women's League Council
Marjorie L. Cline
Union City
A. B. Degree
Commerce Club, President
Rachel M. Cain
Hastings
A. B. Degree
Forensic Board; Debate; Stu
dent Council; International
Relations Club; Tau Kappa
Alpha
Lois F. Carter
Lake Odessa
It. S. Degree
Home Economics Club
Harriet Chappell
Kalamazoo
A. B. Degree
Commerce Club; Country
Life Club, Secretary
Alice W. Chew
Bay Shore
A. B. Degree
Y. W. C. A.; Country Life
Club; Women's League Coun
cil
Margaret J. Clark
Paw Paw
A. B. Degree
Academy, President; Kappa
Delta Pi; Herald; Players;
Student Council; Tau Kappa
Alpha, President
Henry A. Collins
B. S. Degree
"W" Club
Hamtramck
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George O. Comfort
Kalamazoo
A. B. Degree
Foreign Relations Club; Kap
pa Delta Pi
Alice M. Court
Mendon
A. B. Degree
Senate; El Dorado; Women's
League Cabinet
John F. Cuber
Bangof
A. B. Degree
Tau Kappa Alpha; Omega
Delta Pi; Kappa Delta Pi;
Debate
Martelle Cushman
Kalamazoo
A. B. Degree
Country Life Club; Debate;
Forum; Track
Glessner C. Dage
B. S. Degree
Paw Paw
Henrietta DeBree
McBain
A. B. Degree
Early Elementary Club
Owen L. Converse
Kalamazoo
A. B. Degree
Choir; Glee Club; Square
and Compass; Spanish Club
Ray J. Crothers
Pleasant Ridge
B. S. Degree
Band; Orchestra; Glee Club;
Choir
Mary Cucciatti
Norway
A. B. Degree
Later Elementary Club
Marjorie R. Cutler
Luther
A. B. Degree
Arts and Crafts Club; Span
ish Club
Bernard Davis
B. S. Degree
Marshall
Harriet G. DeHaan
Kalamazoo
A. B. Degree
Later Elementary Club
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Gerald DeLoe
Elkhart, Ind.
B. S. Degree
Shirley M. Dexton
Lawrence
A. B. Degree
Women's League Cabinet;
Y. W. C. A., Secretary;
Country Life Club
Ernest R. Doll
Detroit
B. S. Degree
Manual Arts Union; Junior
High Club; Archery Club
Adeltha D. Downes
Coldwalcr
A. B. Degree
Eastern Star Club; Dance
Club; Physical Education As
sociation
Marjorie E. Eaman
Benton Harbor
A. B. Degree
Esther E. Edmondson
Clayton, Ind.
B. S. Degree
Home Economics Club; Sen
ate
Marion A. Dexnert
Han
A. 15. Degree
Senate; Women's League
Cabinet; Kappa Delta Pi
Marion L. Dickinson
Grand Rapids
A. I!. Degree
Arts and Crafts Club; Span
ish Club
Richard C. Donley
Big Rapids
A. B. Degree
Manual Arts L'nion
Robert F. Duxnavan
Fremont, Ind.
B. S. Degree
Men's Glee Club; Cheer
Leader
Wilma M. Early
Kalamasoo
A. B. Degree
Marguerite L. Elliott
A. B. Degree
Marion
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Eva C. Ellis
A. B. Degree
El Dorado
Buchanan
Russell B. Evans
Chicago, 111.
A. li. Degree
Forum; Square and Com
pass; Glee Club
Tulia Fischer
Battle Creel,
15. S. Degree
Herbert C. Foll
St. JosephA. B. Degree
Band; Orchestra; Glee Club;
Student Council
Arthur T. Ford
Trenton
A. B. Degree
Theta Chi Delta; Square and
Compass
Morey M. Galloway
Grand Rapids
1>. S. Degree
Shirley E. English
A. B. Degree
New Troy
Alice Faunce
Harbor Springs
A. B. Degree
Junior High Club; Eastern
Star Club
Ora W. Flannigan
Dixon
B. S. Degree
Charles L. Follo
Escanaba
A. B. Degree
Theta Chi Delta; Student
Council
Elizabeth W. Fox
A. B. Degree
Kalamacoo
Varnard H. Gay
Mt. Morris
B. S. Degree
Cross Country; Track; "W"
Club
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Doris M. Gilbert -
Kalamazoo
B. S. Degree
Women's Glee Club; Orches
tra
Ruth M. Goodrich
Battle Creek
A. B. Degree
Senate; Le Cercle Francais;
International Relations Club
Marie V. Goss
B. S. Degree
Rockford
Claire E. Gregoire
Lake Linden
A. B. Degree
Commerce Club; Le Cercle
Francais
Ruth E. Groff
Muskegon
A. B. Degree
Mildred Hakes
Reading
A. B. Degree
Academy; Dance Club; Wom
en's Glee Club; Physical
Education Association;
Women's League, Vice-presi
dent; Players
Jean A. Gilman
Kalamazoo
A. B. Degree
Eleanor Gorski
Grand Rapids
A. I!. Degree
Classical Club; International
Relations Club; Kappa Delta
1'i
Harold W. Green
Kalamasoo
B. S. Degree
Sigma Theta Gamma
William H. Griffiths
IS. S. Degree
Honor
Robert R. Hagen
Lake Linden
B. S. Degree
"W" Club
Richard N. Hall
Kalamazoo
A. 1!. Degree
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Marion B. Hamilton
Kalamacoo
B. S. Degree
Physical Education Associa
tion; Dance Club; Physical
Education Cabinet
Agnes J. Hamster
Kalamasoo
A. B. Degree
Henry M. Harper
Pontiac
B. S. Degree
"W" Club; Football; Track
Alfred G. Harris
A. B. Degree
Detroit
Cecil Hay
Bangor
A. B. Degree
Le Cercle Francais, Presi
dent; Players; Tau Kappa
Alpha; Debate; Kappa Delta
Pi
Helene G. Hefferan
A. B. Degree
Loivcll
Ruth E. Hammond
Kalamazoo
A. B. Degree
Le Cercle Francais; Interna
tional Relations Club
Lyle J. Hanchett
Coopersville
B. S. Degree
Country Life Club; Student
Science Club
T helma J. Harrington
Kalamasoo
A. B. Degree
Student Science Club
Leonora Hass
Ionia
A. !>. Degree
Der Deutsche Verein; Later
Elementary Club; Interna
tional Relations Club
Dorothy Hay
Bangor
A. B. Degree
V. W. C. A., Vice-president;
Le Cercle Francais; Debate
Jean A. Heneveld
Holland
B. S. Degree
Arts and Crafts Club; Brown
and Gold
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Arthur E. Henry
Laingsburg
P.. S. Degree
Country Life Club; Y. M
C. A.
Dean Hill
A. B. Degree Ahiskegou
Constance Hinga
Kalamazoo
A. B. Degree
Rachel L. Hoeksema
KalamazooA. B. Degree
Spanish Club; Le Cercle
Prancais; Eastern Star Club
Harold F. Horstman
A. B. Degree
Manual Arts Union
Dowagicic
Maurine Huested
A. B. Degree
Kalamazoo
Luella Hern
A. B. Degree
Bronson
John R. Hill
Negaunec
A. B. Degree
Oteyokwa; Manual Aits
Union
Harley L. Hodges
B. S. Degree
Hart
Thomas Hollis
A. B. Degree
Mattawan
Winifred B. Howe
B. S. Degree
Horton
Bernice M. Huggett
A. B. Degree
Classical Club
Kalamazoo
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Wayne E. Humm
Allegan
A. B. Degree
Student Science Club; Kanpa
Rho Sigma; Kappa Delta Pi
Francis W. Irey
Kalamazoo
A. B. Degree
Men's Glee Club; College
Choir
Leon N. Jager
Kalamazoo
B. S. Degree
Clifford H. Jones
Grand Rapids
A. B. Degree
Wilma B. Kamiensky
Vermontvilh
A. B. Degree
Glee Club; Choir
Arthur A. Kayes
Dozvagiac
A. B. Degree
Manual Arts Union; Archery
Club
Dorothea E. Hurt
Grand Rapids
]',. S. Degree
Dance Club; Physical Educa
tion Association
Leslie D. Irvin
Kalamasoo
It. S. Degree
Jessica Jamieson
Paw Paw
A. B. Degree
Martha H. Juhl
1>. S. Degree
Eastern Star Club
Watervliet
Mary Katzenberger
Kalamazoo
\\. S. Degree
Student Science Club; Der
Deutsche Yerein
Dea P. Keim
Kalamazoo
A. B. Degree
Physical Education Associa
tion; Senate; Dance Club
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Lela F. Kelly
A. B. Degree
Eastern Star Club
Shelby
Russell W. Kenyon
Hastings
B. S. Degree
Theta Chi Delta
Helen M. Klitzner
Kalamazoo
B. S. Degree
Sydney B. Korn
A. B. Degree
Manton
Louis A. Krill
Kalaniazi>o
A. B. Degree
Commerce Club; "W" Club
George J. LaPlante
Crystal Falls
A. B. Degree
Band
Bernard Kennedy
Ishpeminj.
A. I'. Degree
Manual Arts Union
Alene M. Kinney
Kalamacoo
A. B. Degree
I e Cercle Francais
Paul L. Knapp
Kalamazoo
I!. S. Degree
Student Science Club
D. Mildred Kreps
Traverse City
A. B. Degree
Early Elementary Club
Marion V. Lacy
Alto
A. B. Degree
Classical Club, Secretary; Le
Cercle Francais; Y. W. C.
A.i Finance Chairman; Wom
en's League Council
Richard H. Larimer
Mattoon, 111.
B. S. Degree
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Ila I. Larkin
Grand Rapids
A. B. Degree
Y. W. C. A.
John D. Lester
B. S. Degree
Kalamasoc
Frances Lyons
A. B. Degree
Commerce Club
Calumet
A. Leigh MacKellar
1!. S. Degree
Decatui
Millard Marshall
Laivrence
A. B. Degree
Student Science Club; Le
Cercle Francais
Henry G. Mason
A. B. Degree
Nilcs
Louis LaVigne
Sault Ste. Marie
15. S. Degree
Arts and Crafts Club
Maren G. Loken
Fountain
A. B. Degree
Country Life Club; Chorus
Malcolm R. Mackay
Ti. S. Degree
"W" Club
Kalamaaoo
Inez L. Marihugh
Harbor Springs
B. S. Degree
Country Life Club; Y. W.
C. A.
Reuben Wm. Martin
Kalamazoo
B. S. Degree
Manual Arts LTnion
Wilbur G. Mater
Elkhart, Ind.
A. B. Degree
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Anthony S. Matulis
A. B. Degree
"W" Club
Hart
Mildred F. McCay
Otsego
A. B. Degree
Commerce Club; Y. VV. C.
A.; Spanish Club
Doris E. McCune
Kalamasoo
A. B. Degree
Later Elementary Club
Phyllis L. McDowell
Petoskej.
A. B. Degree
Dance Club; Physical Edu
cation Association
Orvil G. McMurray
Alamo
A. B. Degree
Magnus A. Meier
Wyandottc
B. S. Degree
Sigma Theta Gamma; Square
and Compass Club
Helen Maul
Kalamazoo
B. S. Degree
Science Club; Women's
League Cabinet
C. Douglas McCuaig
Dearborn
A. B. Degree
Theta Chi Delta; Glee Club;
C hoir
Gordon A. McDowell
ComstockA. B. Degree
Omega Delta Phi; Manual
Arts Union
Harold A. McKee
B. S. Degree
"W" Club
Kalamasoo
Dean W. McWethy
I!. S. Degree
Manual Arts Union
Lansing
Helen L. Merson
South Haven
A. I!. Degree
Senate; Kappa Delta Pi;
Physical Education Associa
tion; Dance Club; Herald
Staff; Brown and Gold Staff
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Evelyn L. Miller
Elkhart, Ind.
B. S. Degree
Le Cercle Francais; Physical
Education .Association; Dance
Club
Ruth J. Miller
Elkhart, Ind.
A. B. Degree
Arts and Crafts Club
Dorothy O. Minikel
Bcnton Harbor
A. B. Degree
Commerce Club; Dance Club;
Der Deutsche Verein; Worn
en's League Council; Y. W.
C. A.
Catherine M. Mooney
Dearbor;
B. S. Degree
Home Economics Club
Penxell H. Moore
Lansing
A. B. Degree
"W" Club; Sigma Theta
Gamma
Mable N. Moore
A. B. Degree
Theta Pi Alpha
Balding
Helen M. Miller
Muskegon
A. 1>. Degree
Early Elementary Club; Y.
W. C. A.
Theresa J. Miller
Middleville
A. 15. Degree
Kappa Delta Pi
Rex C. Moe
A. 1>. Degree
Kalamazoo
Hollis J. Moore
Niles
A. B. Degree
Physical Education' Associa
tion
Juanita Moore
Pctoskey
A. B. Degree
Classical Club; Le Cercle
Francais
Dorothy M. Morris
B. S. Degree
Otsego
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Thomas A. Moyer
Marcellus
A. B. Degree
Herald Staff
Margaret L. Mumford
Kalamazo
A. B. Degree
Glenn L. Myers
Bear Lake
A. B. Degree
Camilla D. Nelson
Grand Rapids
B. S. Degree
Physical Education1 Associa
tion; Glee Club
Alvin P. Norlin
Escanaba
A. B. Degree
Forum; Brown and Gold;
"W" Club; Commerce Club
John A. Oosterling
Grand Rapids
A. B. Degree
International Relation's Club;
Omega Delta Phi; Der
Deutsche Verein; Y. M. C.
A., President
Joseph M. Mulready
Muskegon
B. S. Degree
DUGALD H. MUNRO
Elk Rapidi
A. B. Degree
Theta Chi Delta
George E. Needham
B. S. Degree
Sigma Theta Gamma
Jackson
Clyde Nicholson
B. S. Degree
Lawton
Henry J. Nyhoff
Holland
A. B. Degree
International Relations Club;
Brown and Gold
Frank M. Overton
Kalamasoo
B. S. Degree
Student Council; Athletic
Board; Sigma Theta Gamma;
Basketball
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H. Ruth Parish
B. S. Degree
Bronson
Leonard D. Pedo
Vulcan
B. S. Degree
Sigma Theta Gamma; "W"
Club; Oteyokwa
Agnes Peterson
Cadillac
A. B. Degree
Later Elementary Club
Gertrude H. Pettyjohn
Kalamazoo
A. B. Degree
June H. Prolo
Kalamasoo
A. B. Degree
Kappa Delta Pi; Student Sci
ence Club
Karl A. Rantanen
Detroit
A. B. Degree
International Relations Club
Mary L. Pease
Grand Rapids
A. B. Degree
Later Elementary Club
Francis R. Pellegrom
Grand Haven
B. S. Degree
Football; "W" Club; Forum
Helen M. Peterson
Cadillac
A. B. Degree
Student Science Club; Junior
High Club; Classical Club
Elsie F. Phelps
Kalamasoo
A. B. Degree
Beulah M. Ramsey
Harbor Beach
B. S. Degree
Kappa Rho Sigma
Clifton Reagan
B. S. Degree
McBride
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Josephine M. Reynolds
Fennville
A. B. Degree
Early Elementary Club
Florence Riedel
Kalamazoo
A. B. Degree
Der Deutsche Verein; Theta
Pi Alpha
Leila A. Robinson
PetoskeyA. B. Degree
Student Science Club, Vice-
president; Senate
L. Harvard Romence
Kalamazoo
A. B. Degree
Joseph Rosbeck
Hamtramci
A. B. Degree
Mary E. Roush
Hasting
A. B. Degree
Home Economics Club
Barbaramary Richards
Kalamazoo
I!. S. Degree
Arts and Crafts Club
Clifford H. Riemersma
Middleville
A. 15. Degree
Y. M. C. A.; Der Deutsche
Yerein; Junior High Club
Ella S. Rogers
A. B. Degree
Le Cercle Francais
Kalamazoo
Bernice M. Ronan
Detroit
A. I!. Degree
Der Deutsche Verein; Stu
dent Science Club
Beryl B. Roush
Detroit
A. B. Degree
International Relations Club,
Vice-president; Student Sci
ence Club
Aime J. Rousseau
Sault Ste. Marie
A. B. Degree
Oteyokwa Club
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Beatrice L. Rylander
Skancc
A. B. Degree
Frances F. Sanford
A. B. Degree
Climax
Kenneth W. Saunders
White Pigeon
B. S. Degree
Student Science Club; Kappa
Rho Sigma
Kathryn S. Saxon
Sturgis
Later Elementary Club,
President; Brown and Gold
Erwilli M. Schneider
Beaton Harbor
B. S. Degree
Commerce Club
Nelson W. Schrier
B. S. Degree
"W" Club; Track
Kalamazoo
Omar Y. Sanderson
Pickfora
P>. S. Degree
dlee Club; Choir
Helen E. Sanford
A. B. Degree
Climax
Neva L. Saunders
Addison
I!. S. Degree
Commerce Club
Irving Schensul
Kalamazoo
B. S. Degree
Clotele D.
SCHOONMAKER
Kalamasoo
A. 1?. Degree
("■lee Club; Choir
Walter W. Scott
Buchanan
B. S. Degree
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Henry C. Seekamp
Holland
A. B. Degree
Omega Delta Phi; Manual
Arts Union; Archery Club,
President
Ralph A. Shirkey
Grand Haven
A. B. Degree
Forum; Arts and Crafts Club
Dale K. Shutts
Kalamazoo
B. S. Degree
Student Science Club; Kappa
Rho Sigma
M. Ernest Skytta
Wakeftcla
A. B. Degree
Student Science Club; Otc-
yokwa Club
B. Arthur Smalley
Kalamazoc
B. S. Degree
"W" Club
Christina E. Smith
Battle Creek
A. B. Degree
Players; Le Cercle Francais,
Later Elementary Club;
Women's League Council
Beulah L. Severance
Hastings
A. B. Degree
Dance Club; Physical Edu
cation Association; El Dor
ado
Nicholas C. Shuravleff
Hamtramck
A. B. Degree
Varsity Football Manager;
Sigma Theta Gamma; "W"
Club; Y. M. C. A.
Oscar Sissala
Wakefieli
A. B. Degree
Debate; Oteyokwa Club
K. Donna Slater
New Buffalo
A. B. Degree
Tunior High Club
Charles A. Smith
Paw Paw
A. B. Degree
Le Cercle Francais; Interna
tional Relations Club
Margaret H. Smith
A. B. Degree
Detroit
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Annette E. Steimel
Boyne City
A. B. Degree
Arts and Crafts Club
G. Allen Steeby
Middleville
B. S. Degree
Country Life Club
Frances L. Stanley
Kalamasoo
A. B. Degree
El Dorado; Le Cercle Fran-
cais; Later Elementary Club;
Kappa Delta Pi
Mary M. Sorague
Kalamacoo
A. B. Degree
Wilma M. Spencer
Athens
B. S. Degree
Home Economics Club
Raymond Sorensen
Kalamaaoo
B. S. Degree
Tennis; Theta Chi Delta
Alvah F. Stegenga
Portland
A. B. Degree
Wm. Franklin Starner
Elkhart, Ind.
A. B. Degree
Track
Grace Stanford
Benton Harbor
A. B. Degree
Lawrence Sprague
Spring Arbor
B. S. Degree
Manual Arts Union; Archery
Club
Gladys I. Spencer
Jonesville
A. B. Degree
Early Elementary Club;
Women's League Council
Noel S. Smith
B. S. Degree
St. Johns
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Carl R. Stelter
A. B. Degree
Bridgmau
Myra Stoerck
A. B. Degree
El Dorado Club
St. Johns
Margaret E. Sturr
Sturgis
A. B. Degree
Academy; Players; Debate
Max Wm. Sullivan
Muskegou
A. B. Degree
Players; Manual Arts Union
ClJOYD G. SwEM
Oak Park, III.
B. S. Degree
Avis Thorpe
Dunningville
A. B. Degree
Le Cercle Francais
E. Charles Stilec
Traverse Cit \
B. S. Degree
Theta Chi Delta; "W" Club
Hazel J. Stroven
Fremont
A. B. Degree
Junior High Club
V. W. C. A.
John M. Suchovsky
Kalamazoo
B. S. Degree
Manual Arts Union
Dorothy L. Sweet
Owossc
A. B. Degree
Douglas Taggett
Kalamasoo
A. B. Degree
Student Science Club; Y. M.
C. A.
Ward E. Tibbet
Grand Rapids
A. B. Degree
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George H. Travis
A. B. Degree
Gobies
H. Conrad
VandenBosch
AUcgan
A. B. Degree
Charles A. VanderMeer
Grand Rapids
A. B. Degree
Frederic C. VanStreain
Kalamacoo
B. S. Degree
College Choir
C. Louise Wachter
Spring Lake
A. B. Degree
Early Elementary Club;
Spanish Club
Charles Walker
B. S. Degree
Hart
Gertrude M. Twiss
Casnovia
A. B. Degree
Classical Club; International
Relations Club
Eunice VanderBrook
Kalamasoo
A. B. Degree
Physical Education Associa
tion; Dance Club
Mary M. VanderVen
Holland
A. B. Degree
Later Elementary Club
Winnie Veenstra
Kalamasoo
A. B. Degree
Student Science Club; Clas
sical Club
Luther G. Waldron
Big Rapids
B. S. Degree
Lillian Wallace
Kalamasoo
A. B. Degree
Senate: Physical Education
Association; Dance Club
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Philip N. Watterson
Grand Rapids
B. S. Degree
Theta Chi Delta
Martha M. Whalley
A. B. Degree Hart
Edith L. Whipple
TwiningB. S. Degree
Arts and Crafts Club; Home
Economics Club; Dance Club;
Junior High Club
Dorothy J. Wiles
Sturgis
A. B. Degree
Women's League Cabinet;
Women's Glee Club; Choir
J. Franklin Wiley
A. B. Degree Pigeon
Virginia R. Willitts
Hastings
A. B. Degree
International Relations Club
Bonita M. Weed
Kalamazoo
A. B. Degree
Physical Education Associa
tion
Ivan M. Wheeler
Mattawan
A. B. Degree
Marion F. White
I!. S. Degree
Kalamazoo
Ellen E. Wiley
Schoolcraft
A. I!. Degree
Classical Club; Le Cercle
Francais
Moxa R. Williams
Battle Creek
A. B. Degree
Student Council; Players;
Academy; Eastern Star;
Brown and Gold
Florence E. Winchall
Kalamaaoo
A. B. Degree
Arts and Crafts Club
Junior High Club
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Elgie E. Wisman
B. S. Degree
Agriculture Club
Pioneer
James W. Wolf
Kalamazoo
I>. S. Degree
Sigma Theta Gamma
Lester Wolfe
R S. Degree
Kalamazoo
Ida C. Woons
Springport
A. B. Degree
Junior High Club
Helen L. Wright
Hesperia
A. I!. Degree
Eastern Star Club; Commerce
Club
Bennie F. Yack
Wyandotti
B. S. Degree
Sigma Theta Gamma
Cecil E. Wolf
•S. Boardman
A. l>. Degree
Ferne L. Wolfe
Hastings
A. B, Degree
Physical Education Associa
tion
Vera Wolkoff
Munising
B. S. Degree
Commerce Club; Oteyokwa
Club; Eastern Star Club
Otto Wormsbacher
Mt. Clemens
B. S. Degree
Sigma Theta Gamma
(iEORGE WYNN
Buchanan
\. 1>. Degree
Theta Chi Delta; Kappa Del
ta Pi; Student Council, Pres
ident; Football; "W" Club
Sam Yared
A. B. Degree
Grand Rapids
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Clarence H. Young
Constant inc
A. B. Degree
Herald Staff
H. HiLBERT ZuiDEMA
Kalamazoo
A. B. Degree
Kappa Rho Sigma; Student
Science Club, President; Der
Deutsche Yerein; Y. M. C.
Margaret Alice Libens
Cleveland, Ohio
A. B. Degree
Women's Physical Education
Association, Secretary; Dance
Club, Secretary
Morris W. Zoogman
A. P>. Degree
Detroit
Mary Alice Jackson
A. B. Degree
Academy; Players; Eastern
Star Club
Lawrence E. White
Albion
A. B. Degree
Theta Chi Delta; Cross
Country
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Leon B. Kercher
Camden
Business Administration
Theta Chi Delta; President
Junior Class; Student Coun
cil; Commerce Club; Kappa
D.lta Pi
Ruth M. Gay
Fremont
Early Elementary
Secretary Junior Class; Ear
ly Elementary Club, Presi
dent
George T. Mason
St. Charles
Physical Education
Student Council Representa
tive; Sigma Thsta Gamma
Abe D. Spiegelman
Bloomingdate
A. 1!. Degree
Student Council Representa
tive; Brown and Gold; Ome
ga Dolta Phi
Mildred E. Adams
Ka'.ama.~oo
Art
Senate; Brown and Gold;
Arts and Crafts Club
Kathleen E. Anderson
Muskegon
Later Elementary
Chorus; Later Elementary
Club
Dorothy M. Russell
Blkhart, Ind.
Early Elementary
Vice-president Junior Class;
Early Elementary Club; Y.
W. C. A.
Victor R. Shoberg
Cedarville
A. 1!. Degree
Treasurer Junior Class; The
ta Chi 1 )elta; Comm ;rce
Club; Tennis; Kappa Del'.a
Fi; Debate
Harold B. Pigott
Kalamasoo
A. B. Degree
Student Council Representa
tive; Players; Omega Delta
1'hi; lirown and Gold; Le
Cercle Francais
Katherine Ackerman
Bay City
Physical Education
Physical Education Associa
tion; Debate
Elizabeth A. Alexander
Kalamaaoo
Early Elementary
Marian G. Anderson
Grand Rapids
Physical Education
Danes Club; Physical Edu
cation Association
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Ada Andrus
Lansing
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
Carl P. Bahre
Grand Rapids
A. B. Degree
Forum; Players; Track; Sci
ence Club; "W" Club
Elizabeth Baker
Kalamazoo
Early Elementary
Dorothy G. Barnes
Hastings
Later Elementary
David S. Bartlett
Kalamazoo
Manual Arts
Vice-president Manual Arts
Union; Archery Club
Margaret E. Beckwith
Kalamazoo
A. P>. Degree
Classical Club; Senate
P. Bernard Appeldoorn
Kalamazoo
Special
Theta Chi Delta; Men's Glee
Club; Mixed Chorus
Paul Bailey
B. S. Degree
Theta Chi Delta
Kala)>iasoo
Esther Bandow
Elkhart, Ind.
Junior High
Maxine L. Barker
Battle Creek
A. B. Degree
Senate; Classical Club
Blanche Bauserman
Three Rivers
Music
(Jlee Club; Choir; Trio
Marvin E. Beekman
Grand Haven
Manual Arts
Archery Club; Manual Arts
Union
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ROWENA BEENS
Grand Rapids
Art
Arts and Crafts Club
Marye K. Bellinger
South Boardman
Arts and Music
Glee Club; Choir; Art Club
Clarence E. Bewalda
Grand Haven
Manual Arts
Archery Club; Manual Arts
Union
Esther M. Birr
Stevensvillc
Senior High
Der Deutsche Verein; Clas
sical Club
Gerald D. Black
Kalamazoo
Physical Education
Sigma Theta Gamma
Ruby M. Bliss
Sault Ste. Mane
Later Elementary
Oteyokwa Club; Later Ele
mentary Club
Florence Behrens
A. B. Degree
Hudsonville
Floyd Betzer
1!. S. Degree
Waldron
Harriett E. Bird
Battle Creek
Special Education
Student Science; Junior High
Club
Ella S. Bittner
St. Joseph
Later Elementary
German' Club; Later Elemen
tary Club
Margaret R. Blair
Galesburg
Commerce
Commerce Club; Y. W. C.
A.; llig Sist?r Committee
Emma R. Bohl
Buchanan
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
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Agatha S. Bolt
Grand Rapids
Senior High
Theta Phi Alpha
Myrtle Bouwman
Martin
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
Ruth M. Bowman
Detroit
A. D. Degree
Early Elementary Club; Y.
W. C. A.
Eleanor M. Brin
Grand Rapids
Later Elementary
International Relations Club;
Later Elementary Club
Howard H. Brown
A. B. Degree
Flint
I. Elizabeth Buck
Kalamasoo
Music
Varsity Girls Glee Club;
Teachers College Choir
Evelyn C. Borgerdig
Schoolcrajl
Home Economics
Art Club; Home Economics
Club
Agnes Bower
Jackson
Junior High
Academy; Women's League
Cabinet
Carroll F. Bratt
River Rouge
Business Administration
Commerce Club; Forum
Paul E. Brower
Rural Education
Country Life Club
Martin
Lucille D. Brydges
Casnovia
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
C. Alga Buerstrom
Goshen, Ind.
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
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Helen R. Burger
Kalamazoo
B. S. Degree
Arts and Crafts Club, Treas
urer
Beatrice B. Bussis
Commerce
Commerce Club
Coopersvillc
Lois Calkins
Wayland
Home Economics
Home Economics Club
Beth Campbell
Otsego
Home Economics
Women's League Cabinet;
Senate; Home Economics
Club
Mercedes Capen
A. B. Degree
Buchanan
Retha B. Chambers
Watervliet
A. B. Degree
Eastern Star Club
Helen I. Busman
Coopersville
A. B. Degree
Junior High Club;
Y. W. C. A.
Robert B. Butler
Plainwell
Senior High
E. Maybert Camfield
Senior High
Gobies
Mary E. Campbell
Kalamazoo
Art
Art Club; Y. W. C. A.
Otto Cavinder
A. B. Degree
Kalamazoo
Evelyn Chapman
Marshall
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club; Y.
W. C. A.
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Vivian C. Chase
Greenville
Senior High
Women's League Council;
Big Sister Committee
Everett M. Churchill
Vandalia
Senior High
Band
Maria L. Clark
Grand Rapids
Later Elementary
International Relations Club:
Later Elementary Club
Frederic Cole
A. B. Degree
Track; Players
Wyandottc
Vaughan Cornish
Senior High
Orchestra
Lawton
Isobel I. Cramer
Fulton
Music and Art
Glee Club; Choir; Art Club
Margaret I. Chisholm
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club
Citster
Frances E. Clark
A. B. Degree
Grant
Fred A. Coker
Paw Paw
Manual Arts
Manual Arts Union; Y. M.
C. A.
Kathleen A. Cook
Music
(ilee Club; Choir
Three Rivers
Grace F. Cramer
Comstock
Later Elementary
Senate, Sec; Kappa Delta
Pi; Later Elementary Club;
Women's League Cabinet
Josephine J. Crampton
Olivet
Home Economics
Home Economics Club
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Gladys E. Craven
Junior High
Junior High Club
Colo nm
Arlene M. Cummings
Harbor Springs
A. B. Degree
Academy
Marie R. Curtis
Port Huron
Later Elementary
Classical Club; Later Ele
mentary Club
Carroll V. Danielson
Elkhart, Ind.
A. B. Degree
Theta Chi Delta
Laura L. Darby
Grand Rapids
Early Elementary
John A. Dean
Special
Plainwcll
Mary T. Criston
Norway
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club; Ote-
yokwa
Barbara E. Curtis
Benton Harbor
Early Elementary
Roman Czuchna
WyandoUc
B. S. Degree
Brown and Gold; Archery
Club; Manual Arts Union
Ellen C. Danielson
Ncgaunee
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club; Y.
W. C. A.; Oteyokwa; Chorus
Robert W. Davies
Commerce
Commerce Club
Sand Lake
Cecil C. DeHaven
Bangor
Business Administration
Omega Delta Phi
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Betsy M. Dekema
Kalamasoo
A. B. Degree
French Club; Players; Glee
Club; Choir
Frances L. DeMay
Kalamasoo
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club, Vice-
president
Marian F. DeMeyer
Kalamasoo
A. B. Degree
Mary E. Deutsch
Grand Rapids
Later Elementary
Classical Club; Later Ele
mentary Club; International
Relations Club
Evered C. Dudley
Grand Rapids
A. B. Degree
Debate; Forum; International
Relations Club
Edna Earl
Kalamasoo
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
Elizabeth S. DeLano
Kalamasoo
A. B. Degree
Classical Club; Glee Club
Margaret DeMeyer
Kalamasoo
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
C. James DenHerder
Grand Haven
Business Administration
Sigma Theta Gamma; Com
merce Club
LORETTA C. DONLEY
Traverse City
A. B. Degree
Academy; Student Council;
Women's League Cabinet;
Commerce Club
Luella L. Dunn
Home Economics
Hastings
David Edwards
Elkhart, Inc
Business Administration
El Circulo Espaiiol
Junic 79
Margaret Egbert
Kalamasoo
Early Elementary
.Senate; French Club
Ethel I. Elsie
Marshall
Music
Women's Glee Club; Choir;
Academy
Sara-June Engle
A. B. Degree
Country Life Club
Loivell
John Evans
Kalamasoo
B. S. Degree
Science Club; Kappa Delta
Pi; Kappa Rho Sigma
Ruth E. Faulkner
Marshall
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
Beatrice P. Filion
Muskegon Heights
.Music
Varsity Women's (Slee Club;
College Choir; Orchestra
Louis Elenbaas
A. li. Degree
football
Holland
May A. Engle
A. li. Degree
Early Elemental";
Country Life Club
Lowell
Club;
Shirley English
New Troy
Later Elementary
Alice Marie Fairfield
Allegan
Commerce
Commerce Club
Norris W. Ferguson
Marne
Rural Education
Country Life Club; Agricul
ture Club
Emma F. Fixxey
Sturgis
A. I!. Degree
dee Club; Choir; French
Club
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C. BlTRTOX FOLGER
B. S. Degree
Portage
Frances M. Fox
Grand Rapids
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club
Martha E. Fox
Bcrlaninnt
Music
Women's Cilee Club; Teach
ers College Choir
Esther E. Fuller
Kalamasop
Music
Women's Glee Club; Varsity
Trio; Choir
Josephine Gates
East Tau<as
Physical Education
Vivian M. Gibbs
Charlotte
A. B. Degree
Players; Le Cercle Francais
Olive M. Fowler
Kalamazoo
I hvsical Education
M. Helen Fox
Carly Elementary
Kalamazoo
Marian R. Frank
Early Elementary
Sturgts
Floyd Fuller
Kalamazoo
It. S. Degree
Der Deutsche Verein; V. M.
C. A.; International Rela
tions Club
Paul W. Giaxxola
A. 15. Degree
Band; Players
Wyandotte
Vivian R. Gilchrest
Quincy
Later Elemen'ary
Later Elementarv Club
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Evelyn Gill
Kalamasoo
Glee Club; Art Club; Choir;
Senate
Jean Glerum
Evart
Music
Glee Club; College Choir;
Mixed Quartette; Le Cercle
Francais
Evelyn M. Good
Burr Oak
Later Elementary
Women's Chorus; Y. W. C.
A.; Later EKmentary Club
Walter E. Gustafson
Physical Education
Oteyokwa
Amaso
Virginia Hadley
Kalamazoo
A. B. Degree
Senate; Le Cercle Francais
Beryl Helms
Grand Rapids
Senior High
Gertrude B. Gillett
Grand Rapids
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club; In
ternational Relations Club
Sadie Glover
Onekama
Home Economics
Home Economics Club
Irene F. Greenwald
Muskcgon
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
Frieda I. Haas
Kalamazoo
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
Ruth Harmelink
Grand Rapids
Farly Elementary
Early Elementary Club
Lamar Hetrick
B. S. Degree
Theta Chi Delta
Detroit
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Flora T. Hetzel
Grand Haven
Art
Art Club, President; Acad
emy; Dance Club
Marion L. Hodges
Detroit
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club; El
Dorado Club
Mildred M. Horstman
Dowagiac
Later Elementary
Senate; Later Elementary
Club; Debate
Elsie Huff
Marcellus
Later Elementary
Later Elementary
Treasurer
Club,
Madge Hunsberger
Grand Rapids
Senior High
International Relations Club;
Y. W. C. A.
Donald E. Hurst
A. B. Degree
Kalamazoo
Josephine M. Hickey
Coldwater
Early Elementary
Early Elementary
Country Life Club
Club;
Gladys E. Holkins
North Adams
Early Elementary
Academy; Eastern Star Club,
President
Marion Hubbell
Allendale
Physical Education
Harry Huffman
Kalamasoo
15. S. Degree
Science Club; Kappa Rho
Sigma
Ardath Hunter
Kalamasoo
\. U. Degree
Players; Early Elementary
Club
Irma Jean Hutson
Niles
Commerce
Brown and Gold; Commerce
Club
Juniors 83
Lyleine S. Hyames
A. B. Degree
Glee Club
Kalamasoo
Irexe Jackola
Lauriiun
Junior High
Oteyokwa; Junior High Club;
Y. W. C. A.
Fraxk J. Jacobs
Vandalia
Manual Arts
Manual Arts Union; Arch
ery Club
Albert C. Johnson
Sidney
Physical Education'
Sigma Theta Gamma; Base
bail: "W" Club
Arthur E. Johnson
Elk Rapids
Physical Education'
Erwix M. Johnson
Harbor Springs
B. S. Degree
Junior High Club; Forum;
Agriculture Club
Veronica Ignasiak
Ludington
A. B. Degree
Theta Pi Alpha; Brown and
Gold
Donald A. Jackson
Kalamasoo
Business Administration
German Club; Commerce
Club; Theta Chi Delta
Harriet Jarvis
Benton Harbor
Senior High
Albert J. Johnson
Ludington
A. B. Degree
Student Science Club
Emma Johnson
Harbor Springs
Home Economics
Home Economics Club
Sylvia V. Johnson
Bay City
Physical Education
Physical Education Associa
tion ; Spanish Club
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Florence Ann Jubb
Muskegon Heights
A. B. Degree
Classical Club, Treasurer; Le
Cercle Francais
Gerhard A. Kamiske
Dearborn
Manual Arts
Manual Arts Union; Archerv
Club
Janet G. Kaper
A. B. Degree
Y. W. C. A.
Hamilton
Dorothy L. Kellogg
A. B. Degree
Lakeview
Donald Benjamin King
Elkhart, Ind.
B. S. Degree
Der Deutsche Yerein; Stu-
den Science Club; Men's De
bate
Mary H. King
Grand Rapids
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
Jane Alice Judd
Battle Creek
Music
Girls' (ilee Club; Orchestra;
Choir
Dorothy Alice Kanable
Kalamacoo
Senior High
Dcr Deutsche Yerein; Clas
sical Club; Science Club
Nels Jacob Karling
Wakefield
A. B. Degree
OU-yokwa Club; Boxing
Henry E. Kibbey
Ludiiigton
A. B. Degree
Brown and Gold, Editor;
Omega Delta Phi; Student
Council
Elizabeth Carolyn
King
Martin
Early Elementary
Le Cercle Francais
Mary Louise Kish
Detroit
Rural High
Country Life Club
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Lillian E.Klopfenstein
Hesperia
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
.K'Lius Stephen
Knowlton
Grand Rapids
Business Administration
Florence Catherine
Kowalk
Lansing
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club;
Women's League Council
Eleanor L. Krueger
Soittli Haven
Physical Education
Physical Education Associa
tion; El Dorado
Walter E. Lake
Dccatur
Music
Glee Club; Choir; Band; El
Dorado
George J. LaPlante
Crystal Falls
B. S. Degree
Band; Glee Club; Oteyokwa
Eleanor Louise
Knowlton
Grand Rapids
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
Cornelius Krets
Grand Rapids
Physical Education
Margaret Elizabeth
Krebs
junior High
Junior High Club
Bay City
Gertrude I. Kussmaul
Lansing
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
Gladys Lanning
Benton Harbor
A. 15. Degree
Ella Emma Lausman
Benton Harbor
Senior High
Der Deutsche Yerein; Sci
ence Club
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Nina Laurence
Physical Education
Petoskey
Zola Evelyn Lhamon
Van Wen
Music
Women's Glee Club
Donna M. Lindsley
Lawrence
Later Elementary-
Eastern Star; Later Elemen
tary Club
William George. Loose
Wyandottc
A. B. Degree
Hand; Orchestra; Tennis
John E. Loveland
Kalamazoo
Unclassified
Elizabeth Delphine
Lucy
Richland
Senior High
Academy; El Dorado; Kappa
Delta Pi
Cheridal M. Lewis
Allegan
Senior High
Le Cercle Francais
Eleanore Anne
Lien hart
Kalamazoo
Early Elementary
Marion Eloise Long
Grand Rapids
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
Alice Dorothy Lorenz
Coloma
Senior High
Student Science Club; Wom
en's League Cabinet
Ruth E. Lowman
Kalamazoo
Junior High
Evelyn B. Lunde
Ludinglon
Later Elementary
Lat-r Elementary Club
Junic 87
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Alfred W. Lyons
Middleville
Junior High
Forum
Lucile McClelland
Portland
Early Elementary
John F. McDonald
Grand Rapids
A. B. Degree
Forum; International Rela
tions Club; Debate
Philip J. McKernan
Crystal Falh
B. S. Degree
Oteyokwa; Glee Club; Col
lege Choir; Band
Maxine L. McWilliam:
Dccalu
A. B. Degree
Physical Education Associa
tion
Lucille Irene
Maikowskj
Watervliei
Early Elementary
Kenneth McCarty
Kalamaaoo
A. B. Degree
Sigma Theta Gamma, Treas
urer
Dorothy I. McCune
Kalamazoo
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club
Marian Frances
McFarland
Grand Rapids
Early Elementary
Maxine W. McLeod
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
James A. Maentz
Special
Allegan
Walter Arthur
Maikowski
Benton Harbor
Music
Band; Orchestra; Choir,
Glee Club
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Katherine Mandich
Iron Mountai
Physical Education
Kathryn M. Marsh
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club
Doris Mathews
Special
Ch icago
Mary Lucille May
Fort Wayne
Home Economics
Home Economics Club
Wilma Anne Mickel
Grand Rapids
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
Irene Fairchild
Milham
Kalamasoo
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club;
Country Life Club
Margaret Katherine
Marchetti
Norway
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club; Ote-
yokwa
Beatrice Martin
Lat^r Elementary
Ada
Harriet Emily Mavety
Special
El Dorado
Sparta
Beatrice Meyer
Kalamazoo
A. B. Degree
Donna Louise Milburn
Kalamasoo
]>. S. Degree
Clair Gerald Miller
A. B. Degree
Baroda
Juniors 89
o w
Virginia Anne Miller
Grand Rapids
Senior High
International Relations Club;
Y. W. C. A.
Margaret L. Morey
Rockford
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club
Harold Murphy
A. B. Degree
Hartford
Cecil Myers
Allegan
Business Administration
Commerce Club
Bernice V. Nelson
East Jordan
Senior High
Le Cercle Francais; Classical
Club
Rosa Evelyn Noble
Grand Rapids
Senior High
Classical Club; Science Club
Elizabeth Helen Moore
Kalamasoo
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club; Le
Cercle Francais
Audrey Ruth Moulton
Cadillac
Home Economics
Home Economics Club
Nicholas Musselman
Kalamasoo
A. B. Degree
Band, Secretary; Orchestra;
Science Club
Al. Edward Nellis
A. B. Degree
Tennis; Band
Wyandotte
Mildred E. Newcastle
Kalamasoo
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club;
Brown and Gold; Y. W. C.
A.
Dorothy Helen
Nordberg
St. Joseph
Physical Education
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Lila Marie Nurnberg
Port Huron
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club;
Classical Club
Axner S. Olson
Junior High
Sawyer
Martha Janet Patch
Marccllus
Early Elementary
Ruth A. Peterson
Manistique
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club; Y.
W. C. A.; Oteyokwa
Eleanor Maude
Commerce
Commerce Club
Phillips
Assyria
Trueman Gordon Pippel
Grand Haven
Physical Education
"W" Club
Sigma Theta Gamma
Dennis O'Donnell
Pctoskey
Special
Maxine H. Olson
South Hat'en
Home Economics
Home Economics Club
Donald Delano Payne
B. S. Degree
Plainwell
Doris Marguerite
P helps
Grand Rapids
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club
John M. Pikkaart
Kalamazoo
A. B. Degree
Student Science Club; Der
Deutsche Verein; Square and
Compass Club; Y. M. C. A.
Edith Ersilvia Pisoni
Iron River
Music
Girls' Glee Club; Oteyokwa
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Doris Plant
A. B. Degree
Kalamasoo
CORINNE A. POORMAN
South Haven
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club
Dorothy Marian
Preston
B. S. Degree
Kalamasoo
Charlotte Pritchard
Three Rivers
A. B. Degree
Classical Club; Junior High
Club
Alfred Pugno
Detroit
Business Administration
Commerce Club
Ruth Lucille Purdon
Chippcwa Lake
Home Economics
Home Economics Club; In
ternational Relations Club;
Y. W. C. A.
Ralph D. Poling
1!. S. Degree
Men's Glee Club
Van Werl
Janette Ann Pregitzek
Onaway
Later Elementary
Margaret Helen
Prevost
Bay City
Commerce
Commerce Club, Secretary
Catherine Edith
Provencher
Traverse City
A. 15. Degree
Classical Club
Mildred Ethel Purdon
Early Elementary
Rodney
Robert Irving Quiring
Detroit
Physical Education
Sigma Theta Gamma
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Margaret K. Rafferty
Grand Rapids
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
Mary Louise Ransom
Grand Rapids
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
Kathryn F. Reid
Muskegon Heights
Commerce
Commerce Club; Le Cercle
Francais; El Dorado
Hester Rheingans
Kalamasoo
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
Jennie Louise Richards
Ada
Senior High
Theta Pi Alpha; Y. W. C.
A.; Debate
Virginia Richardson
Senior High
Le Cercle Francais
Hastings
Laura L. Randall
Kalamasoo
P>. S. Degree
Home Economics Club
Airabell Gladys Ray
Commerce
Commerce Club
Kalamasoo
Ruth E. Replogle
Battle Creek
A. B. Degree
Early Elementary Club
James L. Ribble
A. B. Degree
Morley
Merle F. Richards
Norway
Music
Choir; Women's Glee Club;
Oteyokwa, Vice-president;
Arts and Crafts Club
Harry C. Roberts
Harbor Beach
-Manual Arts
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Muriel Frederick
Robinson
Marion
A. B. Degree
Francis Rossi
B. S. Degree
Crystal Falls
Ellen Mary Rundle
Olivet
Home Economics
Home Economics Club
Harley H. Rutherford
Dccatur
Manual Arts
Kenneth Russel
SCHANTZ
A. B. Degree
Hastings
Anna O. Schoenherr
Custer
Early Elementary-
Early Elementary Club; Der
Deutsche Verein
Charles A. Root
Rural Education
Marcellus
William D. Rowan
Paw Paw
Manual Arts
Manual Arts Union
Arthur Ruster
Kalamasoo
Unclassified
Der Deutsche Verein
Earl Charles Ryder
Sparta
B. S. Degree
Ann Schimkola
Cleveland, Ohio
Physical Education
Physical Education Associa
tion; El Dorado
Thomas H. Schuring
Portage
Business Administration
Forum
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Grace Schwedler
Early Elementary
Port Austin
Eugene L. Sherk
Litchfieid
Business Administration
Margaret Grace
SlGTENHORST
Grand Rapids
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club; Glee
Club; College Choir; Le Cer-
cle Francais
Marshall B. Simpson
Lacola
Business Administration
Student Council, Auditor;
Omega Delta Phi; Commerce
Club
George J. Skytta
Wakefield
Manual Arts
Manual Arts Union; Oteyok-
wa
Ellen Elizabeth
Smedmax
Negaunec
Junior High
Junior High Club; Oteyok-
wa
Esther L. Seymer
Grand Rapids
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club
Jeannette Sherwood
A. B. Degree
Eastern Star Club
Kalamasoo
John B. Simpson
Physical Education
Omega Delta Phi;
Y. M. C. A.
Mason
David D. Sjoberg
A. B. Degree
Theta Chi Delta
Cadillac
William Kenneth
Sleutel
Grand Haven
Manual Arts
Manual Arts Union1; Sigma
Delta Phi
Carney Charles Smith
A. B. Degree
Players
Hartford
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wIrene S. Smith
BeHaire
Music
Women's Glee Club; College
Choir
Raymond Smith
Kalamasoo
Manual Arts
Manual Arts Union; Band;
Omega Delta Phi
Reba E. Snyder
Kalamasoo
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club; Le
Cercle Francais
Dorotha Lillian Squier
Union City
Junior High
Junior High Club
Martha Ruth
Steinback
Hancock
Physical Education
Physical Education Associa
tion; El Dorado; Women's
League Council; Dance Club
Dorothy Ann Stemm
Bcnton Harbor
Music
Women's Glee Club; Choir
Marjorie Townsend
Smith
Kalamasoo
A. B. Degree
Women's League Cabinet;
Le Cercle Francais; Players;
Arts and Crafts Club
Vera Eloise Smith
Battle Creek
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club
Helen Donna Spaid
Sturgis
Commerce
Commerce Club; Y. W. C.
A. Cabinet
S. Dorothy Steenman
Grand Rapids
Senior High
Classical Club; International
Relations Club
Margaret Ruth
Steketee
Holland
ArtWomen's Glee Club; Choir;
Art Club
Ruth Virginia
Stephenson
Kalamasoo
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club; The-
ta Pi Alpha
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Helen C. Stevens
Grand Rapids
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club; Y.
W. C. A.
Isabel Streeter
B. S. Degree
Cummington
Shirley Louise
Suchovsky
Kalamasoo
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
Ernest Swanson
Manistee
Senior High
Omega Delta Phi; Debate;
Science Club
Maxine L. Swift
Camdcn
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
Janet Claire Teale
Kalamasoo
A. B. Degree
Theta Pi Alpha; Le Cercle
Francais
Forrest Glen Strater
Manual Arts
Kendallville
Evelyn IdelleStutzmak
Sturgis
A. B. Degree
Later Elementary Club; El
Dorado; Y. W. C. A.; Or
chestra
Lillian Sullivan
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club
Ada
Doris C. Swenson
Home Economics
Holton
Howard Taylor
Muskegon
Manual Arts
Manual Arts Union
Raymond Joseph
Thomas
South Bend, Ind.
Physical Education
Sigma Theta Gamma
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Kate Frances
Thompson
Cadillac
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
Blanche Louise
Thornr
Kent City
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club
Malcolm A. Tindall
B. S. Degree
Kalamacoo
DeWitt B. Trowbridge
Special
Rrown and Gold
Kalamasoo
Thelma Vanden Brink
Holland
Music and Art
Glee Club; Arts and Crafts
Club
Albertus Theodore
VanDuren
Grand Rapids
Junior High
Square and Compass
S. Elizabeth Thompson
Clayton
Physical Education
Physical Education Associa
tion'
Grace E. Timm
Centreville
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
Marie B. Tripp
Senior High
Chorus
Mnskegon
Marian Tubergen
Grand Rapids
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club;
Players
Dorothy L.
Van Donselaar
Senior High
Kalamazoo
John W. VanEck
Kalamasoo
Manual Arts
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Evelyn Geraldine
VanHoeve
Kalamasoo
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club; Y.
W. C. A.
Anje VanSingel
Jettison
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
Floyd F. Vine
Manual Arts
Manual Arts Union
Alma
Barbara Jean Waldo
Kalamazoo
Senior High
Myra Elizabeth
Warren
Blooihingdale
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club
Berdean Ruth Welling
Grand Haven
Later Elementary
Elaine Lois VanNess
Newaygo
Home Economics
Home Economics Club
Charlotte M.
VanVyven
Rockford
Physical Education
Women's League Cabinet
Rhoda E. Wade
Muskegon
Later Elementary
Ruth S. Walker
TTome Economics
Home Economics Club
Olivet
Birdella I. Weeks
Traverse City
Physical Education
Physical Education Associa
tion ; El Dorado
Frederic J. Weiss
Grand Haven
A. B. Degree
Players; Forum; Debate,
Tau Kappa Alpha
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Gordon E. Wells
A. B. Degree
Byron Center
Esther J. Wendela
Detroit
A. B. Degree
Academy; Y. W. C. A.;
Theta Pi Alpha; Le Cercle
Francais; Classical Club
Alvar L. West
Ironwood
A. B. Degree
Manual Arts Union; Oteyok-
wa
Dorothy G. Wetherell
A. B. Degree
Kalamaaoo
Ruth M. Whelan
Kalamasoo
A. B. Degree
Commerce Club; Y. W. C. A.
Helen Lucille
Whitney
Muskegon
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
Paul Kramer Welter
Elkhart, Ind.
15. S. Degree
Theta Chi Delta
Andrew Werger
Detroit
A. B. Degree
Manual Arts Union; Brown
and Gold; Omega Delta Phi
T helma M. Westfall
Commerce
Commerce Club
Edwardsburg
WlNNIFRED LUCENE
Wheeler
Kalamasoo
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club
Lucille Kathryn
Whitl
Oshtemo
A. B. Degree
Classical Club; Le Cercle
Francais
DURFEE DEWITT
Manual Arts
Manual Arts Union
WlELAND
Lansing
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Catherine M. Wilson
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club
Custc
Ruth Bessie Witte
Early Elementary
Lawrence
Ralph Wolter
Ferndale
Music
Band; Orchestra; Glee Club;
Choir; Student Council
WlLMA ROSENA WRIGHT
Kalamasoo
Early Elementary
W. Ronald Youngs
KalamacooMusic
Band; Orchestra; Glee Club,
Choir
LOUISE ZOERNEJt
Grand Rapids
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club; El
Dorado
Sam Wimbush
Wyandottc
A. B. Degree
Theta Chi Delta; Players;
"W" Club
Kathryn Helena
Wohman
Grand Rapids
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club;
Classical Club
Erwin Francis Woods
Manual Arts
Theta Chi Delta
Kalamazoo
George Wurster
Physical Education
Sigma Theta Gamma
Detroit
Martha H. Zemke
Vermontville
A. B. Degree
Women's League Council;
International Relations Club
Charlotte Zuschnitt
Hastings
Home Economics
Home Economics Club; Le
Cercle Francais
Junic 101
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Lucille DeVinney
Big Rapids
A. B. Degree
Home Economics Club
Francis Marquard
Muskcgon
Physical Education
Joan I. Nyhoff
Holland
Home Economics
Home Economics Club; Arts
and Crafts Chtb
Eleanor Knatis
Grand Rapids
A. B. Degree
Later Elementary Club; El
Circulo Espanol
Keith Martin
Rural Education
Kalamasoo
Caroline I. Witsaman
Kalamasoo
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
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SOPHOMORES
Paul W. Peterson
Mamstujue
A. B. Degree
Sophomore President; Ote-
yokwa; Student Council;
Choir; Glee Club
Margarkt E. Balfoub
Kalama:oo
Commerce
Academy; Women's Lea'u •
Cabinet, Treasurer; Sopho
more Secretary
Carl Lefevre
Pontiac
Special
Student Council; Herald
Staff; Players
Kenneth E. Major
Detroit
A. B. Degree
Student Council; Sigma The-
ta Gamma; Football
Duncan M. Ackley
A. I?. Degree
Forum; Band
Kalamasoo
Howard E. Ake
B. S. Degree
Alma
Henry H. Banke
Buchanan
A. B. Degree
Sophomore Vice-president;
Players
M. Ruth Sherwood
Comstock
Physical Education
Physical Education Associa
tion; Glee Club
Leah Emdin
Grand Rapids
Physical Education
Student Council, Sophomore
Representative; Players; Sen
ate; Herald Staff; Physical
Education Association
Gladys S. Abbott
Kalamazoo
Home Economics
Home Economics Club
Frances M. Adams
Shelbyville
Commerce
Commerce Club
Ruth Albrechtsen
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club
Bangcrr
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Alice C. Alexander
Kalamasoo
Early Elementary
Dorothy M. Allison
Grant
Senior High
Y. W. C. A.; Le Cercle
Francais
Eleanor E. Arnold
Douglas
Early Elementary
Hattie A. Bailey
Breckenridgc
Rural Education
Country Life Club
Leah A. Beach
Kalamasc
A. B. Degree
Pauline L. Bellinger
Deltoti
Later Elementary
Country Life Club
Doris Allen
Battle Creek
.Music and Art
Arts and Crafts Club
Harrietts L. Amos
South Bend, Ind.
A. 15. Degree
El Dorado Club
George A. Aten
Manual Arts
Archery Club
Clinton
Wm. F. Barnard
Fremont
Rural High
Country Life Club
Ilo M. Beckner
Rural Education
Country Life Club
Bellevue
Elaine Bellingham
Plainwell
Early Elementary
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Erminie Bellingham
Later Elementary
Plainwell
LORETTA BlLLER
Senior High
Fennville
Carlton J. Blades
Rural Agriculture
Agriculture Club
Country Life Club
Hart
Marjorie Bosier
Bangor
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club;
Eastern Star Club, Secretary
Margaret Boyden
Special
Kalamasoo
Mary E. Bradford
Three Rivers
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club
Florence P. Bidwell
Nile*
Home Economics
Lois M. Bird
Traverse City
Commerce
Commerce Club
Frances Boer
Jcnison
A. B. Degree
Classical Club; Le Cercle
Francais
Irene Boyce
Lansing
Physical Education
Physical Education Associa
tion
Albert L. Bradfield
Lawrence
Business Administration
Commerce Club; Band
William E. Brazill
Kalamasoo
A. B. Degree
Brown and Gold; Debate;
Spanish Club; Omega Delta
Phi
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Gertrude Breckton
Grand Junction
Limited
Marie A. Brennan
Kalamazoo
Commerce
Commerce Club
Dorothy O. Brown
Early Elementary
Allegan
Beryle L. Brownell
Rockford
A. B. Degree
Le Cercle Francais
Leonafay Bullerdick
Music
Choir; Glee Club
Kalamasoo
Kenneth R. Burnham
Kalamazo:
Music
Band; Orchestra
Joseph F. Bradenstein
Cadillac
Special
Band; Theta Chi Delta
Anna L. Brkwer
Senior High
Augusta
Grace Brown
Three Rivers
Limited
Helen Bruner
Kenda'.lville
Later F'lementary
Geraldine L. Burke
Kalamazoo
A. 15. Degree
Marie G. Bush
Michigan Center
Later Elementarv
Later Elementary Club;
Women's League Council
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Eleanor A. Byarlay
Kalamazoo
A. B. Degree
Academy
Merritt E. Calkins
Kalamazoo
Manual Arts
Dorotha Carter
Kalamazoo
Later Elementary-
Academy; El Dorado Club
Jeannette L. Case
Watervlict
Later Elementary
Maxine J. Chaffee
Battle Creek
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club;
Senate
Charles Clark
Paw Paw
A. B. Degree
Forum; Players; Debate
Alice B. Calkins
Hopium
A. B. Degree
I.e Cercle Francais
Charles A. Carpenter
Commerce
Branch
Laura B. Carter
Lake Odessa
Art
Arts and Crafts Club; Le
Cercle Francais
Thelma J. Cattell
Commerce
Commerce Club
Sturgis
Forrest L. Choate
Cement City
Commerce
Commerce Club
Charles J. Cook
Grand Rapids
Physical Education
Sigma Theta Gamma; Foot
ball; Basketball
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Donald F. Coon
Benton Harbor
B. S. Degree
Ruth E. Cyphers
White Pigeon
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club;
Women's League Cabinet
Betty J. Davis
Kalamasoo
Physical Education
Merton H. Dean
McBride
A. B. Degree
Band; Herald; Forum; De
bate
Frances M. DeKoning
Kalamacoo
Early Elementary
Elizabeth DeVree
Hudsonville
A. B. Degree
Classical Club; Country Life
Club
Russell Cosper
St. Johns
A. B. Degree.
Le Cercle Francais, Vice-
president
Winifred I. Dalrymple
Otsego
Rural Education
Country Life Club
Mildred M. Dayhuff
Niles
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
George H. DeBoer
Holland
A. B. Degree
Y. M. C. A., Secretary; Her
ald; Brown1 and Gold; De
bate
Phyllis L. DeLano
Kalamasoo
A. B. Degree
Women's Glee Club; Der
Deutsche Verein
Ruth E. Doolittle
Tekonsha
B. S. Degree
Country Life Club
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Franklin M. Douglas
Lawion
A. B. Degree
Debate
Margaret E. Earl
Kalamazoo
Early Elementary-
Early Elementary Club
Betty J. Elzinga
Music
Ellsworth
Alice C. Engle
Lowell
Later Elementary
Country Life Club; Arts and
Crafts Club
Virginia G. Ewalt
Berrien Springs
A. B. Degree
Le Cercle Francais
Marian L. Fellows
Bcnton Harbor
Early Elementary
Betty Duff
LaGrange
Music
Women's Glee Club; College
Choir
Elroy V. Ellison
Manual Arts
Orchestra; Band
Ionia
Ruth A. Enders
Bcnton Harbor
A. B. Degree
Le Cercle Francais; Players
T helma Evans
Grand Rapids
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
Clifton Fellows
Senior High
Waldron
Donald L. Ferguson
Buchanan
Physical Education
Siema Theta Gamma
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Frances P. Fletcher
Kalamasoo
Physical Education
Physical Education Associa
tion, Treasurer
Norma B. Freeman
Byron Center
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
Bernette S. Fricke
A. B. Degree
Muskegon
Waldo P. Furlong
Newaygo
Special
Commerce Club; Theta Chi
Delta
L. Ernest Garwood
Kalamazoo
Business Administration
Leonard Gernant
Kalamazoo
A. B. Degree
Herald; Brown and Gold;
Forum
Ray Q. Francisco
Summit, New Jersey
Senior High
Forum; Debate; Brown and
Cold
John M. Freh
Grand Haven
Manual Arts
Manual Arts Union; Forum;
Square and Compass
Marjorie L. Frost
Later Elementary
Theta Pi Alpha
Niles
Marian M. Furney
Kalamasoo
Early Elementary
College Choir
Mary Elizabeth Geiger
Los Angeles, Cal.
Early Elementary
Y. W. C. A.; Early Ele
mentary Club
Agnes Ghysels
Grand Rapids
Early Elementary
Sophomores III
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Eleanor O. Gibson
South Haven
Physical Education
Truman J. Gilbert
Kalamasoo
A. B. Degree
Tennis
E. Marie Giroux
Muskcgon
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club;
Women's League Council;
Spanish Club
Maurice Glaser
Grand Rapids
A. B. Degree
Glee Club; Tennis; Players;
Classical Club; College Choir
Sybella M. Globig
Battle Creek
Early Elementary
Hazel G. Gonder
St. Clair Shores
Later Elementary
Rene L. Gilbert
Kalamasoo
Art
Arts and Crafts Club
Glen H. Gipson
Kalamasoo
A. B. Degree
Glee Club; Band; College
Choir
Myron F. Goff
Marcellus
A. B. Degree
International Relations Club
Annabelle Gleason
Plainwell
Early Elementary
Joseph Wm. Goldberg
Detroit
B. S. Degree
Journal Club; Spanish Club
Joseph Wm. Goodrich
Ludington
A. B. Degree
Forum
II2 Sophomores
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Bert A. Gordon
Kalamaaoo
B. S. Degree
Square and Compass, Secre
tary
Mary H. Grant
Coloma
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club;
Women's League Council
Ewina M. Griffith
Paw Paw
Rural Education
Country Life Club
Florence S. Haas
Kalamasoo
Art
L. Joan Hagen
Northport
Early Elementary
Arts and Crafts Club, Sec
retary
Edith Hansen
Battle Crack
Senior High
Le Cercle Francais; Classical
Club
Harriet L. Graff
Marshall
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
Mildred P. Greene
A. I!. Degree
Hart
Clara L. Gustafson
White Cloud
Early Elementary
Earlv Elementary Club; Y.
W. C. A.
Clarence W. Hackney
Hastings
Senior High
Eleanora E. Hahn
Lenox
A. B. Degree
Der Deutsche Yerein; Clas
sical Club
Leoxa M. Hansen
Manistee
Commerce
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Ruth Harrington
Nila
Home Economics
Home Economics Club, Vice-
president; Senate
Lillian C. Healy
Later Elementary
Allegan
Allegra A. Henry
South Haven
Physical Education
Gladys M. Heuss
Traverse Citv
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
Ruth L. Higbee
Benton Harbor
Home Economics
Rachel G. Hoekje
Nagasaki, Japan
A. B. Degree
Senate
Mary B. Harvey
Kalamazoo
A. B. Degree
Senate
Esther M. Heitman
A. B. Degree
Commerce Club
Ionia
DORETTA HETRICK
Fremont, Ohio
B. S. Degree
Lois M. Hickok
Centreville
A. B. Degree
Commerce Club; Y. W. C. A.
DON G. HiRSCHBERGER
Fremont, Ohio
Manual Arts
Theta Chi Delta
Gwendolyn M.
HOOPINGARNER
Bronson
A. B. Degree
Eastern' Star; College Choir
I 14 Sophomores
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Mary Jane Hopkins
Northport
Early Elementary
Glee Club
Pauline T. Hover
Bangor
A. B. Degree
Orchestra; Players; College
Choir; Glee Club
Catherine L. Hudson
Kalamazoo
Physical Education
Physical Education Associa
tion
Bernice K. Hughes
Hudsonville
Limited
Country Life Club
Wilbur H. Hutchins
A. B. Degree
Debate
Bangor
Alice M. Iehl
Allegan
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club; Clas
sical Club
Marguerite M. Horsfall
Scotts
Early Elementary
Esther A. Howard
Ionia
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club;
Academy
Beatrice M. Hughes
Hudsonville
Limited
Country Life Club
Jessie S. Humphrey
Early Elementary
Jackson
Helen Hyde
Limited
Allegan
Jennie L. Ingle
Asheville
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club
Sophomores I 15
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Doris M. Ingraham
Kalamazoo
Home Economics
Home Economics Club, Sec
retary; Arts and Crafts Club
Olive K. Jackson
Rich land
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club; El
Dorado Club
Virginia L. Johnson
Three Rivers
Special
Ralph J. Josifek
East Jordan
Rural High
Country Life Club; Agricul
ture Club
Merle C. Kahler
Cloverdale
Special
Band
Mary L. Keene
Elkhart, hid.
Later Elementary
Theo E. Isham
Leslie
Senior High
Classical Club; Spanish Club
Harry Jankoviak
Bessemer
Physical Education
Earl M. Jones
Kalamazoo
B. S. Degree
Doris M. Kahle
Catnden
Senior High
Le Cercle Francais; Classical
Club
John R. Kauffman
Dowagiac
Business Administration
Commerce Club; Spanish
Club
Maurice E. Kieft
Grand Haven
Manual Arts
Manual Arts Union
I 16 Sophomores
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George H. Kinsella
Unclassified
Raco
Helena Knaap
Holland
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
O. Paul Krueger
Three Rivers
Physical Education'
Cora Landenburger
Later Elementary
Parma
Dorothy Lawrence
Comstock
Physical Education
Physical Education Associa
tion
Harold R. Leiphan
Detroit
Physical Education
Sigma Theta Gamma: Basket
ball
Cloyd A. Kline
Special
Kalamasoo
Alberta N. Kruger
Cadillac
Later Elementary
Y. W. C. A.; Later Ele
mentary Club
Bennie Laevin
Grand Rapids
A. B. Degree
Glee Club; Tennis
Carol Lanphear
Special
Kalamacoo
Glidden Lemon
Music
Ludington
Esther C. Levin
Bcllaire
Early Elementary
Country Life Club
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Bessie M. Lewis
Kalamazoo
Early Elementary
Maurine M. Lockwood
Edwardsburg
Limited
Louis H. Loomis
Kalamazoo
Senior High
Florence J. Lowrey
Ionia
Art
Arts and Crafts Club; Acad
emy
Marjorie H. Lyle
Dowagiac
Art
Arts and Crafts Club
Rosalio G. Malate
Santo Toinas, Batangas, P. I.
Business Administration
International Relations Club;
Spanish Club
Joseph E. Liddicoat
Ferndale
A. B. Degree
Jane Loomis
A. B. Degree
Academy
Kala»iazoo
Grace L. Lowe
Petoskey
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
Matilde B. Lucas
Fremont
Physical Education
Physical Education Associa
tion'
Gladys R. Lynn
Goshen, Ind.
Later Elementary
Country Life Club; Later El
ementary Club
Esther E. Mallonen
A. B. Degree
Oteyokwa
Ontonagon
II8 Sophomores
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Ellen L. Mallory
North Adams
A. B. Degree
Commerce Club; Student
Science Club; Y. W. C. A.
Margaret E. Martin
Early Elementary
Hartfora
Dorothy M. McCabe
Limited
Ada
Edward E. McHold
St. Joseph
A. B. Degree
Commerce Club
Mary C. McNitt
Watervlict
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club;
Academy
M. Elsie Michela
A. B. Degree
Saginaw
Curtis M. Markley
Napoleon
Limited
Country Life Club; Band
Herbert J. Mattson
Ironwood
Manual Arts
Oteyokwa Club
Veronica B. McCabe
Limited
Ada
Lloyd E. McLaughlin
Galesburg
A. P>. Degree
Marguerite E.
McPharlin
Hastings
Limited
Country Life Club
Avis F. Miles
Early Elementary
Delton
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Fred T. Miles
Junior High
Holland
Lucille F. Moorlag
Kalamazoo
Early Elementary-
Early Elementary Club;
Classical Club; Archery Club
Wilda B. Morgan
Kalamar.
Home Economics
Home Economics Club
T HELMA J. MURIE
Grand Haven
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club;
Academy
Margaret L. Noffke
Grand Ledge
Art
Arts and Crafts Club
Jean L. Nekervis
Hancock
Physical Education
Physical Education Associa
tion
Ida R. Mills
Limited
Country Life Club
Bailey
Jack E. Morgan
Charlotte
A. B. Degree
Dorothy F. Morgridge
A. B. Degree
Miles
Henry Murray
Physical Education
Milan
WlLMA H. NASH
Byron Center
A. B. Degree
Student Science Club; Span
ish Club
Earl W. Nellis
Wvandotle
Manual Arts
Spanish Club
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Leonard B. Newton
Otsego
Manual Arts
Manual Arts Union
Adrian Nieboer
Kalamazoo
A. B. Degree
Pauline A. Oliver
Detroit
A. B. Degree
Classical Club
Herbert W. Ostrander
Watervliet
Special
Lois M. Penty
Battle Creek
Early Elementary
Women's Glee Club
Earl W. Peterson
Rochester, N. Y.
Business Administration
Brown and Gold; Commerce
Club; Forum; Spanish Club
Mary F. Nicholas
Senior High
Classical Club
Kalamazio
Lucille W. Oliver
Kalamazoo
Early Elementary
Ruth L. Olmsted
Coldwater
Senior High
Le Cercle Francais; Student
Science Club
Herbert H. Pedler
Muskegon
Physical Education
Sigma Theta Gamma; Track
Helen Peters
Battle Creek
Physical Education
Carol J. Phillips
Grand Rapids
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
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Fern L. Piper
Dearborn
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
Marian E. Potts
Royal Oak
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
Inez M. Pumfrey
Remus
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club; Y.
W. C. A.
Hilden L. Rector
Kalamacoo
B. S. Degree
Student Science Club
Isabel E. Rice
Kalamazoo
A. B. Degree
Y. W. C. A.; Classical Club
Vernette L. Rogers
Galesburg
Early Elementary
Karl E. Pope
Manual Arts
Manual Arts Union
St. Johns
Elizabeth Ann Preston
White Pigeon
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
Cathryn D. Randall
Rochester
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
Irene A. Reeks
Limited
Country Life Club
Saugatuck
Marian Robinson
Early Elementary
Ionia
Violet Rohrer
Kalamazoo
A. B. Degree
Y. W. C. A.
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John M. Royal
Galesburg
A. B. Degree
Olga M. Schalm
Commerce
Sturgis
Retha M. Schrader
Sturgis
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
Arthur J. Sequin
Bay City
Limited
Country Life Club; Agricul
ture Club
Ava L. Shopbell
Eaton Rapids
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club
Dorothy L. Simons
St. Clair
A. B. Degree
Le Cercle Francais; Academy
Dorothy E. Salsbury
Montgomery
Later Elementary
Ruth D. Schmidt
White Pigeon
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
Lilian L. Sears
Kalamacoo
Commerce
Commerce Club
Paula M. Shaffer
Kalamacoo
A. B. DegreeIJegr
Senate; Der Deutsche Ver-
ein; Theta Phi Alpha
Fanchon L. Sills
Junior High
Flint
Claude R. Smith
Kalamazoo
Special
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Marjorie E. Smith
Three Rivers
Senior High
Women's League Cabinet;
Senate
Harold Snellenberger
Walkerville
Special
Country Life Club; Track
Earl E. Sonnenberg
Wyandotte
Physical Education
Theta Chi Delta; Square and
Compass; Track
Beatrice C. Spoor
Ludington
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club;
Spanish Club
Maele I. Squier
Union City
Early Elementary
Evelyn M. Steiner
Bellairc
Art
Arts and Crafts Club; Later
Elementary Club
Valdo W. Smith
Manual Arts
Manual Arts Union
Ithaca
Gerard Sneller
Fremont
Limited
Country Life Club; Agricul
ture Club
Robert M. Sorlie
Escanaba
A. B. Degree
Theta Chi Delta; Band
Bernice M. Springer
Limited
Country Life Club
Hastings
Forrest J. Squires
Rockford
Business Administration
Iiand
Della M. Stieve
South Haven
Physical Education
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Albert W. Stacy
Greenville
Special
Verne F. Stretch
Senior High
Orchestra
Dowagiac
Isabelle A. Sweeney
Hilhdale
Limited
Anna K. Terrill
Dansville
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club
Grace E. Thrun
Vermontville
Later Elementary
Edward M. Tingstad
Detroit
Physical Education
Sigma Theta Gamma; "W"
Club; Football
Katherine E. Stolt
Kalamazoo
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club
Laverne Stubberfield
Waldron
B. S. Degree
Y. M. C. A.; Student Science
Club; Track
WlLMA W. TAGG
Limited
Country Life Club
Allegan
Nina A. Thomas
Kalamazoo
Senior High
Classical Club
Margaret V. Tiefenthal
Kalamazoo
Art
Amy R. VanPeenan
Kalamazoo
Art
Arts and Crafts Club
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Arthur F. VanZee
Kalamazoo
Special
Oliver F. Vorenkamp
Limited
Agriculture Club
Kalamazoo
Gladys B. Walker
Plainwcd
Later Elementary
H. Virginia Wallis
A. B. Degree
Le Cercle Francais
Dubuquc
Mary Anne Welbes
Joliet, III.
Junior High
Jmrior High Club
Enar West
Ironwooa
Manual Arts
Manual Arts Union; Oteyok-
wa Club
Nelson Wm. Volz
Kalamazoo
B. S. Degree
WiLHELMINA J. WAGNER
Kalamazoo
Physical Education
Physical Education Associa
tion
John C. Walkup
Waldron
A. B. Degree
Myrtle Weidman
Kalamazoo
Early Elementary
Margaret M. Wendel
Kalamazoo
Physical Education
Physical Education Associa
tion
Henry E. Westerville
Kalamazoo
Special
Forum; Players
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C. Elmo Wierenga
Grand Rapids
Senior High
Harriet N. Wilkes
Battle Creek
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
Vera M. Wilsie
Early Elementary
Holton
Clifton T. Wilson
Kalainasoo
A. B. Degree
Track
Helen O. Wood
Bangor
Home Economics
Home Economics Club
Marion M. Young
Senior High
Le Cercle Francais
Allegan
Ruth Wilcox
Potterville
Senior High
Le Cercle Francais; Classical
Club; Women's League Coun
cil
Louise Willard
LaGrange, Ind.
Music
Women's Glee Club; College
Choir
Arthur L. Wilson
Kalamazoo
Unclassified
Marcellyn G. Wilson
Allegan
Later Elementary
Later Elementary Club
Olga Worrall
Kalamazoo
A. B. Degree
Le Crecle Francais
Ella F. Zorback
Grand Rapids
Commerce
Commerce Club; Country
Life Club
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FRESHMEN
The Freshman Council
THE Freshman Council is composed of the four class officers and the three
Freshman representatives on the Student Council. All activities of the Fresh
man class are under the charge of this council. This year much enthusiasm
was in evidence at all of the Freshman functions, which included an all-Freshman
party, "The Jail-Hop," a reception to the Sophomores, and an innovation, a
Freshman supper. Abo, the class is unique in having the first and last "Freshman
Pot Night" to usher out of existence the dying institution of Freshman caps upon
Western's campus and to celebrate the victory of the Freshmen over the Sopho
mores at the class games.
President
Edward Renning
Vice-president
Clayton Running
Secretary
Margaret Bersley
Treasurer
Richard Prey
Representatives
George McCormick
Donald Shirkey
Wayne Tanner
MAYNARD RENNING SHIRKEY MC CORMICK
PREY BERSLEY TANNER
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Ruth M. Bassett
Nashville
Limited
Robert Bennett
Special
Theta Chi Delta
Wyandottc
Harold R. Bowdish
Stockbridge
Special
Forum; Band
Katherine M. Bullock
Three Rivers
Limited
Country Life Club
William S. Carter
Special
Band
Kalamasoo
Georgia E. Christlieb
A. B. Degree
Le Cercle Francais
Classical Club
Kalamasoo
Hubert W. Beachler
Unclassified
Greenville
Roland A. Berger
Special
Kalamazoo
Gertrude E. Brisbane
Kalamazoo
Early Elementary
Early Elementary Club
Marion E. Cameron
Kalamasoo
Commerce
Academy; Commerce Club
Ruth T. Chamberlin
Topenabee
Limited
Edith M. Clawson
Limited
Country Life Club
Lake Ann
Limited and Special 131
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Philip D. Com stock
Special
Kalamasoo
Alvin W. Cummings
Crystal Falls
Special
SUSANNE H. DAHLEM
Limited
Jackson
Harry A. Deal
Special
Kalamasoo
Georgia A. Dieters
Holland
Limited
Country Life Club
Retha M. Gackler
Middleville
Limited
Country Life Club
Eunice B. Cooper
Benton Harbor
Limited
Glee Club; Country Life Club
Dorothy M. Cutler
Watervliet
Special
Margaret E. Davis
Battle Creek
Limited
Country Life Club
Josephine L. Deegan
Detroit
Limited
Country Life Club
Athol M. Dygert
Special
Caledonia
Rudolph J. Genetti
Unclassified
Oteyokwa
Ironwood
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Glendon H. Gifford
Limited
Country Life Club
Olivet
Caroline V. Glassman
Limited
Eau Claire
Marjorie P. Grubaugh
Howe, Ind.
Limited
Marie G. Haffenden
Limited
Country Life Club
Plainwell
Robert A. Harrison
Special
Kalamasoo
Doris A. Herrington
KalamasooSpecial
Women's Glee Club
Dorothy Gilmore
Limited
Country Life Club
Camden
Gladys H. Gregg
Limited
Memphis
Mary M. Haas
Limited
Country Life Club
Ravenna
Lucile Hardy
Limited
Country Life Club
Saranac
Glenn L. Heikes
Vicksburg
B. S. Degree
Spanish Club
Richard F. Huizenga
Kalamazoo
Special
Der Deutsche Verein
Limited and Special 133
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Avesta M. Hyames
Music
Glee Club
Kalamasoo
Hunter L. Judd
Harbor Springs
Unclassified
Square and Compass Club
Fern I. Lambeck
Limited
Schoolcraft
Elmer H. Lievense
Limited
Holland
Russell McConnell
A. B. Degree
Band
Bellevue
Phyllis L. Mills
Limited
Country Life Club
Batlev
Velma R. Johnson
Middleville
Limited
Country Life Club
Jacob A. Kangas
A. B. Degree
Oteyokwa
Ironwood
Richard W. Leins
Special
Kalamazoo
Albert Luurtsema
Zealand
Limited
Harold M. McDonald
Shelby
Limited
Country Life Club
WlLLA L. MOLYNEUX
Battle Creek
Special
Commerce Club; Classical
Club; Le Cercle Francais
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Donald F. Moore
Kalamasoo
Special
Debate; Players
Helen R. Norte
Junior High
Junior High Club
Bellevue
George Pendleton
Special
Kalamasoo
Beatrice Pritchard
Three Rivers
Limited
Country Life Club
Albert L. Reus
Grand Haven
B. S. Degree
Forum; Square and Compass;
Spanish Club
Dean W. Shattuck
Limited
Cassopolis
Catherine E. Mulder
Holland
Limited
Country Life Club
Jean Pearce
Senior High
Academy
Niles
Maynard A. Post
Buchanan
Unclassified
Band; Orchestra; Herald;
(ilee Club; College Choir
Pirl Reed
Croswell
Limited
Country Life Club; Glee Club
C. LaVern Robbins
Battle Creek
Special
Anna R. Smith
Galesburg
Early Elementary
Limited and Special 135
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Katherine L. Smith
Limited
Country Life Club
Homer
Frances M. Spinner
Coopersville
Limited
Country Life Club
Olive H. Tenbrink
Limited
Country Life Club
Allendale
Vivian N. Tower
Limited
Country Life Club
Saranac
Doris C. West
Limited
Country Life Club
Laingsburg
Raymond Wisniewski
Limited
Wayland
Harold B. Speicher
Special
Kalamazoo
Alice Taylor
Charlotte
A. B. Degree
Theta Pi Alpha; Le Cercle
Frangais
Glen I. Tomlinson
Athens
Special
Robert M. Welch
Kalamaaoo
Special
Glee Club; College Choir
Frances Youngs
Lakeview
Limited
Country Life Club; Y. W.
C. A.
Herman L. Ziolkowski
Paw Paw
Limited
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Degree Courses
SINCE 1918 it has been possible to obtain a Bachelor of Arts or a Bachelor of
Science degree from Western State Teachers College. The degrees are
granted at the completion of a regular four year course in subjects of
college caliber.
Although the degree courses do not interfere in any way with the various
life certificate courses, a certificate from any of these departments may be applied
on a Bachelor of Arts or a Bachelor of Science degree. Because of this fact,
many students, after teaching several years, find it profitable to return to Western
to earn a degree.
Since their inauguration the degree courses have increased in popularity each
year. At present they threaten to outnumber the other courses in membership.
This tendency is due, in part, to the fact that all the larger high schools are
refusing to hire any teacher without a degree. The requirements for a B. S.
degree meet the requisitions of pre-medic students and those who plan to spe
cialize in engineering or law. In 1930 a four year business administration course
which earns a B. S. degree has been added to the various other curricula.
COUNSELLORS
Mr. Kercher
Dr. Everett
Dr. Hilliard
Dr. Blair
SHIRKEY STORKS SNYDER GIULIANI
PREGITZER STEENROD RICE HOFFMAN
TUTTLE HOFFMAN AYLING ELY WRIGHT
EDGAR LA PLANTE KANGAS
CLARK WAGNER REUS BERSLEY
HEIKES MUDGET DUDDLES FULLER
JOHNSON CHRISTLIEB SNIGGS HOWARD
DANIS GILMORE HUNTING
Freshmen 137
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Men's Physical Education Department
HE Men's Physical Education Department not only trains men for teaching
and coaching positions, but also affords opportunity for recreational activities
for those who are not taking a physical education course.
Three years are now required for a Life Certificate in this as in other depart
ments. Work done may be applied towards a B. S. degree, and this is done by
many students.
The men in this course are trained in the major and minor sports, this train
ing is done in the big gymnasium which is fully equipped with the apparatus
necessary to thorough work.
During the winter and spring terms extensive programs in intramural athletic
competition are sponsored by this department. Opportunity to participate is
extended to all college men whether they are physical education majors or not.
In this way men are enabled to engage in sports which would otherwise be denied
them.
In the winter term was held an interesting and hotly contested basketball
tournament, in which twenty-one teams competed. A basketball free throw
contest was held which proved very popular. There were also volleyball and indoor
baseball tournaments among house and class leagues. Other intramural athletics
in which students engaged were golf, quoits, archery, tennis, and diamond ball.
The Physical Education Department has an important part in maintaining
opportunities for recreation as a balance for the mental activities of the students
of the school, and in promoting good health through physical exercise.
COUNSELLORS
Mr. Hyames Mr. Read
BAKER SACKRIDER SIMPSON HUTTENGA BRANDT SMITH THORCHINSKY ELLIOTT BARNABO NAMETH
RYAN MILLSPAUGH MEIER MASON EMERY F. JOHNSON M. JOHNSON STEELE
HECKSEL HOYT MILLER MICEH LINDSAY GORMAN MULLINS RICHTER ALLEN
MALLARD WIDAS FOSTER BINKLEY JACOBS HIRSHBERGER E. MC BRIDE
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Women's Physical Education Department
THE Department of Physical Education for Women at Western State Teachers
College offers a three year certificate course to equip its students for posi
tions as instructors of physical education in public schools and as recreation
directors. Theory courses pertaining to physical education work, opportunity for
practice teaching, and participation in sports and games are required in the
curriculum.
In addition to training students for teaching physical education, the depart
ment offers to every girl in school, an opportunity to participate in athletics and
games, and also makes provisions for those people requiring individual gymnastic
work. An effort is made to stimulate interest and to increase participation in
intramural sports and athletics, including basketball, archery, golf, and tennis.
In the winter term, in particular, time is given to the conducting of tournaments
in basketball and volley ball for all students. Each term round-robin tourna
ments for the classes in the department are held in the major sport of the season.
This year the enrollment in the department numbers about seventy-five with
a teaching staff of eight instructors.
It is the aim of the department to provide healthful physical activity for
every girl while in school and to send out capable, thoroughly-trained students
to teach physical education.
ADVISERS
Miss Worner Miss Hussev
CHUTE INGLE RICHTER MIHELCICH HOOKER GERACZ
BOSIER DAVIS SHERWOOD HARRINGTON REDDING UNLEY TRAPHAGEN
MANN OAKES SCHMIDT HAAS KORMAN MC CARTY
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Later Elementary Department
THE Later Elementary Department is one of the oldest and most completely
developed units of teacher training at Western. It has jurisdiction over the
third, fourth, fifth, and sixth grades. The greatest number of children in the
public schools at present are enrolled in these grades, which represent the transition
from the early elementary period to the Junior High school age.
Courses in Child Psychology, Education, English, Art, and Music are required
of all students electing a Later Elementary course. The principles of child train
ing are applied in a term of actual practice teaching.
Although the number of required subjects in this course is quite large, the
Later Elementary curriculum is so extensive as to offer enough electives to
provide a well balanced college education.
COUNSELLORS
Miss Steele Miss Argabright
Senior High Department
ALTHOUGH the Senior High curriculum has changed its requirements from
two years work to three for obtaining a Life Certificate, it does not play
as important a part in the school as it formerly did, because of the raising
of educational standards throughout the country.
The problems of teaching in the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grades are
studied in this department. This course may readily be changed to a Degree
course. Special courses in psychology and teaching are required of students elect
ing the course, and two terms of practice teaching are also required.
The custom of teaching a few years in the smaller schools and then coming
back for a degree is becoming popular as well as profitable.
COUNSELLORS
Miss Zimmerman Dr. Sangren
RICE BUSS ROSENOW WELDER
MEYER HUMPHREYS I.AMOREAUX OSTRANDER
BYRD HAMMOND LA PLANTE PEARCE
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Home Economics Department
THE Home Economics Department at Western aims to develop teachers who
are well-trained in all phases of home management and who can fill positions
in public schools throughout the country. With the raising of standards
of living in the last few years comes recognition of the value of scientific know
ledge pertaining to food, shelter, and clothing, and recognition follows the organ
ization of the Home Economics Department to meet the increased demand for
expert teachers.
This department requires three years of instruction and gives a Life Cer
tificate at the completion of its curriculum.
Besides the subjects such as millinery and nutrition, characteristic of the
course, science, art, education and language are required as a background.
One of the popularizing features of the Home Economics course is the
fact that students in this department can earn their way through school by putting
some of their learning into practice. Much actual worthwhile experience as well
as monetary aid is gained in taking care of children, in cooking and planning
meals, and in doing general housework.
Although this field of instruction is comparatively new, there is a large demand
for Home Economics teachers, and practically all of the graduates from this
department have secured good teaching positions in Michigan schools.
COUNSELLORS
Miss Moore Miss Schumacher
FOREMAN GALBREATH BARKER DERHAMMER
FISK GREENHOE BRUMM BROOKS
ROSIER
HOWARD
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Music and Art Departments
WHILE ranking as two of the most popular, the Music and Art Departments
of Western State Teachers College are also two of the most worthwhile
departments. The contribution of the time and talent of the members to
aid in promoting college activities makes the various school projects successful
in an artistic and musical manner. Courses in all types of art work are offered
by the Art Department. Due to the fact that it not only trains art students to be
instructors but designers as well, much time is spent in the fields of poster drawing,
mural painting, and stage designing. Much of the prominence and success of the
department, which is steadily increasing in efficiency and importance each year,
is due to the splendid supervision of Miss Siedschlag.
The Western State Department of Music is one which is very well developed.
Aside from the regular courses aiming to develop an appreciation for music as
well as to give the usual technical instruction, the Music department includes such
phases as the Men's and Women's Glee Clubs, a joint choir, the Orchestra and
the Band. These groups are much in demand for programs on special occasions
at Western and elsewhere in Kalamazoo. Besides this, many trips are taken for
the purpose of giving concerts at surrounding cities, and for the last three years
an annual radio program has been broadcasted from Detroit. The participation of
the Choir and the Glee Clubs in the Messiah and the unique performance of the
Band at one of the musical assemblies were highlights in the activities of the
Music Department for the school year 1931-32.
COUNSELLORS
Mr. Maybee Miss Siedschlag
LUCY MERRICK SCHABBEL MATOUSEK ROMIG
BOOMGAARD HESBURN HANSON JOLLIFFE
142 Freshmen
Manual Arts Department
THE aim of the Manual Arts Department is to provide actual practice in
industrial arts as well as instruction in theoretical principles. This practice
is carried out in one of the most completely equipped and highly developed
manual arts buildings boasted by any Michigan college. In this building are
facilities for practical application of the theories studied in the different manual
art courses. Students may specialize in auto mechanics, machine shop, wood
work, drafting, mechanical drawing, farm mechanics, forging, and other arts
of industry.
The Manual Arts Department, along with other departments, has changed
its course, so that three years are required for a Life Certificate instead of two.
A manual arts curriculum may be arranged in such a way that work done
may be applied on a Bachelor of Science degree.
Largely through the efforts of Mr. Huff and Mr. Sherwood, the Manual
Arts Department has been very successful. This success, in addition to the
opportunities open to teachers of industrial arts subjects, has made the depart
ment increasingly popular.
COUNSELLORS
Mr. Huff Mr. Sherwood
GENETTI BLISS MEYER CLARK
MILLARD ENSFIELD CUTLER HUTCHINS BAKER
MEISCH SHEATHELM BROTHERS O'BRIEN
Freshmen 143
Early Elementary Department
SIMILAR to the Later Elementary Department but preceding it in the field
of work is the Early Elementary Department, which has jurisdiction over
the first three years of a child's school life.
In 1929 the Early Elementary Department changed the requirements for a
Life Certificate from two years' work to three. Because of this change, Western's
Early Elementary course is rated highly among educators. In addition to the usual
fundamentals, subjects such as education and psychology, which aim to give a
deeper, more sympathetic insight into the nature of the child, are required in this
curriculum. One of the features of the course is the period of actual practice
teaching under trained guidance, which is required of all students.
Of late years, parents and teachers have generally accepted the view of
physicians and psychologists that the first years of life are the most influential
in determining the permanent habits and attitudes of a child. Consequently they
are studying with much interest problems relating to children, and this progressive
movement has created a large demand for teachers well trained in this line of work.
Students enrolled in the Early Elementary Department may become members
of the Early Elementary Club. This organization takes an active part in the
campus social life and during the year completes several social welfare projects.
One of the purposes of the club is to earn money to add to the Fannie Ballou
Scholarship Fund, which is a source of help for students of the department.
COUNSELLORS
Miss Blackburn Mrs. Phillips
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PRATER ARNOLD TAPPER VAN DUSEN HUMMER RUNDLE BALL BEARSS HAZEN SPENCER
FORD OGILVIE POWERS ALWARD KIEL REYNOLDS WILES CATT PAYNE HYATT
DAVIDSON TALBOYS BERGUS BROWN DANIELSON MOORE SMITH TIEFENTHAL PARSONS
ROHN SMITH DYKSTRA BRISBANE WOLFE DIEMER HILLMAN RICHMOND
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Freshr 145
w"WE have no sympathy
with the individual who sub
stitutes reading for thinking
or who retires from his fel
lows in gloomy introspection.
Too much reading, even edu
cational, may be as stupefy
ing and enslaving as the
treadmill rounds of brute
labor. One-sided intellectu-
alism travels on the lonely
trails of the arid, unfrequent
ed regions. Books and read
ing should lead to the high
way of freedom, alertness,
and usefulness."
—Adam Strohm
I he breaking of the
dawn of modernism
finds man, his aes
thetic desires satis
fied, venturing into
a new world of his
own creation.
ACTIVITIES
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National Student Federation
FOR two years Western State Teachers College has belonged to The National
Student Federation of the United States of America. In 1931 the Student
Council sent Joe Hooker and Harold Rowley as the first representatives from
Western State to the N. S. F. A. convention at Atlanta, Georgia. Western then
joined.
George Wynn and Henry Kibbey were Western's delegates to the N. S. F. A.
at Toledo, Ohio, in 1932, and they brought back very favorable reports of the
work of this national student movement, the only one in the United States today.
In the words of its founders the purposes of the N. S. F. A. are: "We zvould
achieve a spirit of cooperation among the students of the United States to give
consideration to questions affecting student's interests. We would develop an
intelligent student opinion on questions of national and international importance.
We would foster understanding among the students of the world in the furtherance
of an enduring peace. In working toward these ends the Federation acts inde
pendently of any political party or religious creed."
The Herald through the Federation receives news releases and "World Student
Mirror," an unbiased journal containing news of student interest from all parts of
the world. Much information is available member institutions of the Federation
in regard to student problems and opinion. In many ways Western is benefitted
by its membership in the N. S. F. A.
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Student Council
THE year 1932 has been a banner year for the Student Council. The student
governing body, composed of four officers representing the entire school, three
representative members from each class, the editor-in-chief of the Brown and
Gold, the student editor of the Herald, the music manager, the debate manager, the
student auditor, and the publicity manager, has worked conscientiously to effect
legislation and to carry out projects that would meet with the whole-hearted
approval of those whom it represented.
In compliance with its usual custom, the Student Council issued the Student
Handbook and the Student Directory. At the opening of the school year, Council
members lent their assistance in the Freshmen days program.
The Homecoming with its Iowa-Western Teachers College game, its teas,
dinners, and huge party, was made an exceptionally brilliant period through the
work of the Student Council.
The class games, in which honors were carried off by the Freshmen,
were under the supervision of the Council. Athletic schedules for the bulletin
boards at the Men's Gymnasium entrance were kept up-to-date by the Council.
It sponsored the first Cap Night, the night on which the Freshmen disposed of
their ever-remindful green caps.
A rollicking student assembly was developed under its direction. It assisted
in all student parties, and made the purchase of a Western State banner to be
used at parties and other functions. It cooperated with the faculty on awards.
OFFICERS
President Secretary
George Wynn Mona Williams
Vice-president Treasurer
Frank Overton Loretta Donley
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BOEKELOO CLARK CUSHMAN DONLEY EMDIN
HILLS KERCHER KIBBEY LEFEVRE
MADIGAN MAJOR MASON MAYNARD OVERTON
PETERSON PIGOTT RANDALL SHIRKEY SIMPSON
SPEIGELMAN TAYLOR WILLIAMS WOLTER WYNN
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The 1932 Brown and Gold
THIS 1932 Brown and Gold is significant to us of the staff because we know
that by now Brown and Gold has become one of the older traditions of the
college, richer for time. While our task may have been somewhat greater
and more difficult in creating it than that of the staff who worked on the little
volume of 1906, we feel that our purpose has been the same—that of depicting
by word and picture some of the occasions and activities of the college year in a
permanent form that will undoubtedly acquire value as the years pass.
We have chosen an educational theme as befitting the purpose of our college.
Through the development of this theme we have endeavored to trace Man's
progress in education throughout the ages. To the artist's drawings we have
taken the liberty of adding a few words of explanation which, we hope, will
serve to bring out the underlying unity of the theme.
Henry E. Kibbey Editor
Frederick W. Adams Business Manager
Alvin Norlin, Ray Francisco, Arline Butler Pictures
Leonard Gernant, George De Boer Sports
Mildred Adams, Jean Heneveld, Marjorie Cutler Art
Harold Pigott, Mona Williams Humor
Ivan Wickham Organisations
Irma Jean Hutson, Mildred Newcastle Stenography
Veronica Igxasiak, De Witte Trowbridge, Ordelia Thompson . Literary
William Brazill Advertising Manager
Abe Spiegelman, George Pendleton, Harold Speicher Advertising
Helen Merson Women's Athletics
Andrew Werger Technical
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ADAMS BRAZILL BUTLER CUTLER DE BOER
FRANCISCO GERNANT HENEVELD HUTSON IGNASIAK
NEWCASTLE NORLIN PENDLETON PIGOTT SPIEGELMAN
THOMPSON TROWBRIDGE WERGER WICKHAM WILLIAMS
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MARGARET CLARK BLANCHE DRAPERThe Herald
The Herald
WITH an enlarged editorial policy and added features of interest to student
readers, the Herald has completed its sixteenth year as the official weekly
paper of Western State Teachers College. The regular news releases of
the National Student Federation of America and the subscription to the World
Student Mirror have broadened the scope of the material used in the Herald,
and have kept Herald readers informed and alive to the student activities and
problems in colleges and universities in this country and abroad.
During the year, feature write-ups of campus organizations, accompanied by
pictures of their presidents, have been a vital part of each issue.
The sport page has been one of usual interest this year. Western's athletes
have supplied a wealth of news, and the sport editor has overlooked no opportunity
of using it for the readers' entertainment and information.
The literary columns of book reviews and poetry have been well received and
supported by readers and contributors, and both columns have added much to the
general tone of the paper. The health column written by Miss Ellis Walker has
had its usual popularity. The alumni column has been conducted on an individual
basis and has become one that keeps readers informed of the interesting doings
as well as the whereabouts of Western graduates.
The staff of student writers has been more than usually successful and co
operative during the past year, and the number of underclassmen will assure
experienced writers for next year's staff.
Student Editor
Margaret Clark
Society Editor
Leah Emdin
Alumni Editor
Helen Merson
THE STAFF
Sport Editor
Leonard Gernant
Columnists
Elizabeth Veley
Clarence Young
Ellis J. Walker
Carl Lefevre
Reporters
George De Boer
Merton Dean
Maynard Post
Kathleen Prater
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DE BOER DEAN EMDIN
GERNANT LEFEVRE MERSON
POST WALKER YOUNG
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Women's League Cabinet
AKLINE BUTLER
THE Women's League is composed of all the
women of the student body. Throughout the
year it functions for the good of its members.
The programs of activities are planned and executed
by the Women's League Cabinet, a controlling body
of about sixteen members chosen to represent the
various departments on the campus. Two faculty
members and the Dean of Women act as advisers to
this body.
The opening of the activities was marked in the
fall by a Who's-Who party given in conjunction
with the Y. W. C. A. The purpose of the party was to assist students in getting
acquainted. At halloween, a party, the "Spirits' Spree," was held in the gym
nasium. Every imaginable costume was represented in the masquerade dance.
Just before the close of the Fall Term there was a Christmas Chocolate. The
club room, dimly lighted and decorated in keeping with the holiday season, formed
a background for the chocolate, and the gymnasium with a big Christmas tree in
the center was used for dancing. The formal Valentine party was entitled "The
Chase." The men's gymnasium decorated with symbols of the chase was used
for this, and the party was one of the highlights of the social year.
In the Spring, a Mothers' Tea was held to which the women invited their
mothers or matrons. This tea was a pleasant addition to those given every
BALFOUR
DONLEY
COURT
SMITH
CRAMER
VAN VYVEN
DENNERT
WILES
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Wednesday afternoon in the Club Room throughout
the year for the women of the college.
The activities of the League closed in the spring
with the June Breakfast, which served as a most
delightful climax.
The cabinet, aside from these social enterprises,
has published a League Handbook for Freshmen
Days and a song book containing Western songs.
The Big Sister movement has also been taken over
by the cabinet.
Women's League Council DEAN DAVIS
Under the Women's League Cabinet is the
Women's League Council. It is an organization consisting solely of house
presidents.
The Council meets at various timers throughout the year. These meetings
center about a council dinner. The various enterprises and problems pertaining
to the Council are discussed, and the Council helps the Women's League Cabinet
in carrying out its programs. Each house president reports the progress of the
Council to her house group.
In addition to encouraging a closer feeling among the women, the Council
has done many other things. At times school spirit has been increased at games,
pep meetings, and elections.
ABEL BOWER CAMPBELL HAKES
MAUL DENTON SMITH
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■ Fred Adams, announcer for WKZO studio at
Western ■ The studio in the women's gymnasium
■ Mr. Lahman practices his preaching at the mike
■ "Mr. Glen Gipson will now sing for you—"
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Men's Glee Club
WESTERN State Teachers College can be rightly proud of its Men's Glee
Club under the direction of Mr. Harper C. Maybee. Mr. Maybee's con
stant effort and stimulus have kept the group up to the standards that the
club has always held. He is to be complimented both by the members of the club
and by the entire college on the results he has attained through his expert
musicianship.
This year the Glee Club has sung in connection with the Teachers College
Choir at many programs, and it assisted in producing Handel's "Messiah" with
the Civic Choral Union at Christmas time.
Near the last of the winter term, the Glee Club made its annual trip to Detroit.
Programs were given in Fordson, Wyandotte, and Hamtramck, and over the broad
casting station of The Detroit News. The Orpheus Club, a prominent men's vocal
organization of the country, complimented the club on its quality of tone and
diction, and the leader invited any of the club to join his club.
As well as offering vocal music, the Glee Club can produce instrumental com
binations and solos of unusual merit. Over half of the members now in the club
are new, but the club invites all men who are interested in creating a finer and
more artistic type of vocal music to join.
OFFICERS
President Secretary
Francis Irey Herbert Foli.
Vice-president Business Manager
Wilmer Gibbons Robert Dunnavan
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APPELDOORN BROWN CONVERSE CROTHERS
EDGAR FOLL GIBBONS GIPSON
HALL IREY KENNEDY KLAASSE
LAKE LA PLANTE LOOSE LOWER
DE PONT
GLASER
LAEVIN
MC KERNAN
DUNNAVAN
MURPHY OOSTERLING PETERSON POLING ROBBINS
SANDERSON SCHOONMAKER WOLTER WEED YOUNG
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Women's Glee Club
WITH an extremely varied program the Women's Glee Club has sung its
way through another successful year under the capable direction of
Dorothea Sage Snyder. The music vised in the past year has included
Negro spirituals, numbers by several Russian composers, a sixteenth-century
madrigal, and some pieces of the modern trend. Following a rather new custom,
the club has featured an "added attraction" which has been worked out in the
style of a Cuban Fiesta. The song arrangements, dances, solos, and costumes
were all worked out by members.
The club appeared in several of the towns and cities near Kalamazoo, besides
presenting programs in this city.
This group, with the Men's Glee Club, forms the Teachers College Choir.
As part of the choir and as a separate unit, the club made the annual trip to
Detroit.
The trio, quartet, and string trio are groups formed from the main organ
ization. They have presented programs individually and in conjunction with
the club.
The Second Glee Club is a part of reserve group behind the varsity club. It
is made up of those students who are doing preparatory work for the first Club,
and membership is required of Freshman music students. Its fifty members, how
ever, include many from outside the music department.
Musically, the ideals of the Club enjoin its members to go ahead as rapidly
and as well as possible in musical education. Within this organization are also
learned principles of good self-government. Members keep these rules always
in mind.
OFFICERS
President Secretary
Evelyn Gill Zola Lhamon
Vice-president Treasurer
Ruth Sherwood Elizabeth Buck
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ALLEN BAUSERMAN BELLINGER BOEKELOO BUCK BULLERDICK COOK
CRAMER DEKEMA E. DE LANO P. DE LANO DUFF ELSIE
FILION FINNEY FOX FULLER GILBERT GILL
GLERUM HAKES HERRINGTON HOEKJE HOVER A. HYAMES L. HYAMES
JUDD KAMIENSKY LEMON LHAMAN PISONI RICHARDS SCHOONMAKER
SHERWOOD SIGTENHORST STEKETEE STEM VANDEN BRINK WILES WEIMER
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DUFF SCHOONMAKER
WILLARD BOEjKELOO HOEKJE
Trios and Quartette
Through many appearances before Kalamazoo audiences, and those of sur
rounding towns, the three organizations made up of members of the Women's
Glee Club, have become well-known. Their programs have been enjoyed by many
Kalamazoo Clubs, Campus Orgnizations, and others. In addition the trios and
quartette appear on nearly every program presented by the Women's Glee Club.
The successful Spanish Fiesta which has been much featured this year as a final
group on concert programs, is partly due to the efforts of the string and vocal trios.
QUARTETTE TRIO STRING TRIO
Betty Duff Ruth Sherwood Doris Gilbert, Violin
Clotile Schoonmaker Blanche Bauserman Ruth Sherwood, 'Cello
Lorraine Boekeloo Evelyn Gill Clotile Schoonmaker, Piano
Louise Willard Accompanist—Esther Fuller
Accompanist—Rachel Hoekje
SHERWOOD SCHOONMAKER SHERWOOD BAUSERMAN
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LUDLAM SANDERSON EVANS ROBBINS WEED SUNDQUIST GIPSON
APPELDOORN IREY DE FONT KENNEDY LAKE EDGAR DAXIS GLASER
CONVERSE GIBBONS MAIKOWSKI HALL DUNNAVAN TULLER YOUNGS
MC KERNAN POLING PETERSON WOLTER LOWER KLAASSE CROTHERS
BUCK ELLISON SHERWOOD L. HYAMES A. HYAMES ALLEN STEKETEE
COOK PISONI E. DE LAND WEIMER
MILLER LHAMAN BELLINGER GILBERT HERRINGTON ELSIE FOX
SIGTENHORST KAMIENSKY FULLER STEMM FILI
CRAMER DUFF GLERUM WILES BAUSERMAN SCHOON MAKER JUDD
VANDEN BRINK FINNHY WILLARD LEMON P.DELANO
HOVER
RICHARDS lU'LLERDICK
The Choir
THE Western State Teachers College Choir of 1932 has had a very successful
season under the able direction of Mr. Harper C. Maybee. The Choir consists
of the members of the Men's and Women's Glee Clubs and also students out
side the Music Department. There are approximately seventy-five members.
The Choir made its annual spring trip to Detroit, singing at schools in Wyan-
dotte, Hamtramck, and Fordson. While in Detroit the Choir broadcasted over
station WWJ.
This year the Choir inaugurated a new feature and closed its season by
giving a concert at the Kalamazoo Civic Theatre for their friends. Invitations
were sent out and those attending heard an unusually fine concert. After the
concert the Choir received their guests in the Green Room of the Theatre, where
coffee and sandwiches were served.
Th repertoire of the Choir was varied this year. It included Russian folk
songs, Old English Glees, religious numbers, Bach Chorals, and several modern
numbers.
The Choir has always tried to present for its audiences the music of the best
composers, and by adding to this well-trained voices and thoughtful interpretations,
has presented delightful and varied programs.
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The Band
OFFICERS
President
Ronald Young
Vice-president
Lewis Hine
Secretary
Nicholas Musselman
MEMBERS OF THE BAND
Trumpets
Harold Bowdish
Jay Currier
Ewald Haug
Kenneth Ludlaw
Walter Maikowski
Curtis Markley
John Oosterling
Robert Pryor
Willits Pursel
Forrest Squires
Maurice Weed
Clarinets Bb
Russell Ampey
Lester Baker
Charles Carpenter
William Carter
William Cutler
Merton Dean
Arthur Hesburn
William Johnson
Merle Kahler
Walter Lake
Robert La Plante
Louis Loomis
William Loose
Arthur Lower
Russell McConnell
Al Nellis
Paul Peterson
Isadore Robbins
Ramon Schoonmaker
Lowell Snyder
Elston Tuller
Herman Vanderbeek
Ron Youngs
Clarinet E#
Lewis Hine
Piccolo
Robert Sorlie
Rodney Weller
Hilbert Zuidema
Saxophone
Albert Bradfield
Otto Dopp
Richard Prey
Wayne Tanner
Orion Thaler
Luis Godde
Horns
Duncan Ackley
Raymond Fuller
Paul Giannola
Dan Greenman
Carl Kuehn
Wayne Morford
Douglas O'Brien
La Vern Robbins
Baritone
George La Plante
Herbert Foil
Trombone
Joe Breidenstein
Tom Britton
Everett Churchill
Ray Crothers
Richard Maile
Philip McKernan
Wesley Merritt
Maynard Post
Frank Rosted
James Russell
Raymond Smith
Kenneth Squires
Oliver White
Bass
Kenneth Burnham
Glen Gipson
Maxwell Mead
George Swanson
John Van Eck
Charles Wells
Ralph Wolter
Drums
Richard de Pont
Arthur Dunham
William Edgar
Elroy Ellison
Rupert Kittle
Nicholas Musselman
Jerry Van Velsen
Drum Major
Arno Harding
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The Orchestra
ONE of the most popular organizations on the Western State campus is the
orchestra. Under the direction of Mr. George Amos, and because of his
splendid tutelage, this assemblage of musicians has gained in enthusiasm,
interest, and results.
A fine quality and standard of work is done in the organization, and it is in
great demand throughout the year. The orchestra plays before the student body
at assemblies and also for the graduation exercises at the end of each term.
The repertoire of the orchestra includes standard overtures, classic selections,
and eccentric novelties.
Mr. Nicholas Musselman has been acting as Secretary and Business Manager
for the year.
MEMBERS OF THE ORCHESTRA
Violins
Lester Baker
Vaughan Cornish
Kathryn Dailey
Mae Dougherty
Doris Gilbert
Pauline Hover
Dorothy Lawrence
Arthur Lower
Mary Matousek
John Moore
Kenneth Squires
Verne Stretch
Evelyn Stutzman
Elston Tuller
Elizabeth Unrue
Charles Wells
Violas
Mr. Ackley (Instructor)
Miss Hadley (Instructor)
Mrs. Hilliard
Charleston Hokins
Cello
Leonafay Bullerdick
Isadore Robbins
Flute
Ruth Bartoo
Robert La Plante
Hilbert Zuidema
Oboe
Mr. Harold Blair
(Instructor)
Ruth Blair
Ray Schoonmaker
Clarinet
Louis Loomis
William Loose
Ronald Youngs
Bassoon
Mr. Nichols (Instructor)
Trumpet
Francis Heinlin
Glidden Lemon
Walter Miakowski
Maurice Weed
Trombone
Ray Crothers
Carola Gibson
Maynard Post
Horn
Dan Greenman
Gertrude Norcross
Bass
Kenneth Burnham
Elroy Ellison
Ralph Wolter
Bob Saunders
Drums
Nicholas Musselman
Timpani
Richard de Pont
Piano
Beatrice Filion
Jane Judd
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The Arts and Crafts Club
THE Arts and Crafts Club is an organizaiton established for the purpose of
promoting interest among those students talented in these fields. It is open
to students of all departments who submit some piece of original work which is
accepted by a special committee composed of students of the club and members
of the Art Faculty. The selected group is admitted to a term of pledgeship
culminating in the Art Club banquet in January, at which time the pledges are
taken into the organization. This year the banquet was held January nineteenth,
and Mr. Harry Carpenter, commercial artist from Chicago, spoke on "Honesty
in Design."
The bi-monthly meetings of the club gave the members opportunities of
hearing some very interesting speakers. Miss Stevenson gave a lecture and
demonstration on water color, and Mrs. William McKinley Robinson talked
about the Mexican people and their art, and exhibited some of their work. Miss
Seekell told of her trip to Europe and gave an interesting discussion of the castles
on the Rhine. She discussed also the art of Naples and Pompeii, and showed
pictures of the castles and art work of these two Italian cities. Dr. Boys gave an
illustrated lecture on "Skin Grafting." At this meeting the members of the
Manual Arts Union were the guests of the Arts and Crafts Club.
At Christmas time the club exhibited and sold attractively designed cards
made by the members.
The Arts and Crafts Club assisted with the decorations for several school
functions, among them "The Chase"—the Women's League party and the Annual
June Breakfast for the women of the college.
This year the club has held many banquets. One of the most outstanding
of these was given on St. Patrick's day in the Training School gym. Mr. Sylvester
Jerry was the very entertaining speaker at this meeting.
The most important event of the year was the trip to Detroit in April. The
Art Museum, the Fisher Building, Cranbrook Schools, and other places of interest
were visited. The last meeting was held out of doors in June, and at this time
officers for the coming year were elected.
OFFICERS
President Secretary
Flora Hetzel Joan Hagen
Vice-president Treasurer
Mildred Adams Helen Burger
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ADAMS ALLEN BEENS BELLINGER BURGER
CAMPBELL CARTER CLOUGH CRAMER CUTLER DICKINSON
GILBERT GILL HAGEN HENEVELD HETZEL LA VIGNE
LOWREY LYLE MILLER MURPHY NOFFKE
NYHOFF KICHARDS M. RICHARDS SMITH STEIMEL
STEINER STEKETEE VANDER BRUK VAN PEENAN WINCHELL
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FORENSICS and DRAMATICS
The Forensic Board
THE Forensic Board is an advisory body whose function is to promote inter
collegiate and intramural debating at Western State. Because its meetings
are irregular, it depends upon the hearty cooperation of its members to fulfill
its duties effectively. It is composed of the men's debate manager, the women's
debate manager, a representative from each debating society, and the debate coach
es. One of the debate managers is appointed to represent debating activities on
the Student Council, the appointment alternating between the men and women
on succeeding years.
In addition to supervising intramural debating, the Forensic Board approves,
subject to ratification by the newly-created Awards Board, awards for inter
collegiate debating. The Debate Loan and Scholarship Fund, founded by the
debating societies and supported by proceeds from international debates and other
sources, is controlled by the Forensic Board and is used to assist varsity debaters
who are in need.
MEMBERS
Men's Debate Mgr.
Martelle L. Cushman
Women's Debate Mgr.
Rachel Cain
Rep. from the Senate
Ellen Larsen
Rep. from the Academy
Margaret Sturr
Rep. from Omega Delta Phi
Meredith Taylor
Rep. from the Forum
Frederic Weiss
Men's Debate Coach
C. P. Lahman
Women's Debate Coach
A. L. LlNDBLOM
LAHMAN CUSHMAN LlNDBLOM
WEISS CAIN STURR TAYLOR
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Tau Kappa Alpha
TAU KAPPA ALPHA is one of Western's three national honorary .societies.
It is a forensic society having chapters in the larger colleges and universities.
At the time the local chapter was installed. Western was the only teachers
college in the United States to be a member of this national affiliation and the
only college in Michigan to have a chapter.
The local chapter of Tau Kappa Alpha was organized in 1928 to supersede
Delta Rho. This change involved a raising of standards, more exclusive mem
bership, and more prestige for the college. National requirements for member
ship in Tau Kappa Alpha are that the candidate must be of upper-class standing
and have participated in at least three inter-collegiate debates, or two debates if
the candidate is a senior. Equivalent work in oratory meets requirements for
membership. Candidates are elected at the close of the debate season. At
Western they are recognized at the regular forensic recognition banquet, and
they are formally initiated at a separate initiation banquet.
It is expected that Tau Kappa Alpha will be an active as well as an honorary
organization and that it will sponsor the forensic activity of the college. Since
this function is performed at Western by the Forensic Board and the Student
Council, Tau Kappa Alpha has remained largely an honorary fraternity.
There are at present nine student members of the organization: Rachel Cain,
Margaret Clark, John Cuber, Cecil Hay, Arthur Randall, Cornelius Schreur,
Margaret Sturr, Meredith Taylor, Fred Weiss, Carroll Lahman. Miss Lindblom
and Mr. Moore are honorary members of this chapter. Vern Mabie, Annie Bell
Sibley, Frances Little, and Arthur Secord of the faculty are alumni members.
President
Margaret Clark
Vice-president
Meredith Taylor
OFFICERS
Secretary
Margaret Sturr
Treasurer
Carroll P. Lahman
CAIN
RANDALL
CLARK CUBER HAY LAHMAN LINDBLOM
SCHREUR SIBLEY STURR TAYLOR WEISS
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Men's Intercollegiate Debating
Resolved: That a substitute for the capitalistic system should be adopted in the
United States. (Michigan Debate League)
Resolved: That Congress should enact legislation providing for the centralised
control of industry. (Pi Kappa Delta)
Resolved: That the United States should enact legislation embodying the essential
features of the Stuart Chase plan for the stabilisation of business. (Mid-
West Debate Conference)
AN UNUSUAL variety of questions, an unusually large squad, an unusually
jLx. high percentage of participants in varsity contests, and an unusually small
percentage of victories may be said to characterize the men's debate season
of 1931-32. All of the questions, though not ideally worded, were highly pertinent
in view of the disturbed economic condition of the country, but their number and
complexity, combined with the fact that over half of the squad members were new,
presented certain difficulties. Seven seniors, nine juniors, seven sophomores, and
three freshmen made up the squad. At the end of the season twenty-one of the
twenty-six men had participated in at least one intercollegiate debate, and eighteen
had taken part in two or more.
The season's schedule included the largest number of debates ever held in a
single year—thirty-seven. Of these, ten were non-decision, twelve were won, and
fifteen were lost. The usual cordial relations were maintained with Michigan col
leges, ten having been met at least once.
Outside the state a number of desirable opponents were met. An auto trip
into Illinois in early March with two two-man teams made possible the meeting
of eight colleges in four days, and a later excursion by train into Wisconsin and
the Upper Peninsula enabled Western to open relations with Northern State
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Teachers at Marquette and to renew former relations with three Wisconsin colleges.
The most interesting innovations of the year were a radio debate between
two squad members over WKZO and the Michigan Debate League tournament
at Albion College in early February. This tournament took the place of the first
round of League debates and proved highly successful. The entire Brown and
Gold squad went by bus, and although only a month had elapsed since preparation
started, ten two-man teams were entered.
The usual policy of furnishing debates for off-campus audiences was main
tained, eight such groups being served. The largest audience came at the end of
the season, when two thousand students of Kalamazoo Central High School heard
Western uphold the negative of the capitalism question against a crack two-man
team from Albion.
1932 AWARDS
Third year Second Year
John F. Cuber Charles O. Clark
Cecil Hay
Arthur D. Randall
Cornelius G. Schreur
Meredith R. Taylor
Fredric J. Weiss
Martelle L. Cushman
Donald B. King
First Year
George H. De Boer
Franklin Douglas
Evered C. Dudley
Reginald K. Hills
Wilbur H. Hutchins
Alfred W. Lyons
John F. McDonald
Donald F. Moore
Raymond V. Shoberg
Oscar Sissala
Ernest L. Swanson
Frederick Weeks
Hay Taylor Schreur Dudley
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SUMMARY OF THE SEASON
Opponent Western's Team Result
Tournament at Albion College, Attended by entire squad
Battle Creek Hay - Dudley Won 1-0
Albion Cuber - Weiss Lost 1-0
Manchester (Indiana) Cushman - Randall Lost 2-1
Albion Swanson - Sissala Lost 2-1
Hope ., Clark - McDonald Won 3-0
Albion Shoberg - Lyons Lost 3-0
Ypsilanti Weeks - Schreur Won 1-0
Albion Hutchins - DeBoer Lost 3-0
Ypsilanti Moore - Taylor Won 3-0
Albion King - Hills Lost 2-1
Michigan State College Hay - Dudley Lost 2-1
Ypsilanti Randall - Weiss - Cuber Won 1-0
Detroit City College Randall - Weiss - Cuber Lost 1-0
Detroit City College Hills - Hay - Dudley Won 16-13
Detroit Tech Randall - Sissala - Cuber Decisionless
Kalamazoo College Cushman - Schreur Lost 34-31
Michigan State College Dudley - Weiss Won 23-20
Illinois Trip
North Central Randall - Schreur Decisionless
Douglas King McDonald Moore
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Opponent
SUMMARY OF THE SEASON
Western's Team Result
Wheaton Weeks - Cuber Decisionless
Monmouth Randall - Schreur Won 9-7
Illinois Weeks - Cuber Decisionless
Bradley Tech Randall - Schreur Decisionless
Macomb Teachers Weeks - Cuber Lost 1-0
Illinois Wesleyan Randall - Schreur Decisionless
Illinois Normal Weeks - Cuber Won 1-0
Hillsdale College Hay - Dudley Won 15-9
Hillsdale College DeBoer - Weiss - Cuber Lost 13-29
Calvin College Randall - Weiss - Cuber Lost 4-1
Wisconsin - Upper Peninsula Trip
Carroll Cushman - Clark Decisionless
Marquette Teachers Moore - Taylor - Dudley Lost 3-0
Lawrence Cushman - Clark Decisionless
Oshkosh Teachers Moore - Taylor - Dudley Lost 1-0
Calvin College Hills - Hay - Dudley Lost 2-1
Hope College Douglas - King - McDonald Decisionless
Detroit Tech Shoberg - Lyons - Dudley Won 1-0
Kalamazoo College Taylor - Dudley Won 41-36
Albion* College Cuber - Dudley Decisionless
HUTCHINS DeBoer Lyons Shoberg
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Extemporaneous Speaking
EXTEMPORE speaking contests have come to occupy a definite place among
student activities at Western.
In the 1931 Student Council contest, restricted to students without inter
collegiate forensic experience, Frederick Adams, speaking on "Prohibition and
Its Prospects," won the first prize of $15 and a silver cup; Dorothy Hay, with
her speech "Can Gandhi Free India?" won the second prize, $10; and Frank
Householder, who spoke on the topic "Does the United States Need a New
Political Party?" won the third prize of $5.
In the all-school contest, held June 9, first place and a prize of $15 went to
Roland Faunce, who discussed "A Third Political Party," second place to Mar
garet Clark, who spoke on "Russia in 1931," and third to Cecil Hay, who spoke
on "Gandhi."
This year the all-school contest was held on November 30 instead of in June,
and Margaret Clark, discussing prohibition, won first place, Evered Dudley, with
a speech on crime, second place, and John McDonald, who spoke on Gandhi,
third.
Adams D.Hay Householder Dudley
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Oratory
FOR the second time in its history. Western was represented this year in an
intercollegiate oratorical contest. In 1929 Margaret Clark took third place
in the state peace contest, and because of this precedent and the very active
student interest in the subject, it was decided to participate again.
Because of the great interest, which drew forth so many contestants that two
local contests were necessary, it is likely that oratory will become a regular part
of the college's forensic program.
In the final home contest, December 7, the campus Y. M. C. A., because of
their interest in peace, offered a first prize of $10 and a second prize of $5. First
place went to Frederick Adams with his "Christian Patriotism," second place to
Ruth Lowman with her oration "Making Peace a Contagion," and honorable
mention to Evered Dudley and his oration on "America or the World."
The state contest, held at Olivet College, January 15, under the auspices of
the Intercollegiate Peace Association, attracted representatives from ten Michigan
colleges and produced some very excellent speaking that showed real conviction
on the subject of peace and war. Adams took third place. Second place and a
prize of $40 went to Merrill Walls of Albion. First prize of $60 went to Gordon
Fischer of Michigan State College.
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Women's Debating in 1932
IN A year notable for its financial depression, shrunken budget, and general
retrenchment of activities, Women's Debating at Western stands, this year,
in marked contrast with the general trend. In spite of handicaps, the chief
aim of broadening the scope and the field of activity of Western's debating has
been achieved.
This work has been carried on by a squad of uniformly high calibre, namely,
Rachel Cain, Margaret Sturr, Vivian Gibbs, Grace Schwedler, Mildred Horstman,
Maxine Olds, Jennie Richards, Margaret Beckwith, Alice Katte, Katherine Acker-
man, Jean Pearce, Dorothy Hay, Esther Wendela, Ruth Bowman, and Pauline
Hover.
As the debating at the beginning of the season was organized around the
idea of extending the field of debating, three questions were adopted: The Inde
pendence of India, Socialism vs. Capitalism, and Cancellation of World War
Debts.
As further evidence of the undertaking of the past year, may be cited the
number of different schools debated, and the size and prominence of the institu
tions represented by the opponents. Among sixteen different schools were in
cluded the University of Michigan, DePauw University, Northwestern University,
Rockford College, Western Reserve, American University, and George Wash
ington University.
Accepting judge's decisions whenever possible, Western has succeeded this
year as usual in winning the major part of the judged debates. Naturally the
climax of the season came with the victory over Northwestern University at
Evanston, when Western's trio on the negative of the cancellation question secured
the expert judge's decision.
PEARCE OLDS WENDELA HORSTMAN
ACKERMAN STURR KATTE RICHARDS
HOVER CAIN HAY GIBBS SCHWEDLER
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HORSTMAN
Finally, as a fitting close to the year, came the Eastern trip, which took five
outstanding junior and senior debaters, Margaret Sturr, Rachel Cain, Grace
Schwedler, Mildred Horstman, and Vivian Gibbs, with their director, Miss Lind-
blom, on an extensive tour to Washington, D. C. Besides engaging in debate four
Eastern and Mid-West colleges enroute in five debates, namely, Western Reserve,
Waynesburg College, American University, and George Washington University
on questions of Cancellation of War Debts and Capitalism, the party had the
privilege of visiting a few notable historical places, of seeing the national capital,
and particularly of visiting Mount Vernon in the year of the Bicentennial.
TOTAL SCHEDULE
Dec. 8 University of Michigan ■— Kalamazoo
Jan. 9 Hope College — Holland
Jan. 12 De Pauw University ■— Greencastle
Jan. 22 University of Michigan — Ann Arbor
Jan. 26 Central State Teachers College — Mount Pleasant
Feb. 2 Hope College — Kalamazoo
Feb. 16 Rockford College — Kalamazoo
SCHWEDLER
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Feb. 18 Valparaiso College — Valparaiso
Feb. 19 Purdue University — Lafayette
Feb. 23 Adrian College — Kalamazoo
March 3 Wheaton College — Kalamazoo
March 8 De Pauw University — Assembly Debate
(Oregon Style)
March 11 Northern Normal ■— Kalamazoo
March 21 Northwestern University — Evanston
March 28 Western Reserve (men) — Cleveland
March 30 Waynesburg College — Waynesburg
(Cancellation of War Debts)
March 31 Waynesburg College — Waynesburg
(Capitalism)
April 4 American University (men) — Washington, D. C.
(Capitalism)
April 5 George Washington University — Washington, D. C.
(Capitalism)
April 14 Detroit City College — Kalamazoo
(Cancellation of War Debts)
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RESULTS OF JUDGED DEBATES
1. Hope College 0 Western 1
2. Central State Teachers College 1 Western 0
3. Northern State Teachers College 0 Western 1
4. Waynesburg College 0 Western 1
5. Detroit City College 1 Western 0
6. Northwestern University 0 Western 1
Western lost 2, won 4
QUESTIONS USED
I. The United States should offer to participate in the cancellation of all intergovernmental
World War debts including reparations.
II. Capitalism as a system of economic organization is unsound.
III. Great Britain should immediately grant complete independence to India.
1932 AWARDS
First Year:
Katherine Ackerman
Margaret Beckwith
Vivian Gibbs
Dorothy Hay
Mildred Horstman
Pauline Hover
Alice Katte
Ruth Bowman
Maxine Olds
Jennie Richards
Grace Schwedler
Esther Wendela
Third Year:
Margaret Sturr
Fourth Year:
Rachel Cain
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Intramural Debate
HE intramural question this year was one of special interest to students:
"Resolved that actual student self-government should be instituted at Western
State Teachers College."
In the preliminary debates the affirmative team of Omega Delta Phi, made
up of Gordon McDowell and Fred Adams, won from the negative team of Acad
emy, which was composed of Thelma Murie and Gladys Holkins.
The Forum negative team of Duncan Ackley and Merton Dean won from
the Academy's affirmative team of Grace Schwedler and Esther Wendela.
Both Senate teams were successful. The affirmative team made up of
Mildred Horstman and Virginia Hawley, won from the negative team of Omega
Delta Phi, on which were Ernest Swanson and William Brazill. The negative
team, made up of Alice Court and Marion Dennert, won from the Forum
affirmative, consisting of Ray Francisco and Edward Immonen.
In the finals of the intramural debates, both of the Senate teams emerged
victorious, resulting in the unquestioned possession of the Lawyer's Cup for the
coming year.
HORSTMAN
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Players
ESTERN State Players find themselves at this time of year looking back
and reminiscing. It has been, in general, a very satisfactory year and
one filled with many peaks of interest.
The highest point for both Players and alumni in the fall term was the
Home-coming tea. Both old acquaintances were renewed and new ones were
made. It was indeed a charming hour topped by the presentation of The Dance
Belozv. In the cast were Mary Jackson, Sam Wimbush, and Cecil Hay.
Players sponsored a trip to Chicago to see some of the current plays. This
year they saw Green Pastures, Tomorrow and Tomorrow, and Payment Deferred.
It was a very busy week-end, but everyone who went thoroughly enjoyed it.
Owing to the absence of Miss Laura Shaw in the fall term, try-outs were not
held until the beginning of the winter term. Twenty pledges were taken in. Each,
in doing part of his pledge duties, appeared before the club in a one-act play.
Some of them were The Noble Lord, The Woman Who Understood Men, and
The Man in the Bozvlcr Hat—all quite suited to study groups.
Miss Shaw's absence also postponed the most important event of the whole
year: the Midwinter Play. It was given, instead, in the Spring term. This year,
as a change from other years, the play was given at the new Civic Theatre, and
on three nights—April 21, 22, and 23.
BAHRE BANKE
DEAN DEKEMA EMDIN ENDERS EVANS FOX
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The play chosen this year was The First Mrs. Fraser, a clever modern
comedy by the English dramatist, St. John Ervine. This play was first produced
in London on July 2, 1929, with Marie Tempest in the title role, and it was an
immediate success. Its first American production was at the Princess Theatre,
Chicago, on November 11, 1929, with Grace George as Mrs. Fraser.
The play concerns James Eraser's attempts at getting a divorce from his
young second wife, advice for which he seeks from the first Mrs. Fraser, Janet.
The theme is most aptly stated by James when he says, "There's no equality, Janet,
between the young and the old."
"How can there be?" she replies. They're down when we're up, and they're
up when we're down. There can be no equality there. But," she adds, "there's
some compensation in age, James, if you only knew it."
Thru her clever, but kind, understanding of him, Janet brings Tames to the
realization that it is useless to try to be young. Middle age is much richer to
her, and she pictures this richness for James. "I like the wrinkles round an old
man's eyes, and the deep lines down his face, and the quietness of his ways, and
the calm look he has," she tells him.
Janet Fraser is a very charming, clever woman. Her vibrant personality
dominates the entire play. And beneath this cleverness is a deep understanding
that makes her more than a mere outlet for witty remarks.
Immediately following the last performance, a banquet was given in the
Green Room of the Civic Theatre in honor of the cast and to welcome returning
alumni. For the second time in the school year, as is customary, tne!*alumni and
Players meet at a social occasion. This banquet successfully topped #ff a suc
cessful week-end, and was a fitting climax for the year's activities.
OFFICERS
President Secretary
Mona Williams Margaret Sturr
Vice-president Treasurer
Mary Jackson Harold Pigott
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HAY HAKES HAAS GIANNOLA GIBBS GLASER
HOVER HUNTER JACKSON LEFEVRE LYONS
MCLAUGHLIN MOORE PETERS PIGOTT SMITH
C. SMITH M. SMITH STEKETEE STURR SULLIVAN TRIPP
RBKRGEN WALDO WEISS WESTERVILLE WILLIAMS WIMBUSH
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Act I. Elsie—"You see, I wanted to have a private conversation with you."
Ninion—"About your divorce from father?"
Elsie—"How did you know that?"
Act II. James—"There's no equality, Janet, between the young and the old."
Act III. Murdo—"I appeal to you, mother, as your elder son, not to let any light motive
stand between you and father!"
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Act I. Janet—"I'm going to dine with your father, so
there."
Act II. Elsie.
Act II. Janet—"I've told you more than once that I will
not have you proposing to me between tea and
dinner."
Act III. Mabel—"I think it's a pity, madam, I do think it's
a pity."
Act II. James—"I don't propose to lose my temper with
you, Logan."
Dramatics 189
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■ '31 Seniors on last inarch—Commencement day
■ President Waldo addresses Seniors at Swing-out
■ President Waldo at tree planting exercises ■
Faculty puts color into Commencement day serv
ices ■ Senior tree is planted by Class of '31 ■
Vice-president Byrum and President Householder
■ Last days on the campus
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■ The annual May day daisy chain ■ Winding
up the hill ■ The flower horse shoe! ■
Madonna ■ The arch bound for the annual league
breakfast ■ Entering the cherished portals
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■ The faculty confab ■ Between classes ■ Band
in formation ■ Dr. Nickoley, Carnegie speaker
from Beirut ° Kenyon works? ■ Tell us the joke!
B Arno Harding, drum major extraordinary ■ Al
—engineer of tbe cable cars ■ Who says instructors
have cares? Miss Nobbs
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■ The mud-covered warriors ■ Scoreboard after
the battle ■ Western's McNamee — Wimbush ■
Kunkle and a Frosh shake after their fray also ■
Over the top ■ The new schedule board—seen it?
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■ "Just one big happy family" ■ Theta Chi's
pyramid ■ For he's a jolly good fellow ■ Saint
Hetrick poses ■ The old guard ■ Neophyte
gets paddled ■ The house—b-r-r—look up-stairs
—The boys even sleep with their windows open
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■ Juddie and Luther Coach ■ Football ban
quet ■ Look, girls! ■ Some pile up, eh ? ■
Wonder what the boys are quarreling about
■ President Waldo and Homer Dunham talk
it over ■ Out! ■ Swartz steps out at the
finish
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■ Feminine Robinhoods ■ Whew! let's rest awhile
■ Triumphant thumbers ■ Minus the footlights
only ■ S'no use ■ You pump for me now ■ Kids
again ■ At the Shack ■ Pals
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■ Justacouplapledges ! ■ Dry as usual ■ The camera missed
poor Thelma ■ Ye Editor ■ Ooh, what a house party! ■
Arline ■ Cousins
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■ The Jap midgets from Hosei ■ Over the
top ■ Western's tracksters at rest ■ Not the
Burning of Rome—just the Frosh caps ■
Warming up ■ Do you remember way back
when? ■ Watch him!
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■ Knights of the Shovel—the pause that re
freshes ■ Bidding autumn adieu! ■ Baseball
magnets ■ Old friend winter ■ Thomas and
Pellegrom—what's the secret? ■ Just a peace
ful nook ■ Man power! King Winter bests
the Model T ■ Baseball game at Iowa. Wonder
why they look depressed? ■ The Campus Car
ryall
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■ At Oshkosh B'Gosh ! ■ Railway Brotherhood
in Milwaukee ■ And his name is Art ■ Cha-
peaux that made Milwaukee famous ■ At the
feet of Father Marquette ■ Hail, hail, the
gang's all here! ■ Two wardens and an inmate
at Marquette ■ Weeks, Cuber, and W. J. Bryan
at Illinois College ■ All smiles after the victory
over Illinois Normal University
202 Features
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» Bea and Marion ■ Altogether ■ Fashion
show! ■ Looking at the 1931 Brown and Gold,
we'll bet! ■ Getting the morning air ■ Nifty
outfits, eh what? ■ Bathing beauties ■ What a
beautiful tree!. ■ We're happy now ■ Slumber
time ■ Hear the birdie sing?
Features 203
SAM WIMBUSH LORETTA DONLEY
Junior Prom
LEON KERCHF.R
SATURDAY night, January 30. 1932, the Junior Class held its annual formal
dance the Junior Prom, in the new ballroom of the Columbia Hotel. The
ballroom was decorated with palms and with silver "33's" hung on the blue
drapes about the room. Here one hundred and seventy-five couples danced to the
music of Duane Yates and his orchestra.
Leon Kercher, Camden, president of the Junior Class, and his guest, Miss
Loretta Donley of Traverse City, led the Grand March. Little silver make-up
boxes were given as favors. The programs were printed in silver on blue
suede paper. _ . , ,
Sam Wimbush, Wyandotte, was general chairman. He was ably assisted by
Margaret De Meyer, Dave Sjoberg, Marjorie Townsend Smith, Esther Fuller,
Andrew Werger, and Marshall Simpson.The faculty guests were Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Waldo; Mr. and Mrs. John C.
Hoekje- Mr and Mrs. Ray C. Pellett; Mrs. Bertha Davis; Miss Dezena Loutzen-
heiser; Dr. and Mrs. George Hilliard; Mr. Leonard Kercher; Mr. John Sullivan,
and Mr. and Mrs. Harper Maybee.
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■ The Women's League Formal, held in the Big
Gymnasium, was one of the highlights of the year
■ A new idea is born and the Freshmen hold the
"Jail Hop"! ■ Freshman and Sophomore Presi
dents and their better halves. Eddie and Paul sure
know how to pick 'em ■ Did you meet all
friends at the Homecoming party?
Features 205
"WHAT dream shall we
dream or what labor shall
we undertake? I answer:
the first thing to do is to
create and realize the feel
ing for the community and
break up the evil and petty
isolation of man from man."
—George Russell
I he modern business
man is the creature
of the new era and
it is he who makes
possible the contin
ued search after
truth.
ORGANIZATIONS

Kappa Rho Sigma
KAPPA RHO SIGMA is one of the oldest honorary societies on Western's
campus. It was organized in 1921 by the Faculty Science Club as a means
of giving recognition to those students who were doing excellent work in
the department of Science and Mathematics.
Membership is now limited to juniors and seniors who are majoring in
either Science or Mathematics and who possess a high scholastic average in their
work. Election to the society is by vote of the Faculty Science Club.
The initiation banquet is held every spring in the city Y. W. C. A. Building
just preceding the annual Science and Mathematics meeting in order that as many
as possible of the alumni may be able to return.
Since the installation of the society there have been one hundred thirty-four
students elected to membership.
DE OME EVANS HANCHETT HUFFMAN HUMM LORENZ MAUL
PROLO RAMSAY ROMENCE SHUTTS SKYTTA VVYNN ZUIDEMA
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Kappa Delta Pi
KAPPA DELTA PI is a national honorary society which was organized at the
University of Illinois in 1911. Its purpose is to recognize and encourage
high professional and scholastic standing during preparation for the field of
education. There are at present eighty-five chapters in the United States, two
Michigan chapters, one at Ypsilanti and the other here. The latter, beta lota,
was the fifty-seventh to be organized and now includes forty-nine alumni members,
many of whom are doing excellent work in the teaching profession.
Several members of our faculty belong to Kappa Delta Pi. They represent
for the most part other chapters than our own. Dr. Henry belongs to Alpha
Chapter of the University of Illinois; Miss Thompson to Alpha Pi of George
Peabody Teachers College at Nashville, Tennessee; Miss Argabright, Miss Steele,
Miss Steinway, Mr. Cain, Mr. Ellsworth, Dr. Everett, and Dr. Robinson to
Kappa Chapter at Teachers College, Columbia University; Miss Logan to Psi
Chapter at Iowa State Teachers College. Cedar Falls, Iowa. Faculty members
representing Beta Iota are: President Waldo, Dr. Burnham, Miss Sanders, and
Mr. Kercher. A number of teachers from the city schools are also members of
Beta Iota. . .
Twice each year outstanding students from the Junior and Senior classes
are elected to the society by an affirmative vote of all the active members. This
is subject to acceptance by National headquarters. Qualifications are: Junior
or Senior standing, scholarship in the upper quartile of the college, completion of
six semester hours of work in education, and desirable social qualities.
At the time of the founding of Beta Iota chapter, twenty active charter
members were initiated. During the years of 1929 and 1930, twenty-nine were
added. On February third, 1931, thirteen more, eleven students and two alumni,
were admitted, and in the spring of that same year, five others were received into
membership.
To date, Beta Iota with Margaret Clark as chairman of the committee, is
working on a plan to increase interest in scholarship among students of the
Freshman and Sophomore classes, since past experience has shown that upper
classmen who might be otherwise eligible are barred by poor records in the first
two years. This past year Freshmen who had been members of the National
Honor Society in high school were entertained by the fraternity at an informal
chocolate. The committee in charge is anxious to meet students who had good
scholastic standings but who come from high schools not having such societies.
Several promising methods of achieving this plan have been suggested, among
them Miss Adda Dilts' plan of organizing a local "honor society" here at Western
as a means of stimulating underclassmen to better scholarship at the beginning
of their four years in order to give them a start toward membership in Kappa
Delta Pi.
In planning this year's program we have cherished the idea that education as
a purpose, an ideal, and the application of that ideal, may be conceived of as a
contribution, perhaps the greatest, to the field of human thought—a link in the
chain of progress. With this in mind, members attempt to carry out the ideals
of Kappa Delta Pi.
OFFICERS
President Secretary-Treasurer
Hazel Cleveland Helen Merson
Vice-president Historian-Reporter
George Wynn June Prolo
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BUTLER CLARK CLEVELAND COMFORT CRAMER
CUBER DENNERT EVANS GORSKI HAY
HUFFMAN HUMM KERCHER LUCY MARIHUGH
MERSON MILLER PROLO SCHWEDLER SHOBERG
STANLEY STURR TIBBET WENDELA WYNN
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Theta Chi Delta
THETA CHI DELTA evolved from the Tribunal, a forensic society organized
on Western's campus in October, 1920. Tribunal was a leading organization
for nine years in forensics, scholarship, and campus activities. Since 1920,
eight presidents of the Student Council have been Tribunal and Theta Chi men.
Many class officers, representatives, and other student leaders have been num
bered in its membership.
In the fall of 1929, a house was rented in which ten members lived. Fellow
ship came to be of primary importance. In October of that year the name of the
organization was changed to Theta Chi Delta, and it assumed the characteristics
of a social fraternity. Due to this change, the men of the society came into closer
contact with one another, and fellowship and the cultivation of gentlemanly
qualities became primary objectives.
In 1930, the fraternity leased a large house on Westnedge Avenue. For the
duration of a year, twenty-two members and pledges lived there, and the fraternity
progressed in organization and spirit.
In 1931, a larger house on South Street was secured and furnished by the
fraternity. Twenty-three members and pledges have lived there throughout the
year. In 1931 the fraternity has progressed in many ways. Among its members
are the president of the Student Council, three class presidents, outstanding
athletes and students. The fraternity's basketball team won the intramural
championship during the winter and was a source of pride to its members.
In comparison to its past progress, Theta Chi expects to take greater strides
in the future. During the past year there has been an increased alumni interest,
which is partly due to a monthly alumni bulletin sent out by the fraternity. With
the aid of a fast-increasing alumni membership, Theta Chi is keeping its eyes ever
fixed on its motto, "Theta Chi men are always gentlemen,"' and hopes to progress
and prosper in the future.
OFFICERS
President Secretary
Russell Kenyon Lawrence White
Vice-president Treasurer
Sam Wimbush Ray Shoberg
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APPELDOORN
FORD
KENYON KERCHER
MUNRO PETERSON SHOBERG SJOBERG SORLIE WATTERSON
WELTER WHITE WICKHAM WIMBUSH WOODS WYNN
BAILEY BREIDENSTEIN COMBS DANIELSON FOLLO
FURLONG HERSHBERGER HETRICK JACKSON
MADIGAN MAYNARD MORGAN
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Forum
FROM a debating society organized fifteen years ago the Forum has continually
advanced until it now bears the features of a true fraternity. It has as its
chief aims the promotion of forensics, good fellowship, high scholarship, and
leadership in worth-while campus activities.
The Forum, however, still ranks high in the field of debate and forensics.
Ten of the group are active members of the varsity debate squad, and three of
last year's graduate members are coaching high-school debate. In the field of
intramurals, the Forum, debate champion of the preceding year, was a runner-up
in the finals. Possession of the Lawyers' Cup was lost to the Senate in a close
debate in the semi-finals. Evered Dudley represented Western in the State Invi
tational Extempore Contest held at Michigan State College last fall.
With thirteen new members initiated into the Forum during the winter term,
prospects were bright for a great year. The organization now presents a well-
rounded membership. It has active representation in all student activities, among
which are debate, athletics, band, "Herald," and the student council. The main
tenance of high scholarship is considered important by Forum men. The Schol
astic Cup presented by Theta Chi Delta for men's organizations has been won by
the Forum three out of four years.
The Forum feels greatly indebted to their strong alumni association, which
gives staunch support to all the activities of the club. The active interest and aid
of their counselors and friends, Mr. D. C. Schilling, honorary member, and Mr.
Vern Mabie, an alumnus, are greatly appreciated by the Forum.
OFFICERS
FIRST HALF OF YEAR SECOND HALF OF YEAR
President President
Al Norlin Al Norlin
Vice-president Vice-president
Carl Bahre Charles Clark
Secretary Secretary
Carl Lefevre Earl Peterson
Treasurer Treasurer
Ray Francisco Thomas Schuring
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Sigma Theta Gamma
THE year 1927 witnessed the organization of Sigma Theta Gamma as a new
fraternity on the campus at Western. This new enterprise grew out of the
need of an organization to serve as a unifying bond among the men of the
Physical Education department.
This fraternity, which was founded by Professor Lloyd Jones, makes it a
principle to accept into membership only those who have ability and are desirous
of abiding by the rules, customs, and traditions of the organization. Its letters
signify Health, Service, and Character. The fraternity has undertaken to supply
the initiative in Physical Education and to have its members become more pro
fessional-minded.
Eligibility for membership is limited to those who can meet the qualifications
of scholarship, character, personality, and leadership. Recently the constitution
has been revised so as to include in the eligibility list for membership not only
Physical Education Majors but Physical Education Minors as well as non-
Physical Education men who have received a major "W" award for varsity
athletic competition.
With the opening of a new fraternity house in January, 1931, Sigma Theta
Gamma began a career of vigorous participation in college activities and since
that time has taken a prominent place among the fraternal organizations of the
campus. While exemplifying Health, Service, and Character, the organization
is striving for certain definite aims, which are to promote a high standard of
scholarship, to foster an active participation in all activities of the college among
the entire student body, to promote good fellowship, and to instill into the mem
bers a spirit of loyalty to the college.
The Fraternity has as its honorary members the entire coaching staff of the
college.
OFFICERS
President Secretary
Kenneth McCarty William Loenneke
Vice-president Treasurer
George Wurster George Mason
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Omega Delta Phi
THE Omega Delta Phi, being in the second year of its career, is the newest
of the campus forensic fraternities. It is dedicated to a firm belief in the
value of "free and confidential discussions of current problems," both as
regards campus activities and the world outside.
The first major social event of the year was the Homecoming banquet, which
was unique from every point of view. Mr. and Mrs. John C. Hoekje were guests
of honor. The fraternity cooperated with the other three campus organizations
in an informal party held in April, and climaxed the year with a formal dinner-
dance.
Participation in intramural and inter-collegiate forensics is the leading activity
of the group. Members of the organization represented Western in twenty-one
intercollegiate debates this year. The team entered in the intramural debates was
a runner-up. Two members participated in a radio debate over WKZO. The
president of the organization was Western's representative in oratory, placing
third in the state contest. Four men have received the distinction of being elected
to membership in the national honorary forensic society, Tau Kappa Alpha.
Omega Delta Phi is also active on other campus activities, numbering among
its members, the editor, the business manager, and three of the staff of the Brown
and Gold; six Student Council members; the president of the International Rela
tions Club; the president of the Y. M. C. A.; radio announcers for the Campus
studio of WKZO; members of the Band and Glee Club; a member of the
national honorary scholarship and education society, Kappa Delta Pi.
The organization has grown from ten charter members in 1931 to twenty-one,
five of whom are the original charter members. One of its charter members has
been awarded a fellowship at the University of Michigan.
Not a small part of the success of the organization is due to the untiring
efforts of the two faculty sponsors, Prof. Carroll P. Lahman, and Dr. George
Hilliard. Their counsel and help has been deeply appreciated.
The organization looks forward to another year of success and progress.
OFFICERS
President Secretary
Fred Adams John Cuber
Vice-president Treasurer
Wesley Merritt Gordon McDowell
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wThe Manual Arts Union
COMPLETING its sixteenth year on the campus, the Manual Arts Union
during 1931-2 has continued to play an active part in all of Western's
activities. Previously all members in the department were Union members,
but this year the Union has followed the pledge system.
The organization, having its three-fold aim of finer craftsmanship, closer
fellowship, and higher scholarship always before it, has entered into many new
fields this year. Projects have been carried out that will serve as a practical source
of material to several of the members who will be engaged as arts and crafts
counsellors in summer camps.
The Union meetings are of varied nature, and all members present at them
have enjoyed hearing from members of Western's faculty outside of the depart
ment as well as from men who come from industry. At times an entire meeting
was spent in the experimenting with and the executing of metal novelties.
Union members have diversified interests, and one of them is their continued
contribution to the Alumni Building Fund, to which they give willingly.
Each year an educational industrial trip is taken. This year the itinerary
called for the visiting of Manual Arts departments in school systems of the cities
of Flint, Detroit, Ann Arbor, Jackson, and Battle Creek. It was a source of
pleasure and inspiration to find many of Western's alumni successful teachers in
these schools.
The climax of the social activities of the Union was the annual dinner dance
in the new crystal ballroom of the Columbia Hotel. More than eighty-five couples
attended this affair. Many faculty members as well as Manual Arts alumni from
all parts of the state were present. This dinner dance is always anticipated with
great pleasure by the members and alumni as the time to renew old ties of
friendship.
OFFICERS
President
Marvin Beekman
Vice-president
David Bartlett
Secretary
Clarence Bewalda
Treasurer
Max Sullivan
The Manual Arts Union Award
The first Manual Arts Union
Award was presented this year to
Marvin Beekman of Grand Haven,
president of the Union. The award
is made on the basis of outstanding
achievement in manual arts, high
scholarship, adaptability, personal
appearance, and personality. The
recipient is chosen by the members
of the Manual Arts Department
faculty and the Dean of Men. Two
runners-up for the award, Max
Sullivan and William Sleutel, also
merit recognition.
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ATEN BALMER BARTLETT BEEKMAN BEWALDA CZUCHNA
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MARTIN MC DOWELL MC WETHY NEWTON POPE ROWAN
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Y. M. C. A.
THE Young Men's Christian Association is one of the most conspicuous
organizations on Western's campus. Its chief aims and purposes are to help
young men develop distinguishing personalities, acquire sympathetic open
views on life, and increase their sense of responsibility in the affairs of the world
by assisting them in leading Christian lives. Social meetings of the Y. M. C. A.
have been enjoyed for their numerous inspirational talks by various faculty mem
bers and outside speakers. Music, group discussions, and frequent devotional
meetings also have given spirit to the organization's meetings.
During the past year the Y. M. C. A. has sponsored the customary Men's
Mixer, and it has also produced the Western calendar, which carried out a brief
historical sketch of the college.
The attendance at several state and national conferences and the maintenance
of correspondence with several other college Y's has been beneficial and in
spirational.
OFFICERS
President
John Oosterling
Vice-president
Francis Buege
Treasurer
HlLBERT ZUIDEMA
Secretary
George H. DeBoer
BUEGE COKER DE BOER FULLER GREEN
HENRY MALATE OOSTERLING PIKfKART WOLFE ZUIDEMA
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Archery Club
fTT TESTERN Merrie Bowmen," an appropriate name for an Archery Club,
VV was organized in 1926. This long lived sport is fast taking a new hold in
high schools throughout the state as an extra-curricular activity and in
training students along the technique of archery. The club is rendering a service
not only in the pleasure it affords an individual but also in the personal experience
that may follow into the teaching field.
Western is exceedingly fortunate in having one of the most ideal shooting
ranges in this state.
The Archery Club aims to stimulate a new interest in this ancient sport and
to instruct its members in using and making equipment. It aims, further, to open
up a new source of enjoyment to the individual concerned.
The organization meets weekly in the Manual Arts building, where time is
spent in studying about the sport and making equipment for it. This building is
fully equipped with tools for tackle making.
Mr. Don O. Pullin is faculty adviser of the organization.
OFFICERS
President
Henry Seekamp
Secretary and Treasurer
Avery Aten
ATEN BARTLETT BLOOMQUIST HORSTMAN
JACOBS KAMISKE SEEKAMP WERGER CZUCHNA
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Theta Pi Alpha
THETA PI ALPHA was organized in the fall of 1930 for the purpose of stim
ulating the reading and the intelligent criticism of good literature among stu
dents. To promote toleration of the ideas of others, to broaden the perspective
on life, to encourage individual expression, and to build up a general atmosphere
of good fellowship are other aims of the club. This society is an outgrowth of
the Book Review Club, which was organized in 1928.
Membership is granted to pledges who have successfully given a book report
and composed a poem and a song.
The club meets on the second and fourth Tuesdays of every school month.
The programs for the meetings are systematically arranged for the year by a
program committee. At each meeting, reports which give the society a clear
analysis of the contents of certain books are delivered. These books are not
necessarily the latest from the presses, but they are books which have interest
and value for the group. As a rule, the group in general discusses the book after
the report.
Theta Pi Alpha was very fortunate in securing Mr. Rhynsburger as speaker
for one meeting in the fall term. He gave a helpful and interesting talk on
"Parliamentary Law in Social Activities."
Bridge parties and frequent afternoon teas exemplify the very friendly and
social spirit which exists among the members. The activities of the year are
rounded up with a dinner and a house party.
Although Theta Pi Alpha was organized so recently, it has accomplished
much and has made notable progress in successfully fulfilling the aims and
purposes which brought about its formation.
OFFICERS
President Secretary
Janet Teale Esther Wendela
Vice-president Treasurer
Florence Riedel Lucy Ayars
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Academy
A CADEMY, the current year being the tenth year of its organization, is the
XX younger of the women's forensic societies on Western's campus.
The objectives of the society are to develop forensic ability, to keep its mem
bers informed on current events, and to stimulate leadership through participation
in organized activities. Academy participates in intramural debating and has a
representative on the Forensic Board. As in the past, a number of Academites
are varsity debaters, and with few exceptions Academy has been represented on
each Western team in intercollegiate debate. Many of the members hold offices in
other organizations on campus, including the Student Council and the Women's
League Cabinet. Academy is also well represented in the honorary societies,
Kappa Delta Pi and Tau Kappa Alpha, and an Academite has served as the
president of each during the present year.
Numerous social contacts are afforded the members of Academy by frequent
teas and chocolates and an occasional dinner meeting.
The outstanding social events of the year have been the Homecoming
Luncheon, at which more than one-fourth of the total membership was present, the
forensic parties to which all of the forensic societies are invited, the Forensic
Recognition Banquet, the annual house-party at Gull Lake, and the banquet held
at Commencement time in observance of the tenth anniversary of the organization
of Academy.
The Academy "News Bulletin," issued for the first time last year, has had
an enlarged mailing list. It has served to keep the many alumnae readers informed
on the activities of the society and to keep them interested in returning to
Academy functions and to the college. The "News Bulletin" played a large part
in the splendid attendance at the Homecoming Luncheon and the Anniversary
Banquet.
Advisers of Academy are Miss Lindblom and Miss Barbour of the faculty.
OFFICERS
President Secretary
Margaret Clark Gladys Holkins
Vice-president Treasurer
Elizabeth Lucy Loretta Donley
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Senate
SENATE, organized in 1916, is primarily interested in the development of lead
ership, responsibility in school activities, fine friendships, and sincere loyalty.
The organization also plans to develop an interest in the forensic activities of
the school. New members are chosen by election from among students who show
high scholarship and the promise of leadership. Senators form a lively group of
girls who believe that "true Senatorhood is a promise of finer womanhood."
Each year Senate enters the intramural debate tournament. Its teams went
through undefeated this year and won the championship cup for the fifth time.
The programs for the past year have been of a varied nature, including
debates and interesting as well as profitable book reviews. At each of the three
initiation banquets the pledges have entertained with plays, debates, and songs.
Senate and Academy at a dinner enjoyed a book review by Dr. Brown. During
Christmas vacation a debate between Alice Court and Mildred Horstman was
broadcast from the Kalamazoo station, WKZO.
On Homecoming week-end Senate held a reception for returning alumnae,
and at Christmas time, in conjunction with Academy, it held an open house
chocolate for all Freshmen who were interested in the societies. The year was
successfully crowned with the formal dinner dance held March fifth, at the
Columbia Hotel. One of the most eagerly anticipated affairs was the spring
house party, at which the girls enjoyed a week-end of fun and fine fellowship.
Miss Hussey and Miss Loutzenhiser again very graciously joined the group
as friends and advisers.
OFFICERS
President Secretary
Marion Dennert Grace Cramer
Vice-president Treasurer
Helen Merson Virginia Hawley
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Eastern Star Club
HE Western State Teachers College Eastern Star Club was organized in the
fall term of 1923. As its name implies, the club is open to members of the
Order of the Eastern Star who are students at the Teachers College.
The aim of the Club is to inculcate the material, the spiritual ideals, and the
lessons taught by the Chapter into the everyday life of the student and to show
that there are greater things to be achieved.
In order to affiliate with the group and participate in the club activities the
student appears before the examining committee, consisting of the adviser, the
secretary, and the treasurer, and is duly received as a member.
The club has a loan fund which was founded in the spring term of 1928.
This fund has been substantially increased through the hearty cooperation of the
members, alumni, and the Corinthian Chapter. It may be used by an Eastern
Star girl on the campus, who, upon investigation, is considered deserving of
assistance.
In the past years, it has been the custom of the club to exemplify the degree
work, representing the five points of the star.
Jeannette Sherwood has been responsible for the entertainment of the club.
Miss Ackley, the adviser, entertained the club members at a delightful Halloween
party, as well as several potluck dinners, during the year. Bridge and theatre
parties have been a frequent source of diversion. The events of the year culmin
ated in an annual houseparty. This year the party was held at Austin Lake.
OFFICERS
President Secretary
Gladys Holkins Marjorie Basin
Vice-president Treasurer
Jeannette Sherwood Helen Wright
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Classical Club
ONE of the oldest and best known organizations at Western is the Classical
Club, which was organized in 1923 by seventeen students who were inter
ested in cultivating a wider knowledge and a truer appreciation of classic
literature and art than were possible in the classroom. This primary aim has
remained unchanged during the ensuing years, and fifty-one students are now
members. Anyone taking Latin, ancient history, or mythology is eligible to mem
bership.
It is the policy of the club to learn about classical customs, so far as is
possible, by enacting during the meetings scenes and ceremonies from the classics.
The club meets on the third Thursday of each month. Selections from such plays
as "Antigone," "Aeschylus," and "Prometheus," and discussions of the Iliad, the
Odyssey, and the Aeneid form instructive activity for meetings. The observance
of ancient Roman holidays such as the "Saturnalia"' and singing of modern songs
translated into Latin provide much fun for the members.
This year there have been several meetings of outstanding merit. Early in
the fall Miss Hoebeke, who had been traveling in Europe, talked to members
NURNBERG KANABLE THOMAS PROLO NELSON PROVENCHER MOLYNEUX
PRITCHARD IEHL VEENSTRA KAHLE CHRISTLIEB HUGGETT
JUBB TWISS LACY DE VREE HAMMOND
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about Italy and Sicily. In November the initiation of twenty-five new members
occurred. It took the form of a paraphrase of the "Labors of Hercules" and
proved very amusing. The Horace class was in charge of the January meeting,
at which Roman education was discussed.
The Classical club has several annual affairs which are always eagerly an
ticipated. One of these is the bridge party, which was held this year on February
twentieth in the club rooms. Another is the Roman banquet in May. This latter
affair is carried out in true Roman fashion, all the ceremonies and customs of
ancient Rome being painstakingly observed. The banquet is the closing activity
of the year.
OFFICERS
President
June Prolo
Vice-president
Catherine Provencher
Secretary
Marian V. Lacy
Treasurer
Florence Jubb
CURTIS MOORLAG STEENMAN
NOBLE SNUGGS ELY BOER
HELMS WILEY WRIGHT
RICE WHITE NICHOLAS
WILCOX ISHAM
HAHN GREENE
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The Commerce Club
SINCE its organization a number of years ago, the Commerce Club has grown
to be one of the largest and most active organizations on the campus. This
club, sponsored by the Commerce department and the Business Administration
department, aims to secure for its members a broader knowledge of the commercial
world as well as to carry on an extensive social program during the year.
The meetings of the club are held on the second Tuesday of every month.
The first meeting of the year, however, was held at Mr. Pennell's home on Burrows
Road, Sunday evening, October 11. This was a very informal meeting, and its
purpose was to renew old friendships of the past year and to make new acquaint
ances in the club. Marjorie Cline, president of the club, gave a short welcome
address to the freshmen and new members. She also introduced the new officers
for the coming year. Mr. Slusser of the English department gave a very inter
esting and instructive talk on his trip abroad. After the program was presented,
a dainty buffet luncheon was served by Mrs. Pennell, who was assisted by Miss
Bertha Leighton.
November 14 marked the date of the Commerce Homecoming Banquet. This
year it was held in the Crystal Room of the Columbia Hotel. Mr. Floyd Moore,
adviser in the Business Administration department, was speaker for the evening.
Mr. Pennell, as toastmaster, welcomed the alumni back and said that plans would
be made this year to bring the alumni more closely together. The roll was called
by classes, and it was evident that almost every class was represented. The charm
of the decorations and the beautiful music rendered by the string trio composed
of Elson Tuller, Isadore Robbins, and Evelyn Wolfe added much toward making
this festive affair a huge success.
An event looked forward to with great anticipation by the members of the
club was the Christmas party. This year it was held in the form of a dinner
party in the little gymnasium. After the dinner and a short financial meeting, the
rest of the evening was given over to singing, dancing, and the distribution of
gifts. Earl Peterson in the garb of Santa Claus proved to be a very charming
St. Nick. Later, the toys were collected for the city Christmas tree. Neva
Saunders read a most appropriate Christmas article bringing out very clearly the
real spirit of the holiday.
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The January meeting, held in the little gymnasium, was purely of a business
nature. Various questions concerning the Club were brought up and were fol
lowed by brief discussions. Music for the evening was provided by Glidden
Lemon accompanied by Ruth Bower. Professor Goodsell of Kalamazoo College
gave an interesting talk on "Aspects of Business Ethics." He pointed out the evil
practices in the business world, why they were caused, and how they could be
remedied.
The February meeting was held in the form of a dinner meeting. Imme
diately following dinner a short business session was carried on. Marjorie Cline,
in behalf of the Club members, presented Mr. Pennell with a gift in appreciation
of the work that he has done in connection with the club. Mr. Pennell studied
at the University of Michigan during the second semester. Mr. Orrin Kaye,
superintendent of the Paw Paw school, gave an illustrated talk on Russia. His
pictures portrayed the life and economic conditions of that country to such an
extent that everyone gained a clearer knowledge of the Russian government. Piano
selections were given by Harry Ray of Galesburg.
The March meeting was strictly business-like in nature. The members of the
club were very fortunate in having Mr. Harold Allen, Vice-President of the First
National Bank, address them. His talk on reparations gave those present a new
insight into the economic situation prevalent in all the European countries.
Professor Oscar Trtimble gave a very interesting talk at the April meeting.
His subject was "The Economic Aftermath of the World War."
The May meeting was a dinner meeting. Table decorations were carried
out in spring colors. Mr. Clarence E. Phillips of the Irwin Furniture Company,
Grand Rapids, gave a talk on advertising, which was of special interest to the
Business Administration classes.
A picnic marked the date of the final meeting of the year. At this time,
officers for next year were introduced.
OFFICERS
President Secretary
Marjorie Cline Helen Prevost
Vice-president Treasurer
Louis Krill Frances Adams
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El Circulo Espanol
L CIRCULO ESPANOL, organized in the winter of 1928, is open to all
students who are enrolled in Spanish classes, or have previously earned
credit in Spanish at Western.
The purpose of the club is to acquaint its members with the music, art, liter
ature, and social and economic conditions of the Spanish-speaking countries. It
also aims to foster a wholesome and broadminded attitude toward the Hispanic
nations and their people and a sympathetic interest in their political affairs.
The advisers are Juanita Matlock and H. P. Greenwall.
A meeting takes place once during the month. Those of the members inter
ested in Spanish music and drama meet more frequently and prepare material
for entertainment at the monthly meetings. The aims of the club are also
fostered by means of papers and talks.
President
Ann Schimkola
Vice-president
Edward Sullivan
OFFICERS
Secretary
Beulah Severence
Treasurer
Marion Hubbell
MALATE BALDEN KAUFFMAN KUHN BRAZILL GILMORE CARLSON HEIKES CLARK
NASH SCHIMKOLA ROSENOW COWIN HESSELINK SPOOR MAVETY
WEEKS ISHAM ZOERNER HUBBELL DAVIDSON
STUTZMAN PEARCE KNATIS MATLOCK
STEINBACK SEVERANCE GIROUX JOHNSON
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Y. W. C. A.
THE Young Women's Christian Association is a campus organization which
has as its aim the promotion of a spirit of sincere friendliness through
social-service activities.
The introduction at Western of the Big Sister movement, sponsored this year
by the Y. W. C. A. in cooperation with the Women's League, was an important
part of an extensive program for implanting good-will among new women students.
The organization was active in cooperating with all student functions. A
student party was sponsored during the year, and other interests of the campus
were supported. A program of afternoon vespers, which provided a period for
discussion, music, and meditation, was initiated during the winter term.
The Y. W. C. A. is not confined only to campus activities. Several needy
families were supplied with baskets at Thanksgiving. The children of the
Children's Home were guests of the organization at a Christmas party, and they
were entertained with a play, carols, games, and gifts.
The group was represented by twenty-five members at a state student con
ference on religious and social problems. This was held at East Lansing during
the fall term. A delegate will be sent to the summer conference at Lake Geneva.
Advisers of the group this year were Miss Grace Gish and Miss Mary Wilson,
both of the Training School Faculty.
OFFICERS
President Secretary
Ruth Bowman Shirley Dexton
Vice-president
Dorothy Hay
Treasurer
Violet Rohrer
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The Oteyokwa Club
HE Oteyokwa Club was organized in November, 1920. Since that time it
has been a stable organization on the campus. Its name, Oteyokwa—''the
meeting of friends in a strange land," symbolizes the spirit of its members.
The organization of the club was motivated by a desire to acquaint Western
State with the region of the Upper Peninsula and to make Western better known
by the Upper Peninsula.
During the year the club has participated in many campus activities. On
February twenty-seventh it sponsored a student party which met with the approval
of both student body and faculty. The Women's Gymnasium, which was the
scene of the event, was artistically decorated in true "U. P." style, with mounted
animals, skis, and bows and arrows much in evidence. The stage was decked
in a winter scene of snow-covered conifers. A program, given at intermission
in the form of a musical skit featuring a lumberjack trio, was well in keeping
with the Northern atmosphere created by the decorations. As the students
streamed out of the gymnasium at the close of the evening, they were given
souvenirs of the "Land of Hiawatha" in the form of illustrated pamphlets. The
party was organized under the chairmanship of John Hill, who was ably assisted
by Henry Bettega, the president of the club.
On March second a reception, open to "U. P." students and their guests, was
given for the basketball team of Northern State Teachers College. This party
was attended by a large group of students.
Not only has the club been active in social affairs, but it took an active part
in baseball. Bernard Kennedy was the athletic director this year.
During the year the club was addressed by many well-known members of the
faculty: Dr. J. O. Knauss, Coach "Buck" Read, Mr. Wood, and Dean Pellett.
The Oteyokwa club, because of its numerous activities, increased its mem
bership from fifteen at the first meeting to sixty at the final one.
Under the capable leadership of Henry Bettega of Vulcan, the club has
made rapid strides toward becoming a well-rounded organization. The various
officers and committeemen cooperated splendidly with the president, and business
was considered as enthusiastically as entertainment.
The club was fortunate in securing the services of Mr. John C. Sullivan as
its faculty adviser. Mr. Sullivan cooperated wholeheartedly, and his services
are appreciated by every member.
OFFICERS
President Secretary
Henry Bettega Ernest Skytta
Vice-president Treasurer
Merle Richards Oscar Sissala
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Eldorado Club
TO FOSTER and maintain an interest in creative writing is the aim of the
Eldorado Club. This organization was founded in 1927 by a group of girls
who felt that such a club was needed on the campus. The membership of
the group is limited to twenty-five members, who by their close association con
tribute to the general progress of the group and are in turn inspired in their
learning to write. Entrance to the club may be gained upon faculty recom
mendation.
This year the club issued a publication called "Pendips." This is a small
volume containing work from the pens of the members as well as alumnae. A
similar book was published in 1930.
In February, Miss Ellis Walker offered the girls the use of her home for the
initiation ceremony, at which several new members were admitted to the club.
The initiates read papers before the club at this meeting. These papers dealt
with ten ways in which they had earned as many dimes, and helped to make the
occasion a delightful one.
The club owes much of its development and growing success to the inspira
tion derived from the kind counsel of Miss Helen Master and Miss Ellis Walker,
and it is through their assistance that club members are encouraged in their efforts.
President
Grace Schwedler
OFFICERS
Vice-president
Ouve Jackson
Secretary and Treasurer
Elizabeth Lucy
PARRISH LUCY HUMMER LENNAN CHRISTLIEB
HODGES MOORE JACKSON SPENCER
HOWARD ROHN BRUMM SCHWEDLER TUTTLE
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Student Science Club
THE Student Science Club was organized in 1920. Notable among its found
ers was the late Dr. Leroy H. Harvey of the Biology Department, in whose
honor the Harvey Memorial Plaque in the main hall of the Science Building
was modelled, and in whose honor as well the Harvey Scholarship Fund was
organized for the purpose of financially assisting worthy students in the depart
ment of science.
There are four main sections or divisions of the club. Students are classified
according to the departments in which they are interested, biology, chemistry,
mathematics, and physics. The aims of the clubs are three-fold: the creation of
scientific attitude, the increase of scientific knowledge, and the promotion of
scientific research. These aims are fittingly represented in the club's official pin,
an equilateral triangle of black enamel with the three candles, one at each vertex
of the triangle, on which is the word Science.
Requirements for admittance into the society include at least a "B" average
in major science and recommendation by a member of the faculty as well as by
a present student-member.
The club meets bi-weekly, the programs alternating between talks and experi
ments by the sections, and lectures or demonstrations by members of the faculty
or outsiders. The organization is active in its functions.- It is interesting to know
that exactly twenty-five new people have been received into membership this
year, bringing the membership to forty-eight.
BAHRE
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The characteristic and exclusive initiation ceremony is always eagerly looked
forward to by all of the members and initiates. This initiation is held twice a
year—once in the fall and once in the spring. This year it was held at the time
of the Southwestern Michigan Science and Mathematics Association meeting. The
ritual is very impressive and of a scientific type. At the fall initiation the
"Doomed Eighteen" were required to stand up, give their name, home town,
curriculum and classification, and major science. Needless to say each one before
finishing his little "say" was "hissed down" by the members. After many toilsome
ordeals and votes of approval and disapproval the initiates are deemed satisfactory
—and always elected to membership by a majority of one vote!
At the close of the spring term is also held a regular event—the picnic at
West Lake—as a climax to the year's activities. At this picnic everyone can
forget test tubes, logarithms and other scientific "paraphernalia."
A men's basketball team was organized in 1929 and is now a scheduled activity
of the club. This year, with an increase in members of the fair sex, a women's
basketball team was organized also. This was under the direction of Winnie
Veenstra and June Prolo. A men's indoor baseball team was organized by
Wayne Humm.
The programs sponsored by this year's club have been unusually interesting
to those present. They have consisted of a demonstration by Mr. C. E. Marigold,
a speed-wizard in calculation; a lecture on a "robot" car by Mr. Ray Parker; a
talk on "Chemical Warfare" by Mr. James Boynton; an "Astronomy for the
Beginner" discussion by Professor John Fox; and other enjoyable and under
standable discourses by members of the science departments.
Chairmen for the four sections are: Biology, Kenneth Saunders; Mathe
matics, Francis Buege; Chemistry, Donald Beckwith; Physics, Wayne Humm.
On March 16 of the winter term a delightful "supper-and-dance" for members
and their guests was held in the little gymnasium.
One item of significance to be mentioned in connection with the Science Club's
activities is the fact that nearly all of the past and present members of Kappa
Rho Sigma, Western's Honorary Mathematics and Science fraternity, have been,
or are, members of the Student Science Club.
All in all, the Science club is an organization of which its members may well
be proud, both for its accomplishments and for the character of the activities of
the group.
OFFICERS
President
HlLBERT ZUIDEMA
Vice-president
Leila Robinson
Secretary
June Prolo
Treasurer
Ernest Skytta
SPONSORS
Miss Pearl Ford Mr. James Boynton
Mr. John Fox
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HICKOK HUFFMAN HUMM JOHNSON KANABLE
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MALLORY MAUL MUSSELMAN NASH NOBLE PETERSON
PIKKAART PROLO RONAN RECTOR ROBINSON SHUTTS
SKYTTA STUBBERFIELD SWANSON TAGGETT VEENSTRA ZUIDEMA
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Le Cercle Francais
>
LE Cercle Francais has completed another successful year in promoting its
j purpose, which is to further interest in the French language, and through this
interest to come to a higher appreciation of France, her literature, and her
ideals.
The membership of this club is restricted to those students who have had
two years of French in high school or one year of French in college. With this
background in the French language, the students are enabled to conduct part of
the meeting in French and also to carry on some French conversation.
Some very interesting programs were presented at the monthly meetings. At
the first meeting of this year Harold Pigott recounted some of his experiences
of the summer on Mackinac Island. He also gave a brief history of the Island
which was very interesting.
At the same meeting, a French comedy, entitled "Rosalie," was presented
by the following club members: Vivian Gibbs, Virginia Hadley, and Cecil Hay.
At the November meeting, the club members heard a talk on Paris by Russell
Cosper, a second-year student from St. John's, who has been in France. With
the aid of a picture ma]), he gave a vivid account of Paris with all its magnificent
squares and boulevards. Part of this meeting was devoted to the initiation of new
members. They were formally welcomed into the club by the President, Cecil
Hay, and became members upon signing the constitution.
The Christmas program consisted of several musical numbers by Betsy
Dekema, the showing of slides on France, and group singing of Christmas songs
in French, all of which was in keeping with the festive air of the approaching
holidays.
The first meeting of the new term was given over to Mr. Foley of the English
department. He gave a most interesting talk in French on how he collected
material for his book, "Le Plus Grand Saint de France." The girls' Varsity
Quartet presented several musical numbers, and Jean Glerum sang some lovely
solos. The February meeting was purely social, and the members played games
and later enjoyed refreshments of coffee and sandwiches.
The Seventeenth Century Literature Class had charge of the March meeting
and presented dramatizations from Moliere. A few scenes of "Les Femmcs
Savantcs" were given in seventeenth century costume, which added much to the
effect of the play. Parts of "Le Mcdecin Malgre Lid" were also presented, much
to the amusement of the audience.
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The annual Cercle Franqais bridge party, held in May, was very successful.
In June, the members enjoyed another social event, the annual club banquet.
This was held in the little gym and proved an interesting as well as gay affair.
French had to be spoken during the first and last courses, thus creating somewhat
of a French atmosphere.
During the year several very successful candy sales were held to raise funds
for the club. It has been the custom to serve delightful refreshments at most of
the meetings this year.
As a rule the members have been given an opportunity to sing French songs
after the programs. The meetings, conducted mostly in French, have instilled in
the students an increased interest in France, her people, and her language, and
have been very valuable as a means of acquiring greater facility in speaking
French.
Upon the graduation of Cecil Hay in March, the office of president was
assumed by Russell Cosper, the vice-president. He in turn was replaced by
Howard Yager who was elected to the vice-presidency. With the cooperation
of club officers and members, Le Cercle Franqais has successfully carried out its
activities for another year.
OFFICERS
First Term
President
Cecil Hay
Vice-president
Russell Cosper
Secretary
Esther Wendela
Treasurer
Harold Pigott
Second Term
President
Russell Cosper
Vice-president
Howard Yager
Secretary
Esther Wendela
Treasurer
Harold Pigott
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International Relations Club
THE International Relations Club was organized in the fall of 1929 as a
unifying link between those students interested in studying and discussing
international events and issues, in order that they might search out the truth
of international situations in a non-partisan manner. The club fosters an open
forum very similar to the popular English Oxford groups. Through this method
it is believed students may gain greater knowledge of the topics in which they
are interested than they might by individual research.
Membership in this organization is open to upper classmen who have sufficient
background in social and political sciences, who have high scholastic records, and
who have shown interest in questions of international concern.
For the bi-monthly meetings of the club, programs have been arranged to cover
current topics. Students are often asked to prepare brief dissertations on certain
subjects. The oganization also endeavors to enlist the aid of authoritative speak
ers of the faculty and the city. Among the speakers enjoyed this year were
Attorney Joseph Folz, Mrs. Walter Terpenning, Dr. James O. Knauss, and Pro
fessor Charles Starring.
The International Relations Club is sponsored and assisted by the Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace, which, each year, sends one speaker of in
ternational prestige to the club besides an annual gift of several outstanding books
on foreign relations. This year the Carnegie Endowment sent Professor Nickoley
to speak at the club. A special assembly was sponsored in order that all students
might hear his lecture on "Problems of the Near East." The club this year has
had its collection of books on international topics cataloged with Western's
library.
A number of meetings were devoted to the preparation of Western's eleven
delegates for the Model League of Nations Assembly, which was held at the
College of the City of Detroit April 22 and 23. The representatives of Western
were the delegates from France, Finland, and Venezuela. The first delegate from
France, Arthur Randall acted as President of the Council of the League.
Among the most interesting discussions of the year's work were: International
Peace, The Manchurian Trouble, The Permanent Court of International Justice,
Fascism, Bi-metallism and Economic Depression, and Mandates of the League.
Very much interest has been manifested in the honest controversy over these
questions.
The club, in this excellent year, has been aided greatly by the participation
of Dr. James O. Knauss, faculty adviser.
OFFICERS
President Secretary
Arthur Randall Rachel Cain
Vice-president Treasurer
Beryl Roush Karl Rantanen
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Der Deutsche Verein
DER DEUTSCHE VEREIN, one of the earliest organizations on Western's
campus, was reorganized in 1927 as a branch of the National Federation of
German Clubs. The affiliation with this national organization, which has its
headquarters in Milwaukee, has brought to the local unit many opportunities to
associate with similar societies in the leading colleges and universities of the
country.
The purpose of Der Deutsche Verein is to further the acquaintance with
the German language and literature as well as to instill in its members a knowledge
and appreciation of German life and customs. Through activities not possible in
the classroom, practice in the active use of the German language is afforded to
members in the monthly meetings. These are devoted to German music, drama,
and games, and to talks on German life, literature, and politics.
Just before Christmas a party was held at Miss Zimmerman's apartment. In
January the club members were guests of Superintendent and Mrs. Orrin B. Kaye
of Paw Paw. At the Kaye home, several highly interesting reels of film, taken
by Mr. Kaye during his travels through England, France, Germany, Greece, and
Russia, were shown, and Mr. Kaye added explanatory comments and sidelights.
At the February meeting Miss Zimmerman gave an instructive talk in German
on "Hitler in Germany." Several other interesting meetings were enjoyed, among
which was a picnic in the spring at Miss Zimmerman's summer cottage near
Plainwell.
The organization is composed of a small but select group numbering thirty-
three. Membership is open to those who have had the equivalent of one year of
college German and are recommended by one of the faculty advisers. Through
the guidance of the president, Florence Riedel, and the faculty advisers, Misses
Elizabeth Zimmerman and Mathilda Steckelberg, the club has enjoyed a most
profitable and pleasurable year.
OFFICERS
President Secretary
Florence Riedel John Pikkaart
Vice-president Treasurer
Donald King Ella Lausman
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wDance Club
THE Dance Club was organized in 1928 for the promotion of the study of
dancing on Western's campus. The club has always endeavored to give
women who are interested in dancing a chance to study cooperatively types
of dancing, such as clogging, character, folk, and interpretative. This year much
of the time has been given to creative work in interpretative dancing.
The club has met this year on the second and fourth Wednesdays of every
month. An open-house meeting was held in the fall to which all women desiring
admittance to the club were invited. From those who attended new members
were selected.
The feature meeting of the winter term was the initiation banquet at which
new members were accepted into the club. Each year the organization has spon
sored a house-party at one of the lakes near Kalamazoo.
Miss Katherine Theilen of the Women's Physical Education Department is
the adviser of the club.
OFFICERS
President
Lillian Wallace
Vice-president
Evelyn Miller
Secretary
Margaret Libens
Treasurer
Dea Keim
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Home Economics Club
HE aim of the Home Economics Club is to give a better understanding of the
fast increasing field included in home economics, especially those phases that
are not touched upon in class-room work.
Three student delegates attended the National Home Economics Association
Convention held in Detroit from June twenty-second to the twenty-fifth, 1932. Each
class sent representatives to the Michigan Home Economics Conyention at Grand
Rapids, November twenty-ninth, 1931.
Initiation of the freshmen afforded a great amount of entertainment for the
upper classmen. Miss Laura Shaw, at one meeting, gave an informing talk on
Yucatan, supplemented by a wide variety of articles displaying the people's hand
work. This year a Homecoming luncheon for the Alumni and the Club members
was given. This is to be an annual affair. A Christmas party and an outing at
Gull Lake are the highlights in the year's social life.
Miss Cora Walker is adviser to the club.
OFFICERS
President
Lois Van Ness
Vice-president
Ruth Harrington
Secretary
Doris Ingraham
Treasurer
Charlotte Zuschnitt
DE VINNEY MAY BARTHOLOMEW PARISH NYHOFF WALKER MOULTON RANDALL ADAMS
PURDON ZUSCHNITT BURLINGTON ABBOTT INGRAHAM DUNN VAN NESS
BORGERDING MORGAN CALKINS RANDALL FISK RUNDLE
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The Collegiate Country Life Club
THE Collegiate Country Life Club, the oldest organization on Western's
campus, was founded in 1904. From the original organization of four mem
bers, it has grown to an organization of one hundred twenty active members,
seventy alumni members, and two honorary members, Miss Kate Wofford and
Dr. E. L. Kirkpatrick.
The purpose of the Collegiate Country Life Club is to promote fraternal rela
tions among collegiate students and faculty members who are sincerely interested
in developing country life—who are willing to put forth serious effort to make
the country a more satisfactory place in which to live and work. The club believes
that lasting fraternal relations can be developed only through a happy combination
of honest work and wholesome play. Members are expected to take part in the
club's programs regularly and wholeheartedly.
An abiding faith in, a sincere sympathy for, and an idealization of agriculture
as an occupation and mode of living are deeply written in the hearts of its mem
bers. Each member of the club will give some time to informing others of the
importance, value, and beauty of Country Life and how its proper development
affects all mankind.
Membership in the Collegiate Country Life Club is not urged upon those
who are only "luke-warm" in their acceptance of these ideals. The organization
wants its membership to consist of choice spirits who can work and play together
in a common course, guided by an enlightened knowledge and upheld by deep
connections. Membership imposes no irksome burden, but asks each member to
KAHLE WISNIEWSKI SLEEPER ZIOLKOWSKI SNYDER BETZ DYGERT
MILHAM ZARBOCK TENBRINK MULDER DENTON CHAPPELL HAFFENDEN
CHAMBERLIN BULLOCH BURTCH EVANS KISH GREGG GACKLER
PIERCE HOWARD GRUBAUGH SMITH MARKILLIE WILLIAMS CLASSMAN
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be true to his own connections, offers him an opportunity to increase his knowledge
and experience for more efficient rural service, and extends to him the fellowship
of a group who know how to he happy and sincere at the same time.
Five delegates, Arthur Henry, Luther Lamb, Reva Gooch, Eleanor Parkhurst,
and Irene Milham attended the National Convention of the American Country
Life Association, which was held at Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, in
August, 1931. The President, Martelle Cushman, and one delegate attended the
preliminary conference held at Ames, Iowa, April, 1932.
The student section, of which Western's club is a member, made up of the
Collegiate Country Life Clubs found in universities, state colleges of agriculture,
and state teachers colleges, is an important division ofjthe Country Life Association.
The customary bi-monthly social meetings* weYe4'held throughout the year.
In October a wiener roast was enjoyed on the Indian Trail. At a Christmas
party gifts were collected for various instituifi9tis:i'Ii!nrthe city. Perhaps the most
outstanding trip of the year was the visit to W. K. Kellogg Consolidated Agri
cultural School. Interesting program meetings were those in which Mr. Corbus,
Miss Gooch, Miss Parkhurst, and Dr. Henry reported on the Cornell Conference;
Mrs. Robinson, Mr. Robinson, and Lucille Sanders gave glimpses of their journey
in the Southland; and Dr. Burnham gave a talk on "Appreciation" in which he
gave interesting side lights of his experiences while abroad.
Mrs. Inez Marihugh, Lucille Sanders, and Mildred Hutchens, the Alumni
News Letter Committee, have most efficiently compiled an interesting Alumni
Letter. This letter is an organ which relates the activities of the club and its
BRADOVICH SCHELTEMA MONROE CORBUS JENSEN
LIEVENSE LUURTSEMA LYNN SANDERS MARKLEY LOKEN
COOPER HICKEY KIETZER TAGG WILES YOUNGS KIERSTEAD
DE VREE B. HUGHES B. HUGHES KIEL ALWARD REEKS WEST
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alumni members in order to promote a more intimate and friendly relationship
between them. The club expects this phase of its work to become increasingly
important in the near future.
This year, through the efforts of a special music committee, the Country Life
Club has enjoyed an orchestra. The success of the orchestra is due, in no small
measure, to the work of Ralph Josefek and Curtis Markley. The membership of
the orchestra is now fifteen. In addition to furnishing music for the regular
meetings, it provided an atmosphere of welcome for the Annual Reunion which
preceded the annual Country Life Club Banquet. It has also had two engagements
off campus.
The annual Rural Progress Day was held March fourth. H. W. Wallace,
editor of the Wallace Fanner, gave the main lecture of the day on "Agricultural
Prospects." Appearing on the same program were Miss Kate Wofford, president
of the Rural Education Department of the National Education Association; Mrs.
J. K. Pattengill, representing the Congress of Parents and Teachers; Donald
Clupper, Benton Harbor, representing the Future Farmers of America; Dr. E. L.
Austin, Michigan State College. In the evening of the same day the annual
Country Life Club Banquet was held. Dr. Smith and twenty-five members of the
Appleblossom Club of Mt. Pleasant were guests. The decorating committee, in
honor of the Washington Bi-centennial, carried out the table decorations in red,
white, and blue. Martelle Cushman, president, acted as toastmaster and intro
duced Kate Wofford, who delivered the address of the evening. The topic was
"The Country School, a Challenge and a Responsibility." There was keen interest
IURNHAM GIFFORD MC LACHLAN RYDER WITKO TATE SEQUIN
TILLMAN GRANGER MILLS HOFFMEYER MILLS BLADES
SPRINGER DEEGAN MULDER STUTZMAN CHEW MARIHUGH
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shown throughout the evening. The guests rose as Mr. Robinson introduced them.
At the close, Miss Wofford accepted the honorary membership which the local club
had voted to confer upon her.
If the Country Life Club can in some small measure help to solve the Rural
Life Problem, it will justify its existence. In Michigan in 1932 are found 5,882
one-teacher schools and 86 consolidated schools. While 72% of city children
fifteen to eighteen years of age are in high school, only 26% of the rural children
receive this secondary education. While the cost per pupil in average daily
attendance is $130 for the urban child, it is only $75 for the country child. Farm
children as a whole get less schooling in eight years than city children get in six
years because of the shorter school year and more irregular school attendance.
These facts and many others show that we have not yet secured democracy in
American Education—truly a challenge and a responsibility, not only for Country
Life Students everywhere but for all who believe in an educational democracy.
OFFICERS
President
Martelle Cushman
Secretary
Harriet Chappell
Vice-president
Lyle Hanchett
Treasurer
Irene Milham
JOSIFEK SNELLER CUSHMAN MILLER ROBINSON STRONG CURTIS
FERGUSON HANCHETT BROWN REED BARNARD STIMSON
DALRYMPLE NEWHOUSE ENGLE GILMORE HARDY A. ENGLE WALTERS
DOOLITTLE SMITH BRECKON GRIFFITH BROWN HUGHES
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The Early Elementary Club
HE Early Elementary Club is one of the largest organizations on the campus.
Anyone enrolled in the Early Elementary Department is eligible for member
ship.
During the past year the club has carried on many interesting activities. At the
first of the year the freshmen were the guests of the club at a roast held on the
Indian trail. Many social contacts were made possible by the club. This was
effectively done through groups, each one having a capable group leader. Activi
ties were carried on within the groups, and money was raised by them to aid in
the projects of the club. Each group had charge of the program for a monthly
meeting.
Real talent was exhibited by various members of the club. A Christmas
party, with a Santa Clause and exchange of gifts, was the feature of the De
cember meeting.
The call of spring was answered appropriately by a May party. The annual
Alumni tea was held in the Early Elementary classroom in the Barracks follow
ing the Homecoming game; the room was attractively decorated with the
BOSIER JACKSON ABEL PHILLIPS SMITH GRANT BOWMAN
KLAPFENSTEIN THOMPSON FAULKNER TIEFENTHAL PARSONS RICHMOND SWIFT
MICKEL BRYDGES WILKES MILLER EARL HUNTER
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school colors. An enjoyable time was spent in meeting old friends and making
new acquaintances.
Money apportioned by the Club to the Christmas Spirit was effectively used
to aid a family during the winter months. The traditional Valentine candy sale
was very successful this year. Another annual event was the Mother's Day
flower sale, held the first of May.
This year, as in previous years, the club was successful in bringing to the
campus a person of interest to the department. It cooperated with the Later
Elementary Club in presenting Dorothy Aldis, who writes poetry for children.
The members of the club enjoyed several informal cafeteria suppers in the
Little Gymnasium. These suppers proved to be popular social gatherings. The
yearly banquet on April fifteenth was in honor of Mrs. Effie Phillips, who had
just returned from her vacation. The theme of the banquet was in the form of
an airplane trip. The program, decorations, and menu were in keeping with
this idea.
REYNOLDS WACHTER SCHMIDT BARNUM EARL MURIE CHAMBERS
WITTE HAAS HODGES KOWALK DAVIDS ROHN
REPLOGLE HOFACKER RANSOM ZOERNER FREELAND GEIGER ARNOLD
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The social activities of the club ended with a picnic at a nearby lake. Fol
lowing a bounteous picnic dinner, the time was spent in sports. Several new
Early Elementary Club songs were introduced by the music committee. These
songs provided entertainment at various social functions. Much credit is due the
advertising committee for posting notices and posters regarding club events.
A great deal of the success of the club is the result of the excellent cooperation
of the group leaders. The leaders are Mary Helen Grant, Wilma Mickel, Grace
Timm, Elizabeth Moore, Margaret De Meyer, Margaret Earl, Mildred Purdon,
and Hester Rheingans. Under the supervision of the advisers, Jane Blackburn,
Effie Phillips, Bess Stinson, Frances Thompson, and Elsie Bender the club has
completed another successful year.
OFFICERS
President
Ruth Gay
Vice-president
Evelyn Wolfe
Secretary
Elaine Davidson
Treasurer
Evelyn Smith
DAVIDSON PURDON DYKSTRA
PUMFREY MOORLAG PRESTON
BRISBANE WOLFE CAY
POTTS HAZEN
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Later Elementary Association
A LL the members of the Later Elementary Department are eligible to member-
ii sniP iri the Later Elementary Association. The primary purpose of this
organization is to promote investigation into the problems confronting the
Later Elementary teacher, and with this aim in view, the club listened to many
valuable speakers during the past year at the monthly meetings, which were held
the third Tuesday of every month.
The first meeting was one in which prospective members became acquainted
with each other and the older members as well. They also became familiar with
the purpose of the club. Miss Steele told something of what the Later Elementary
Department should mean to them and the importance of being enrolled in the
Later Elementary field.
During Book Week in November, Miss Singley of the Kalamazoo P'ublic
Library told about many of the best books for children in the Later Elementary
grades. She brought an excellent display of the new books with her, which she
put out on exhibition for the girls to look at.
The December meeting came at the time of final exams and was called off.
There was a very interesting January meeting, however, at which three of the
Woodward Later Elementary teachers told the club about the progress that has
been made in the school in reading along two lines, that of pleasure and that of
class room work.
The program at the February meeting was quite different from anything
that had been given before. Members of the Later Elementary Club reviewed
NURNBERG ALBRECHTSEN COLLINS OLDS CURTIS
BARRY HASS PIERSON GIROUX KUHN
BRIN KNATIS GILLETT WARREN BLISS
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wten of the Newberry Prize books for the club. The March meeting was enjoyed
very much by the club and proved to be very instructive and helpful. Mr.
Ellsworth spoke to the club and gave suggestions which would prove most helpful
to the prospective teacher. Miss Katherine Mason spoke to the club at the April
meeting. She gave a very well received and interesting talk.
Tickets were given out for the children's poet, Dorothy Aldis, who spoke to
the training school children in the training school and later spoke to the adults.
This year the Early Elementary club aided in bringing Dorothy Aldis to
Western in April.
A special meeting for the election of officers was held in the Little Gym
followed by a social hour.
The annual Later Elementary Club banquet was held in May in the Faculty
Dining room of the Cafeteria, which was very colorfully decorated for the occa
sion. The picnic in June was held at Milham park. Here races, games, and rides
on the merry-go-round afforded amusement.
Tea was served to alumni, members, and friends at Homecoming.
Groups, with a Cabinet member at the head of each, were formed for closer
social contact between the members of the Club. Much credit is due the sponsors for
the time, and suggestions which they gave to the club to make it a successful year.
The sponsors were Miss Anne Reidy, Miss Anne Pearson, Miss Helen Cooper,
and Miss Dora Hendy.
OFFICERS
President
Kathryn Saxon
Vice-president
Francis De May
Secretary
Evelyn Van Hoeve
Treasurer
Elsie Huff
IEHL POORMAN VANDER VEN BUSH SCHRADER SPOOR
BOURGOIN INGLE LUNDE ROSENOW BUSS
ENGLISH NEWCASTLE SAXON SHOPBELL VAN HOEVE
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The Agriculture Club
AS THE result of a need that was felt by certain students on the campus, a
^ group met in the Science Building on Tuesday evening, November third,
1931, and organized what is known as the Agricultural Club of Western
State Teachers College. Its members are enrolled in classes of the Agricultural
Department of the college. The purpose of the club is to broaden the field of
knowledge of future teachers in this branch of education.
The officers of the organization are: the first chairman, whose duties are
similar to those of a club president; the second chairman, who combines the
duties of arranging the programs with the usual vice-presidential activities; the
third chairman, the treasurer of the group; and the fourth chairman, who is the
publicity manager.
At each meeting, refreshments such as apples, cider, or cheese sandwiches
are served, but not until a detailed study and report on this "treat" has been given
by some member of the club.
This organization hopes to foster fellowship, to integrate knowledge and
experiences, and to increase efficiency in regular college work as well as to assist
in the comprehension of Agricultural Education.
OFFICERS
First Chairman
Carlton Blades
Second Chairman
Richard Jensen
Third Chairman
Gerard Sneller
Fourth Chairman
Erwin Johnson
■
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The Junior High Club
MEMBERSHIP in the Junior High Club of Western State Teachers College
is open not only to members of the Junior High Department but also to
all students interested in this phase of instruction. The purpose of the
Junior High Club is to promote a social and cooperative spirit among its members.
It has an instructive value also, that of keeping its members in touch with all the
latest developments in the field of education.
The Club endeavors to have educational as well as social functions. During
the fall term, Miss Dilts, a teacher at Washington Junior High, gave an interesting
talk concerning her work. Miss Jessie Ostrander of the State Hospital staff and
a woman who is well versed in the work of Mental Hygiene favored the club
with a talk on that subject.
The fall term is also remembered for a delightful bridge party given for
new members. Several musical programs were given, including solos, selections
by the varsity quartet, and instrumental numbers.
During the year the scholarship fund, which the Junior High Club helps to
support for its needy and worthy students, has been increased through the sale
of confections.
President
Gladys Craven
OFFICERS
Vx-ce-president
Alice Faunce
Secretary and Treasurer
Helen Busman
WILLIS BIRD CUMMINGS PETERSON SLATER PRITCHARD
SMEDMAN FAUNCE WINCHELL WELBES JACKOLA
H. BUSMAN E. JOHNSON BROWN CRAVEN
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Organization: 2S7
"THE nation's attitude to
ward sport has changed, be
cause it has been given the
time to consider the various
sports without the old harass-
ments. And the people, ap
proaching them and viewing
them in that happy frame of
mind, find that some of the
sports are better than others
but that all of them are
good."
-—-Wm. O. McGeehan
I he ideals of youth
carry on the ever
lasting hope — bask
ing in the warmth of
truth — cherishing
the light of truth.
ATHLETICS
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The Athletic Board
THE Athletic Board is composed of the Registrar, chairman ex-officio, two
faculty members appointed by the President, two student representatives
chosen by the Student Council, the captains of the major sports teams, and
the athletic coaches.
This board was created as a means of supervising the various athletic activi
ties of the school, and it has taken over the work that was formerly performed
by the coaches and special committees. It has jurisdiction over such matters as
eligibility, the sanctioning of awards, and tentative schedules.
The personnel of the board during the past year was as follows:
CHAIRMAN
John C. Hoekje
FACULTY MEMBERS ON THE BOARD
Howard D. Corbus
Homer M. Dunham
Mitchell M. Gary
Judson A. Hyames
Charles Maher
Herbert W. Read
Towner Smith
STUDENTS ON THE BOARD
Frank Overtoil Meredith Taylor
CORBUS
MAHER
DUNHAM
OVERTON
GARY
READ
HOEKJE
SMITH
HYAMES
TAYLOR
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"W" Club
THE "W" Club was organized in the fall of 1921 to promote better school
spirit, to encourage athletic interests, and to develop comradeship among the
letter winners of Western State. The club is composed of selected men who
have won their letter in one of the major sports. Managers and trainers are
selected as honorary members.
The club is very active on the campus and takes part in many campus move
ments such as homecoming, pep meetings, and social affairs. The "W" Club
dinner-dance was one of the prominent social events of the year. This year the
dinner-dance was held at the Columbia Hotel on the 14th of May. At this time
the alumni and members get together for an interesting social time.
The club donated $100.00 this year to the Alumni Union Building Fund.
OFFICERS
President
Francis Pellegrom
Vice-president
Alvin Briggs
Harold Althoff
Carl Bahre
Harold Balmer
Ernest Blohm
Henry Collins
Martelle Cushman
Charles Cook
Gerald Deloe
Clare Dutt
Edward Dykstra
Varnard Gay
Robert Hagon
Judson Hudnut
MEMBERS
Albert Johnson
Louis Krill
Malcolm Mackay
Harold McKee
Anthony Matulis
Pennell Moore
Victor Neigenfind
Alvin Norlin
Leonard Pedo
Francis Pellegrom
Truman Pipple
Alfred Pugno
Owen Reynolds
Nelson Schrier
Secretary
Louis Krill
Treasurer
Ernest Blohm
Arthur Smalley
Edward Tingstad
John Van Eck
Lawrence White
Sam Wimbush
Erwin Woods
George Wurster
Richard Denner
George Wynn
Alvin Briggs
Honorary Members
Nick Shuravleff
Ronald Myers
ALTHOFF MYERS SMALLEY COOK HAGEN VAN ECK DUTT NEIGENFIND MC KEE
PUGNO MACKAY HUDNUT WURSTER JOHNSON BALMER NORLIN KRILL
DE LOE WYNN PIPPLE TINGSTAD WIMBUSH DYKSTRA BAHRE GAY WHITE
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Cheerleaders
CHEERLEADING at Western is a somewhat arduous task, and it requires
real enthusiasm on the part of the men who wear the uniforms of varsity
cheerleaders to rouse student spectators from some of the depressions in
spirits they suffer at times. But it can be done, and during the past year Edward
Kunkle, Phil Watterson, and Bob Dunavan have waged a winning fight for
school spirit at athletic contests.
Bob Dunavan says that invariably after a frantic cheer leader has yelled,
"What is the matter with you folks? Do you think you are at an assembly or
at a funeral?," and has otherwise exhorted students to make some noise—and
without much success—the poor fellow, wondering if he just lacks the yell leader's
"it," feels like slinking back out of sight. And Bob adds that it requires
wonderful self-control to keep from climbing into the stands after the would-be-
wisecracker who then soon asks, "Why doesn't someone lead a yell around here?"
Well, anyway, the boys have done a fine job, and we compliment them on the
results of their desperate research into the intricacies of the crowd mind.
WATTERSON DUNAVAN
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Conference Honor Medal
WARREN BYRUM
WARREN BYRUM of South Bend, for three years Michigan Intercol
legiate and Michigan Collegiate Conference singles tennis champion, and
for three years a member of Western State's star basketball teams, was
awarded the Michigan Collegiate Conference medal for the year 1930-1931.
With the passing out of existence of the Michigan Collegiate Conference a
year ago, Byrum was the last man to be awarded the achievement medal. The
medal had been awarded annually to the best student athlete among the seniors
of the member colleges.
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Football Season 1931
Captain
Alvin Briggs
Manager
Nicholas Shuravleff
Head Coach
Mitchell W. Gary
Assistant Coach
Harold Barn hart
VARSITY LETTER WINNERS
Alvin Briggs, end
Stanley Bilski, full-back
Ernest Blohm, center
Wilbur Combs, half-back
Charles Cook, tackle
Jesse Curtis, full-back
Louis Elenbaas, half-back
Judson Hudnut, quarter-back
Malcolm Mackay, end
Anthony Matulis, tackle
Harold McKee, center
Francis Pellegrom, half-back
Truman Pippel, guard
Arthur Smalley, guard
Maurice Tingstad, guard
George Wurster, half-back
George Wynn, guard
Otto Wormsbacher, quarter-back
AWA AWARDS
Dave Smythe, half-back
Harold Balmer, end
Earl Jones, tackle
Kenneth Major, tackle
RESULTS OF THE SEASON
Western State 25
Western State 0
Western State 0
Western State 27
Western State 14
Western State 13
Western State 7
Ferris 0
University of Detroit 20
Michigan "B" 19
Notre Dame "B" 6
Iowa State Teachers 0
Western Kentucky Teachers 0
Central State 6
GARY, COACH PIPPEL TINGSTAD BLOHM COOK MAJOR MCKEE BARNHART, ASST. COACH
SHURAVLEFF, MGR. MACKAV HUDNUT WURSTER MATULIS SMALLEV PELLEGROM MOORE, TRAINER
ELENBAAS COMBS WYNN BRIGGS WORMSBACHER BILSKI SMYTHE
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BRIGGS, CAPTAIN SHURAVLEFF, MGR. BARNHART, ASST. COACH GARY, COACH
Football Season 1931
FIVE victories and two losses were the record set up by the 1931 football
eleven. The season was a bit slow at first. Western lost two games out of
the first three on the schedule, but livened up for the last four games, which
all resulted in the winning column for Mike Gary's gridders.
The two losses were doled out to the Hilltoppers by the University of Detroit
and the University of Michigan Bees, both games being played in the victors'
stadiums. The former marked the debut of a Western State team under the
floodlights.
Coach Gary had a number of veterans on hand, and in the starting line-up
for the initial struggle used most of the men who were back from the previous
season. Briggs and Mackay were at the ends, Matulis and Cook at the tackles,
Wynn at one guard position, and Tingstad, a member of the star Frosh aggregation
of 1930, at the other. Blohm was given the call for center. In the backfield were
Hudnut, Elenbaas, Wurster, and Bilski.
WESTERN — 25 FERRIS — 0
Ferris Institute came here with a team of unusual strength, and the fans were
given an exciting display of the grid sport in three scoreless quarters. Western
finally got under way in the final period of the game when the fleet Louie Elenbaas
went through for a pair of fast dashes and crossed the goal. Immediately after
this score Elenbaas again got away for a sprint of 36 yards, putting the ball in
position for Combs to go over for the score.
Toward the end of the game, Western made two more counters. The first
came after the ball had been advanced to the one-yard line, where Bilski took it
Football 277
JUDSON HUDNUT
and plunged over the white marker. A few
minutes before the final gun, Jones intercepted
a pass and slipped through the Ferris tacklers
for the last touchdown of the game. Final
score : Western 25, Ferris 0.
WESTERN — 0
UNIVERSITY OF DETROIT — 20
In a contest staged under the floodlights
at Detroit, and with 12,000 fans looking on,
Western was defeated 20 to 0 by a strong Uni
versity of Detroit eleven. A deciding factor
in the victory for the Detroiters was the end
less string of reserves being constantly inserted
into the line-up in an effort to wear down the
endurance of the small group of Hilltoppers
who had been taken to the Auto City.
Western was on the defensive most of the
time in the first half, but kept the University
of Detroit scoreless till half-time. The second
half of the game saw a new set of tactics in-
ANTHONY MATULIS
WESTERN SPOILS IOWA S DOUBLE PASS
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FRANCIS PELLEGROM
PELLEGROM GOES AROUND END
troduced by Coach Dorais' gridders. They
began a slashing attack directed at the tackles,
and the Garymen were forced to give way for
two touchdowns. The game was featured by
a 96-yard run made by McCracken of the De
troit eleven when he intercepted a pass after
Western had worked the oval up to their op
ponents' seven-yard stripe.
WESTERN — 0
MICHIGAN B — 19
The Hilltoppers suffered their second de
feat of the season at Ann Arbor when the
University of Michigan Bees ran up a 13-point
lead in the first half and added another counter
later in the game. Western outplayed the
Bees in the last half, the only touchdown com
ing as a result of an intercepted pass which
paved the way for the score. Many of the
members of the opposing eleven were second-
string players on the University's first team.
c;i;om;e wynn
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MALCOLM MACKAY
The Maize and Blue mentors were able to use
men from the varsity squad, because the game
was played in the morning.
WESTERN — 27
NOTRE DAME B — 6
Led by the line smashes of Stan Bilski and
the fine sprinting on the part of Combs and
Pellegrom, Western fairly swept a Notre Dame
B team before them to pile up a 27 to 6 score.
The victory was especially gratifying because
of the fact that the majority of the members
of the visiting team were on the varsity roster
of their school.
Stan Bilski gave one of his best exhibi
tions at smashing and plunging through the
line in this game. He was largely responsible
for a seventy-yard march that began at West
ern's 30-yard line and went straight for the op
posite goal-posts, where Bilski went over for
the score. Soon after, the Western full-back
TRUMAN PIPPEL
CENTRAL FAILS TO GAIN
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STANLEY BILSKI
BILSKI DRIVES THROUGH AGAINST NOTRE DAME
intercepted a Xotre Dame pass and again led
the attack. Wynn made the touchdown.
Pellegrom and Combs, in the second quar
ter, worked the ball toward the goal on speedy
runs and sprints around the ends. The two
stars of the "pony" backfield alternated on the
ball-carrying until Pellegrom finally scampered
over the goal.
WESTERN — 14
IOWA STATE TEACHERS — 0
The first of two intersectional victories
came when the Brown and Gold defeated the
Iowa State Teachers College eleven at Cedar
Falls. The game was nip and tuck all the way,
neither team being able to drive over for a
point. The deciding factor of the struggle
came late in the second half when a series of
slams at the line by Wurster and Bilski had
placed the ball in scoring position. Bilski,
having distinguished himself throughout the
HAROLD MC KEE
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■EORGK WURSTER
game, was taken from the field, thoroughly ex
hausted, and Curtis, a Sophomore, was sub
stituted. The latter smashed through for the
counter.
Western scored again when Wurster
tossed a neat pass to Mackay, who was wait
ing on the goal-line to receive it. The loss was
particularly bitter for the Cornhuskers because,
in addition to its being their homecoming, they
had suffered an overwhelming defeat at the
hands of Western the year before on the Hill-
toppers' gridiron, and the Iowans were out
for revenge.
WESTERN — 13
WESTERN KENTUCKY TEACHERS — 0
Rain and mud and plenty of both was the
scene of Western's homecoming game with
the teachers from Western Kentucky. Play
ers on both sides were drenched in the rain
ERNEST BLOIIM
MATl'LIS STOPS IOWA PLAY COLD
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central's passes fail in final pekiod
CHARLES COOK
that kept coming in a steady down-pour during
the first half, and the mud that persisted in
clinging to the suits made a consistent dictinc-
tion between players almost impossible.
Western's defense, striking a high note
of the season's play, held the Kentuckians with
out a chance for a score, while the Brown and
Gold rolled up two touchdowns and a place-
kick after score for a 13 to 0 victory. A fair-
sized homecoming crowd braved the adverse
weather conditions to witness the game.
Mackay made the first one when a Ken
tucky safety man knocked a pass high in the
air and into the arms of the Western end. A
20-yard run by Wurster paved the way for
the next touchdown, and Bilski went through
after a couple of plunges at the center of the
line.
Football
ARTHUR SMALLEY
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WESTERN — 7
EDWARD TINGSTAD
CENTRAL STATE — 6
The most thrilling encounter of the 1931
season was reserved for the affair with the
Central State eleven in a game played at Mt.
Pleasant. The Bearcats scored first, but the
failure to make the extra point cost them the
game. Western came back and staged a great
drive down the field that ended in a touch
down and the winning extra point.
Combs, Elenbaas, and Bilski made enough
yardage between them to advance the ball far
into Central State territory soon after the
opening of the second quarter, and Bilski car
ried it over on the final drive. What had been
a sure victory in the minds of the Bearcat root
ers was now shaved down to a 6-6 tie. Breath
lessly the fans watched the ball snapped back
from center, watched Combs' toe lift it into the
air, and saw the oval whirl end over end be
tween the post and over the cross-bar.
LOUIS ELENBAAS
WILBUR COMBS JESSE CURTIS OTTO WORMSBACHER
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Freshman Football
COACH John Gill's 1931 freshman football team was undoubtedly the best
Western has yet seen. The Yearlings completed a four-game schedule
without a defeat, chalking up 58 first downs for 134 points to their opponents'
16 first downs for 18 points.
On October twenty-third the Central State Frosh were defeated, 20 to 6.
Two weeks later an inexperienced Hope College freshman eleven was drubbed
by a 47 to 0 count. This was followed by an even more decisive defeat admin
istered to a highly-touted Michigan State frosh squad at a 60 to 12 score. The
season was brought to a close with a 7 to 0 win over the University of Detroit.
The first "string," composed of Mallard, Hecksel, Smith, Van Wagner,
Baker, Widas, Binkley, Salters, Elliot, Miller, and Barber, proved able masters
at the art of both straight and trick football. Unusually high reserve strength
rounded out the great squad.
FRESHMEN NUMERAL AWARDS
Fred Baker Seropino Guiliani
Bernard Barber Otto Hecksel
Daniel Barnabo Donald Hirshberger
Lester Binkley Frederick Hilbert
Allan Elliott Charles Irwin
Harry Emery Louis Mallard
Robert Gallagher Roy Meier
Lloyd Green Donald Moore
Anton Widas
FOOTBALL
Dan Nameth
Jack Rentz
Edward Salter
Otto Siefert
Tony Smith
Theron Taylor
John Underwood
Donald Van Wagner
FRESHMEN SERVICE AWARDS
Adam Lynd Floyd Johnson
G«rrit Brandt Albert Johnson
Ernest Hollenbeck Steven Rams
Donald Sackrider
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BASKETBALL
Basketball Season 1931 - 1932
LETTER WINNERS
Harold Althoff, Forward
James Den Herder, Guard
Donald Hanna, Forward
Lawrence Heckathorn, Forward
Bennie Laevin, Guard
Harold Leiphan, Guard
Malcolm Mackay, Guard
Frank Overton, Forward
William Perigo, Center
Alfred Pugno, Center
AWA AWARDS
Charles Cook
RESULTS OF THE SEASON
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
State
State
State
State
State
State
State
State
State
State
State
State
State
State
State
State
48 Alumni 27
27 University of Michigan 33
32 Olivet 26
36 University of Chicago 24
29 Loyola University 18
37 Manchester 26
19 Butler University 39
31 Ball State Teachers 35
68 John Carroll University 20
52 Hope College 23
51 Central State Teachers College ... 17
23 Loyola University 32
32 Ball State Teachers College 23
37 Central State 29
26 Ferris Institute 27
47 Ferris Institute 22
LAEVIN HECKATHORN MACKAY PUGNO PERIGO READ
HANNA LEIPHAN ALTHOFF OVERTON DEN HERDER
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Basketball Season 1931 - 1932
COACH Herbert "Buck" Read's 1931-32 basketball squad went through a
successful season with fourteen victories out of nineteen scheduled contests.
Coach Read was forced at the start of the season to fill in some big gaps
left by the graduation of former stars. Rob Decker, Warren "Skinny" Byrum,
and Paul Grein were regulars who left places on the team open to a star group
of Sophomores.
When the season opened Coach Read had Captain "Whitey" Althoff, James
Den Herder, Malcolm Mackay, and Frank Overton back from the varsity squad
of 1931. Sophomores who made the squad included William Perigo, Ben Laevin,
Harold Leiphan, Lawrence Heckathorn, and Donald Hanna, all of whom had
starred on the undefeated Frosh outfit of the previous season.
Speed and flashy shooting marked the high spots of the performance of the
team throughout the season. Donald Hanna, going over the top with 180 points
to his credit, broke all records for individual scoring. The team as a whole also
went over for a new record in Western State basketball scoring by running up a
total of 730 points to break the old record hung up by the team of 1930. Perhaps
the most outstanding defensive work of the season was contributed by Captain
Althoff, who was playing his last year for Western on the basketball courts.
Western's team maintained throughout the season a consistent play and one far
above the average—a type of play that enabled them to defeat a crack Loyola five
and to bask for a time in the rapidly shifting spotlight of Mid-West basketball.
The team opened the season in a frolic with a badly and sadly disorganized
alumni group and had little trouble in defeating the old timers by a score of 48 to
27. The grads, however, at times showed that all they had learned under Buck
Read was not forgotten. A good representation of former Brown and Gold
wearers was back for the tussle. It included such former stars as Bob Decker,
"Lefty" Lundquist, Warren Byrum, "Okie" Johnson, Henry Schrump, and
Rudel Miller.
Playing the first big game of the season, the Hilltoppers dropped one to a
superior Michigan squad at Ann Arbor with the final score at 33-27. Western
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DEN HERDER
showed plenty of scrap and already in this struggle gave evidences of the possi
bility of a highly successful season. The Hilltoppers led twice during the first
half and tied the score four times in the same period to make a great showing
against the university team.
In the game with Olivet, Western ran into some formidable competition and
was pushed to the limit to gain a win by 32 to 26. Olivet presented an unusually
strong team that boasted a group of regulars who had played together for several
years in high school competition. The Readmen were extended but came through
to beat the M. I. A. A. school.
The game with the Olivet stars was valuable in warming Western up to play
of championship calibre, and the next Monday the locals kept up the same style
of play to breeze through the Hope College team. The Hilltoppers overwhelmed
the Hollanders with a top-heavy score of 56 to 12. Bud Hinga's tossers were at
a loss when it came to snaring a few baskets and had a little difficulty in getting
off some coordinated work.
Going to Chicago as the underdog, Western pulled a big surprise in upsetting
the dope bucket to defeat the University of Chicago 36 to 24. The Readmen
presented a fast clicking offense that kept the Big Ten aggregation stepping.
The defense was superb and kept the Maroon forwards away from the basket while
Western proceeded to go into a safe lead. Captain Althoff and Pete Hanna had
their eyes on the hoop and looped the ball through enough times to give them 11
and 10 points respectively. The victory was especially gratifying to Western,
since it was the first time a Brown and Gold team had ever met a group of tossers
from the University of Chicago on a basketball court.
The high spot of the season came when Western defeated a highly touted
Loyola Universtiy five on the local court to the tune of 29 to 18. Loyola came
here as the favorite but was forced to bow to a team that was clicking to perfec
tion and could not lose. The game was the most brilliant and hard fought one of
the entire season as far as home engagements were concerned. Western was
behind 8 to 6 at the end of the first half, but after the intermission, Read's team
began to pull out in front. Big Bill Perigo had a heavy assignment in guarding
Wagner, but the Delphi center turned in one of his best performances and was
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a big factor in the victory. Heckathorn, a Sophomore who substituted for Althoff
when the latter went out on personals, helped pull the game out of the fire by
contributing a couple baskets of his own to give Western an edge.
The Indiana trip was the low mark of the season, the team winning one and
losing two in a difficult schedule of three games played on successive nights. The
first one, against Manchester, found Western ahead when the final gun went off
with the score standing 37 to 26. At Butler University, however, the Hilltoppers
found difficulty in getting started at all in the second half, though they had held
Butler to a tie at the end of the first period. What little hope the locals may have
had of taking the game was shattered in this half when Butler went way ahead
and left the Hilltoppers out in the cold. The next night, Read's team did not
display the usual snap and fast break and was obliged to bring home another loss,
this one from Ball State Teachers. In the game, however, Pete Hanna made
thirteen points against the opposition.
MANCHESTER COLLEGE GIVEN SECOND DEFEAT
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After the disastrous Indiana trip, Western hit its stride again and sent an
inferior John Carroll University team back to Cleveland with a 68 to 20 defeat.
The team that night was a veritable machine for the manufacture of points and
had the fans clamoring for the 70 mark. Basketballs filled the air, and it was
inevitable that someone should make a startling number of points. Little Pete
Hanna took the honors for the occasion with a total of twenty. Twenty-seven
personals were called during the game, yet only one man was banished from the
floor. Western's defense worked perfectly, and the visiting team could not work
in to snare more than twenty points.
The population at Holland turned out en masse when Western went over for
a return engagement with Hope. Hope might better not have had that game
scheduled. The final score was 52 to 23. Western was scoring with deadly
accuracy and there was no way to stop the barrage of counters.
A GREAT LOYOLA TEAM HANDED ITS FIRST REVERSE
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The next game was with another inferior opponent, and Western, while hardly
enjoying a good workout, had little trouble in chalking up a 51 to 17 victory.
Practically every man on the squad got his name in the records for that game and
had a chance to show his wares.
The crucial test of the season came the next week at Chicago when Western
met the star Loyola team in a return engagement. Loyola was ready for Perigo
this time and kept the Western center busy enough to cause the commitment of
four personals. Hanna also got the limit for personal fouls and was likewise
banished from the struggle. Loyola went on to set up a safe lead and to get
revenge for the defeat they had suffered earlier in the season by a 32 to 23 victory.
In the second encounter with Ball State Teachers, Western again went through
to defeat the visitors 32 to 23. The game was uninteresting as far as brilliancy
or flash were concerned, but it showed some nice coordination on the part of both
teams that displayed a knowledge of fundamentals, which made the game at least
of passing interest.
In the two-game trip in Michigan, the Hilltoppers managed to break at least
even, by winning a 37-29 encounter from Central State Teachers College and
losing a close one to Ferris Institute of Big Rapids by a score of 27 to 26.
In the closing contest of the season the Readmen got revenge on Ferris and
handed the visitors a 47 to 22 drubbing. Den Herder had a big night and garnered
a total of sixteen points for the game. Perigo and Hanna were also hitting the
hoop with regularity. The end of the first half found Western ahead by a margin
of only four points with the count at 18 to 14, but early in the last period the
Brown and Gold began to connect with the hoop and looped through enough to
set themselves out ahead. Throughout the first half things looked a bit dubious.
Ferris presented a fine-working defense and a smooth-running offensive machine,
but in the last period Ferris could not cope with the onslaught of Western's offense.
The game was the final appearance of Althoff, Mackay, and Overton and closed the
collegiate basketball careers for each of these men.
BALL TEACHERS FIGHT STUBBORNLY, BUT ARE SUBDUED
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Freshman Basketball Season 1931 - 1932
OACH John Gill directed his Freshman basketball team through another
undefeated season for the 1931-32 schedule. The Frosh won a total of
eight games.
The Gillmen had a nicely balanced team. Led by Caesar, who garnered 82 points,
they scored a total of 338 points to 117 for their opponents. There were no
individual stars as far as outstanding flashy play was concerned, but the quintet
functioned to perfection as a smoothly working five-man machine.
The hardest game of the season was one with the yearlings of Michigan
State College, East Lansing. After two halves of stiff competition the Frosh
emerged with a 29-18 victory.
Some good potential varsity material invariably shows up during the course
of Frosh seasons, and this one was no exception. Caesar, Huttenga, and Miller
led the scoring and proved to be a strong offensive group that helped keep up
the fine Freshman basketball record at Western State. Since Frosh teams have
been playing at the Hilltop, Gill has directed the teams through 38 games with
the results showing 37 victories.
NUMERAL WINNERS
Edwin Abbott
Lester Binkley
Roy Burgin
Henry Caesar
Harry Emery
John Miller
William Edgcomb
Don Farnum
Loyd Green
Edward Huttenga
Floyd Johnson
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GILL, COACH MILLER
GKEEN
FARNUM
HUTTENGA
ABBOTT
CAESAR
JOHNSON
BINKLEY
BURGIN
EMERY
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Captain
Hylan Pray
Manager
Carroll Beale
Coach
Judson A. Hyames
Assistant Coach
Charles Maher
LETTER WINNERS
Hylan Pray, Captain, pitcher Albert Johnson, short stop
Bert Bailey, short stop Malcolm Mackay, outfield
Frederick Black, pitcher Victor Neigenfind, pitcher
Willard Blackney, outfield Francis Pellegrom, outfield
George Cooper, first base Raymond Swafford, catcher
Robert Decker, outfield Raymond Thomas, catcher
Richard Denner, third base Sec Violetta, second base
Erwin Woods, second base
RESULTS OF
Western State 7
Western State 8
Western State 11
Western State 3
Western State 6
Western State 2
Western State 7
Western State 1
Western State 4
Western State 0
Western State 10
Western State 3
Western State 15
Western State 0
Western State 0
Western State 6
Western State 3
Western State 0
Western State 2
THE SEASON
Hope College 0
Hillsdale College 6
University of Wisconsin 9
University of Chicago 11
Armour Technical Institute 3
University of Michigan 4
Hosei University 5
Michigan State College 2
Iowa State Teachers College 0
Michigan State Normal 1
Central State Teachers College ... 1
University of Michigan 1
Central State Teachers College ... 3
Hillsdale College 1
Luther College, Iowa 1
Iowa State Teachers College 2
Michigan State College 5
Michigan State Normal 1
Alumni 7
MEYERS COOPER WOODS BAILEY PELLEGROM BEAL HYAMES
DUNHAM BLACK NEIGENFIND BLACKNEY MACKAY DECKER VIOLETTA
DENNER JOHNSON PRAY SWAFFORD THOMAS
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Baseball Season 1931
WITH the finest schedule that a Western baseball team ever had the oppor
tunity of signing up, the 1931 nine went through a season marked by such
outstanding achievements as victories over the University of Wisconsin,
1930 Big Ten champions, the University of Michigan, and the Hosei University
of Japan.
The team won ten games and lost eight of the regular college schedule during
the course of a varied season. Some idea of the character of over half of the
defeats may be gained when the fact is taken into consideration that a quartet of
them were 1-0 losses and one was dropped by a 2-1 margin. The encounter with
Michigan State Normal went to fifteen innings and holds the distinction of being
the longest 1-0 game in the history of Michigan collegiate baseball.
Coach Judson Hyames had three regulars in Captain Hylan Pray, Victor
Neigenfind, and Fritz Black. Both Black and Neigenfind pitched one-hit games,
and the latter also had a two-hit game to his credit. Black went through the
season with five victories and no defeats for a 1,000 per cent record.
WESTERN HOPE — 0
The first game of the season was played against Hope College of Holland,
Michigan, and resulted in a 7-0 shutout victory for Western. The visitors were
unable to get on effectively to the portside slants of Fritz Black and the under
hand tosses of Hy Pray.
WESTERN — 8 HILLSDALE — 6
In the next game with Hillsdale College, Western was extended to eleven
innings before snatching an 8-6 victory. Hillsdale held a 6-3 lead for eight innings
behind the superior pitching of Smith. When the Hyamesmen came to bat in their
half of the ninth, Marquard, Phelps, and Johnson, all right-handed batters, were in
serted in an effort to make the hurling difficult for the Hillsdale south-paw.
Marquard drew a walk and Pellegrom went in to run. His speed carried
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him around to the third base in two successive sprints and did a lot toward up
setting the Dales' pitcher. Phelps and Johnson were also given free transporta
tion to first. With three men on, Blackney grounded out to first but scored
Pellegrom on the play. With two out and two strikes on him, Dick Denner lifted
the next pitch for a double, scoring two men and tying things up to a six-all tie.
In the eleventh inning Western took advantage of a couple of errors on the part
of the Hillsdale team to score the runs that netted victory.
WESTERN — 11 UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN — 9
The Hilltoppers were obliged to come from behind twice in the game with
the University of Wisconsin, before the 1930 Big Ten Champs were put away
with a 11-9 score. Mackay, his timely hitting driving in several runs at crucial
moments, was the star of the game.
The infield was playing a fine, snappy brand of baseball, and the work with
the bat was considerably improved over that in the two previous games. The
game marked the first defeat for the Wisconsin team in six starts of the 1931
season.
WESTERN — 3 UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO — 11
The University of Chicago handed the Hilltoppers their first defeat of the
YPSI WINS BRILLIANT, 1-0 GAME
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season. Nine runs pounded out at the expense of Captain Hy Pray sewed up the
game for the Windy City team in the first two innings. After that, Western,
although playing fine baseball behind the airtight pitching of Vic Neigenfind, could
not overcome the long lead which the opposing nine had run up so early in the
struggle.
WESTERN — 6 ARMOUR TECH — 3
Western came back the following day to hand the Armour Institute a 6-3
defeat on the technical school's own field. The game gave all appearances of a
tight struggle from the first. Armour tied the score at 3-all in its half of the sixth
and held the Hilltoppers until the eighth, when the Hyamesmen forged into the
lead with three more runs. Fritz Black handled the mound work for the Brown
and Gold, and worked in a nice game with "Red" Thomas catching his offerings.
WESTERN —2 UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN — 4
Western dropped the next game to the University of Michigan on the home
field by a score of 4-2. Vic Neigenfind hit two batters in the second inning, and
this with four well-directed hits gave the Ann Arbor team three runs.
After the unfortunate second, Neigenfind, pitching good ball the rest of the
DECKER LED WESTERN S HITTERS
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way, struck out ten of the opposing Maize and Blue players. Michigan infield
presented an infallible defense that was not penetrated by the Westerners until
the ninth inning. Runs by Bailey and Taylor came in then, but the rally was cut
short and Western was forced to accept defeat.
WESTERN — 7 HOSEI UNIVERSITY — 5
Playing before one of the largest crowds ever to witness a Hilltop nine in ac
tion, Western outsmarted a group of clever Japanese players from Hosei Univer
sity, Japan, to win 7-5 in a nip-and-tuck affair.
Coming from behind twice in the early stages of the game, once in the third
inning when the Brown and Gold tied up the score at 2 all and again in the
fourth after the Japs had snatched a pair of counters, the Hyames team garnered
a trio of runs to make the outcome of the game less uncertain.
Timely hittings by the Western batsmen and unprofitable base-running by
the Orientals were factors in the victory. Woods got a home run and Thomas
and Mackay both slapped out triples. The game was one of the most colorful
and interesting of the whole season, for both teams played exceptional baseball.
The little men from the Japanese university threatened all the time and never
slackened their determination to play the game till the last out was made.
WESTERN — 1 MICHIGAN STATE — 2
A great pitching duel between two great southpaws—a story of wasted op
portunities—the score 2-1. That explains the way Western lost to the Michigan
State College nine on the East Lansing diamond.
Both Griffing and Neigenfind were in rare form for the struggle and kept the
game airtight until the sixth inning. At this point of the competition Bob Decker
got on first, stole second, and went to third when the Michigan State catcher
threw the ball over the second baseman's head. With two out, Denner cracked
one to third, and the ball was juggled in a vain effort to nip the Western man.
Decker remained on third, and the next man at bat struck out.
In their half of the sixth, the Lansing team pierced the defense of their
guests and drove over two runs. Western got its lone score in the eighth when Vic
Neigenfind came in for the run. Western lost its chance to tie up the score in the
ninth when a bit of unorthodox base-running finished up the game.
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WESTERN — 4 IOWA STATE TEACHERS — 0
Probably the best game of the season from a box-score viewpoint came when
the Iowa State Teachers were sent back to the Corn Belt with a 4-0 shutout
defeat. Vic Neigenfind, backed up by a tight defense, allowed but twenty-seven
men to face him, striking out fourteen batters and allowing but a single hit.
WESTERN — 0 YPSI 1
What has since been acclaimed as one of the finest games ever to have been
played by two Michigan colleges was participated in by Western State and
Michigan State Normal at Ypsilanti. For fifteen innings the struggle went on, until
the Ypsi team shoved over a lone score to break a scoreless tie and win 1-0.
Neigenfind was on the mound for the Hilltoppers, and Michaelis did the
hurling for the Michigan Normal nine. The work of the two hurlers and the
supporting defence of their respective teams were far above ordinary, and not a
man reached third base until the final and deciding inning. Double plays were a
feature of the game and served to nip several scoring threats before they had a
chance to develop. In the fifteenth inning, a double steal and a hit-and-run play
with Michaelis at the plate drove in the winning run.
WESTERN — 10 CENTRAL STATE — 1
Central State was buried under a 10 to 1 score by virtue of some good pitch
ing by Fritz Black and by the taking advantage of seven Bearcat errors.
WESTERN — 3 UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN —
Neigenfind was again in rare form for the fray with the University of Mich
igan team. He held the Ann Arbor nine to two hits and a single run, while his
team mates ran up three counters for a victory. Long hits were a feature of the
game, Decker getting a homer, Mackay a triple, and Cooper and Thomas each
contributing a two-bagger.
WESTERN — IS CENTRAL STATE — 3
The next game was again won at the expense of the Central Staters. Western
went on a rampage and fairly swept the Bearcats off the diamond with a lop-sided
15-3 score.
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WESTERN — 0 HILLSDALE — 1
Hillsdale College with Smith again pitching proved too much for the Hill-
toppers, and another 1-0 loss was eked out of the Hyames nine. Captain Hy
Pray did a fine job in the box, but with little support at the bat and costly errors
in fielding, the Hilltop hurler was unable to keep the Dales in hand.
WESTERN — 0 LUTHER — 1
A queer run of circumstances spelled a heart-breaking defeat for Western
when the nine went to Iowa to play the Luther College aggregation.
The run came in the fourth inning when a Luther batsman struck Neigen-
find's knee with a sharply-hit ball. The ball bounced toward third, and the batter
was safe at first. The run came in a moment after play was resumed, when the
next man connected for a triple, the ball branding its way through third and into
302
MACKAY DRIVES OUT A LONG ONE
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left field. Good fielding by the Luther College team saved the Iowans from any
possible defeat.
WESTERN — 6 IOWrA STATE TEACHERS — 2
Western, after tagging 2-0 for the first six innings, won for the second time
in the season from the Iowa State Teachers College 6-2.
Western was responsible of seven errors, but the Kazoo nine made up for
the misplays by pounding out the hits for needed runs. Cooper and Pellegrom
got triples, and Pray helped win his own game by slamming out a triple. Johnson
also poked one for a three-base hit which was responsible for a run.
WESTERN — 3 MICHIGAN STATE — 5
In the game with the East Lansing team, the Hilltoppers led until the fifth
inning, when the Staters shoved two runs across the plate to go into the lead with
the score at 3-2.
Western tied it up in the next stanza when Pray, lifting a high triple over left
field, scored Bailey. It was the last scoring chance for the Brown and Gold, for
the visitors snatched the lead in the seventh and held it to win 5 to 3.
WESTERN — 0 YPSILANTI — 1
Ypsilanti won its first M. C. C. championship by taking a gruelling pitchers'
battle by a score of 1-0. Neigenfind and Michaelis again opposed each other on
the mound, and again both turned in a fine exhibition of pitchers' skill.
A freak throw that went over Cooper's head gave Ypsi a man on base, and
he was sent around for the score that won the game.
WESTERN — 2 ALUMNI
A star alumni team came back for a game with the Hilltoppers and bested
the 1931 baseballers with a final score of 7-2.
AN INFIELD OUT
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Freshman Baseball
WESTERN State's Freshman baseball team won three games and lost one
last spring, as they defeated the Hope College and Mt. Pleasant yearlings,
while Michigan State was conceded an even break in the two games played.
The opener on May fourth resulted in a 12 to 3 victory over the Hope College
frosh. Ten days later Michigan State's Frosh nine administered the only setback
of the season when they emerged on the long end of an 8 to 5 score.
Largely through the efforts of James O'Leary, of Massachusetts, Western
humbled Michigan State's aggregation the following week by an 8 to 3 count.
O'Leary allowed only three scratch hits.
The final game of the season with the Central State Frosh proved a thriller
as Western eked out a 2 to 1 victory in 12 innings. Hornbacher scattered the
Bearcat hits and bore down in the pinches in superb style. The ten hits garnered
by Western in this game gave them a team average of about .253 for the season.
Coach Gill awarded numerals to 17 freshmen, and service awards were given
to three men. George N. Berkhousen of Maple Rapids was elected honorary
captain at the close of the season.
FRESHMEN NUMERAL AWARDS — BASEBALL
Walter Koch
Wilbur Hutchins
James O'Leary
Herbert Hornbacher
Andrew Bloomquist
Robert Barnhill
George Mason
Jerry White
Ray Chamberlain
Glen Berkhousen
Lawrence Heckathorn
Elmer Flint
Cornie Koets
Herman Crampton
Carl Steinborn
Jess Curtis
Merton Dean
FRESHMEN SERVICE AWARDS
John Freh Harold Knight
Harold Johnson
FREH KNIGHT FERGUSON JOHNSON O'LEARY SWINGLE ELLINGER SNELLER MUMA CURTIS
GILL COACH HORNBACHER BLOOMQUIST MASON HECKATHORN HUTCHINS KOATES FLINT DEAN BITTNER, MGR.
STEINBORN BARNHILL WHITE BERKHOUSEN CHAMBERLAIN KOCH CRAMPTON
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wSpring Track 1931
THE 1931 outdoor track season was a mediocre one for the Brown and Gold
thinclads. The squad, although scoring decisive victories over Adrian College
and Ohio Wesleyan, was forced to relinquish its hold on the Michigan State
title as well as the Michigan Collegiate Conference Championship. In spite of the
low team record, however, there were many brilliant individual performances
turned in during the season.
Captain
Clair Dutt
Manager
Clarence Brower
Coach
Towner Smith
LETTER WINNERS
Clair Dutt, Captain
Carl Bahre
Harold Balmer
Kenneth Barnhill
Wilbur Combs
Edward Dykstra
Mason Evans
Varnard Gay
Henry Harper
Alfred Harris
Clifford Jones
Louis Krill
George Lerch
Alvin Norlin
Nelson Schrier
William Starner
Ray Swartz
Sam Wimbush
John Van Eck
Nels Hansen
AWA AWARDS
Lawrence White
Leonard Pedo
Herman Scott
SMITH, COACH BARNHILL SCHRIER HARPER DYKSTRA PEMBROKE BROWER, MGR.
KRILL SWARTZ NORLIN DUTT BALMER GAY HARRIS
WIMBUSH BAHRE VAN ECK WHITE STARNER COMBS
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Western opened its spring track activities with a trip to Delaware to take on
the Ohio Wesleyan tracksters, and turned in the finest group performance of the
whole season. Nine firsts and another first in the mile relay gave the Hilltoppers
an overwhelming victory with a final score of 73 to 58.
Two field records were smashed when Kenneth Barnhill heaved the shot 45
feet, 4 inches, and Captain Clair Dutt bettered the discus record with a toss of 138
feet, 2 inches. Besides these records, Ray Swartz lowered Western's record in
the two-mile run and also took a first in the mile to shine as high-point man with
ten points chalked up to his credit.
The Hilltoppers won by mere inches one of the most exciting mile relays ever
run by a Western team. Sam Wimbush, Alvin Norlin, Louis Krill, and Carl
Bahre were responsible for the close victory in this event.
Other firsts in this meet included Krill in the 220-yard dash, Harold Balmer
in the pole vault, George Lerch in the javelin throw, Wilbur Combs in the broad
. ,
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jump, and Nelson Schrier in the high jump. The latter went an even six feet
to defeat Hammond, Ohio Conference champ.
Western, taking first in ten events with slams in six of them, won easily its
dual meet with Adrian College. Kenneth Barnhill set a new field record during
the meet by heaving the shot 46 feet, 5y2 inches.
While the majority on the squad were entertaining the Adrian team on the
local field, Coach Smith was at the Drake Relays in Des Moines, Iowa, where
he had entered Ray Swartz, George Lerch, and Nelson Schrier in competition
with the best college material in the nation. In the high jump Schrier won a
fifth with a leap of six feet. Lerch had a bit of difficulty with his step, and
failed to place.
Michigan Normal of Ypsilanti handed Western its first defeat of the season
by coming in strong on the field events after trailing in the meet by a point only.
The final score of the two teams was 87 to 43. Ypsi won a total of ten firsts,
BAHRE WINS HIS HEAT IN THE HALF MILE
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including a mile relay which Beatty, speedy colored star, won almost single-
handed. Louis Krill snatched two firsts, and Schrier, Barnhill, and Swartz had
a first each.
In its next meet Western relinquished the Michigan Intercollegiate State
Championship to Michigan State Normal of Ypsilanti. Nelson Schrier, elongated
high jumper, was in top form for the affair and turned in a mark of 6 feet, ^4 inches
to break the old state record by a quarter of an inch.
George Lerch also hit his stride in the javelin, and threw the stick 182 feet,
3 inches for an easy first. One of the big upsets of the day occurred when the
little Chamberlin of Michigan State raced his spare 130-pound frame to eke out
a margin of 12 inches over Ray Swartz and defeat the Hilltop star in a whirl
wind finish. The other Western man to turn in a good performance was Krill,
who took a second in the 220, and a third in the 100-yard dash.
HARPER PRACTICES SHOT PUT
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In the Michigan Collegiate Conference Meet the Brown and Gold lost the
championship it had held for two years. The Hilltoppers were forced to see the
crack Ypsilanti team take this honor in the last track meet of the expiring con
ference. Western took third place in the meet.
Coach Smith's cohorts won a varied number of places in the events, among
which were two firsts and a quartet of seconds. Krill won a fast 220-yard dash
in 21.6 seconds and stepped in second in the 100-yard dash. Lerch threw the
javelin far enough to take first in the event, while Jones grabbed a second.
Schrier had to be contented with a tie for first in the high jump at five feet eleven
and a quarter inches. Barnhill tossed the shot into a second place for that event.
The biggest upset of the whole meet was the sensational victory of Jimmy
O'Connor of Ypsilanti over Ray Swartz. O'Connor came in with an extraordin
ary finish to place first in the mile run.
PFINGST SETS 440 RECORD OF 49 FLAT IN 1932 TRACK
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Nelson Schrier and Louis Krill were recognized for their fine performances
throughout the spring season by being taken to Chicago to participate in the
National Intercollegiates. In the high jump Schrier earned a tie for sixth place
by clearing the bar at six feet, one inch. Krill, in competition with seven of the
country's best dash stars, failed to place by a matter of only a few inches.
Ray Swartz was named track captain for the 1932 season.
Indoor-Track
COACH Towner Smith had a well balanced and hard working thinclad outfit
for the indoor season. During the season the Hilltop tracksters won a
victory over Detroit City College, made a good showing in the Michigan
State Relays at East Lansing, and had a representative win a first in the Central
Intercollegiate meet at Notre Dame.
SCIIR1KR WINS AT DETROIT CITY MEET SWARTZ STARS AT DETROIT
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BALMER GOES OVER
The first meet of the winter season resulted in a win over the Detroit team
by a score of 58 to 46. Ray Swartz broke a record in the mile run by going the
distance in the fast time of 4:40.8, and his teammate, Nelson Schrier, went high
in his event to break the high jump record with a leap of six feet, one and one-half
inches.
At the Michigan State Relays the crack 880 relay team stepped off a first
in that event. The team was composed of Cobb, Norlin, Pfingst, and Krill.
Schrier took the high-jump and Pedlar got a first in the two-mile grind.
At the Central Intercollegiate meet at Notre Dame, Ray Swartz won the mile
over a big field in the time of 4:25.3.
Athletic Records
100 yard dash—10 sec G. Walker '21 ; C. Altenburg '21
220 yard dash—21.6 sec L. Krill '31
440 yard run—49.1 sec T. Smith '23
880 yard run—1 :S5.5 E. Gaines '29
Mile run—4:16.6 R. Swartz '30
Two mile grind—9 :48 R. Swartz '30
Broad jump—23 ft. 2 in E. Gaines '29
Low hurdles—25.4 sec W. Loving '29; N. Schrier '31
High hurdles—15.2 sec W. Loving '28
Shot put—46 it. 5l/2 in K. Barnhill '31
Discus—132 ft C. Dutt '31
Javelin—182 ft. 3 in G. Lerch '31
High j ump—6 ft. 1 Y% in N. Schrier '31
880 yard relay—1 :31 S. Brooks, D. Calkins, E. Ferguson, E. Gaines '28
One mile relay—3 :28.8 A. Richter, M. Evans, N. Dutt, E. Gaines '30
Two mile relay—8 :00 V. Gay, M. Evans, R. Swartz, E. Gaines '30
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Freshman Track
COACH Towner Smith's Freshman Jxacksters won two of their three meets
last spring when they downed Kalamazoo Central high and the Kalamazoo
College Frosh in a Triangle Meet, as well as the Albion College Frosh at
a later date. The only setback came at the hands of Grand Rapids Junior College.
In its initial contest Western scored 88% points to down Kalamazoo Central,
which placed second. Barnhill of the Hilltoppers amassed three firsts in the pole-
vault, shot, and discus.
Grand Rapids Junior College defeated the Brown and Gold thin-clads by a
77l/4 to 52^4 score. Pedlar set a new time of 10:24.6 for the two-mile course.
The local "infants" set a new record in the mile relay when the team composed
of Stubberfield, Paine, Pfingst, and Wilson ran the circuit in 3 :37.8.
Two new records were hung when the Frosh defeated the Albion College
Freshmen by an 87 to 35 count. Myers, the Otsego lad who was high-point man
for the day, broke the 120-yard high hurdle time by three-tenths of a second and
the 220-yard low hurdle mark by one full second.
FRESHMEN NUMERAL AWARDS — TRACK
Wendell Scutt Schuyler Nelson
George Cordola Ralph Pfingst
William Perigo Clifton Wilson
Robert Barnhill Lavern Stubberfield
William Mann Harry Spitler
Earl Sonnenberg Harold Zuehlke
Herbert Pedlar James Cobb
Clarence Bushnell Hubert Gander
Louis Loomis
FRESHMEN SERVICE AWARDS
Aubrey Hutchinson
Gladstone Edghill
Robert Myers
Harold Sprague
Francis Barton
Francis Quinn
Rex Beckwith
Donald Payne
George Bishop
William Barnard
Harold Snellenberger
G. Aten
Wayne Scutt
Joe Sapala
COACH SMITH PEDLER PFINGST BECKWITH SCUTT QUINN SNELLENBERGER SONNENBERG PERIGO BARTON MGR. LONG
STUBBERFIELD EDGEHILL COBB NELSON ATEN ZUEHLKE SPRAGUE WILSON LOOMIS BARNHILL
MEYER MANN SCUTT BARNARD CORDOLLA HUTCHINSON PAYNE SPITLER
Track 313
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SORENSEN, CAPT.
Tennis
THE taking of the State Intercollegiate tennis title,
the Michigan Collegiate Conference Crown, and
the doubles in the Central Intercollegiate tourna
ment, and the winning of eight matches out of nine
played, more than adequately testify to Western's supe
riority in tennis circles. The Hart-coached aggregation
did a fine piece of racquet work and brought state and
national fame to the Hilltop institution.
-Western opened the season with a trip to Grand
Rapids, where they met the Junior College aggregation
and gave them a 5-2 trouncing. The score in this case,
however, was not an accurate indicator; the contest
was hotly fought, and the shifting of a few points in some of the matches might
have reversed the result.
For the next match, the fighting Irish from Notre Dame came to the Hilltop.
They gave the Westernites a real scare, and the Hartmen felt well satisfied when
they found themselves on the right end of a 4-3 score.
Skinny Byrum trounced Matt O'Brien of Notre Dame 6-1, 6-0, and Sorenson
drubbed Joe Borda 6-2, 6-2, to win the latter. Here the tables turned, however,
and for the next three encounters nothing could down the South Bend aggregation.
Kendall of Notre Dame took Loose of Western for a ride in the first, 6-2, 6-2.
In the next, Reaume of Notre Dame and Covell of Western fought two hard sets,
which Notre Dame won. A good three-set match then took place between
Nellis of the Hilltoppers and Mike O-Brien. The Irishman won 6-2, 2-6, and 6-4.
The doubles matches, in which some new combinations instituted by Lee Hart
worked effectively, saved Western from defeat. Byrum and Covell, in the number-
one match, downed Borda and Reaume 6-4, 6-2. Sorenson and Shoberg also
clicked for a 6-3, 6-3 victory over Mike O'Brien and Bob Kendall.
NELLIS COVELL LOOSE HART, COACH
SORENSEN BYRUM SHOBERG
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Albion, next on the schedule, gave the Hilltoppers
little difficulty. Byrum beat Brown of Albion to the
tune of 6-1, 6-1 ; Sorenson repeated by defeating Peru
6-1, 6-1; and Covell scored a 7-2, 6-2 win over Murray
of Albion. Western's only loss in this meet occurred
when Shoberg was forced to bow to the Albionite,
Brown, after battling in three hardfought sets whose
counts were 6-3, 5-7, and 6-4. In the number-one
doubles, Shoberg and Covell registered a 6-3, 6-4 win
over Brown and Johnston of Albion.
The second doubles match was hotly contested.
Loose and Nellis of Western nosing out Murray and
Reed of the Methodists 4-6, 6-2, 6-4.
HART, COACH
Grand Rapids Junior College then came to the
Hilltop for a return match and again lost, this time
6-1. Byrum took Hart into camp 7-5, 6-2, and Sorenson handed O'Conner a 6-1,
6-0 defeat. Covell beat Kempsell of the Jaysees in a 6-2, 4-6, 6-4 encounter,
which was tough enough to make an interesting match. Nellis took defeat this
time, but only after a stiff battle with a 6-8, 6-3, 6-4 count.
Loose of Western, showing much improvement in this match with Bob Kort-
lander easily downed the Grand Rapids boy 6-1, 6-0. Byrum and Sorenson de
feated Hart and O'Conner 6-4, 6-2 in the number-one doubles. Covell and Sho
berg had a little more trouble but also took in the number-two match from
Kempsell and Kortlander of the Junior College 6-3, 2-6, 6-4.
May 8, 9, and 10 found the boys on their eastern trip, which brought them
their first loss, inflicted by the undefeated Oberlin College racqueteers on a narrow
4 to 3 margin. They won from Detroit City College 5 to 2, and were unable to
finish their contest with the University of Detroit on account of rain.
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The following week Byrum and Sorenson went to the Central Intercollegiate
tournament at Chicago, where they won the doubles championship and tied with
Washington University of St. Louis in the highest number of points made in
the tournament. In the singles, Byrum went to the semi-finals, where a high
wind robbed him of his crown, and Sorenson reached the quarter-finals in singles
play. The Westernites also crossed racquets in Chicago with Loyola University
netmen and returned home with a 6 to 0 victory.
On May twenty-third the Western net team, scoring 6 points to Michigan
Normal's 3 and Detroit City's 1, took its fourth consecutive Michigan Collegiate
Conference championship. Loose lost in the first round to Arnold of Michigan
Normal. Nellis held out until the second, when he bowed to Cieslewski of Mich
igan Normal, 6-1, 6-3. Byrum and Sorenson both went to the semi-finals, where
they met, and Sorenson defaulted to his team-mate. In the finals Byrum defeated
Cieslewski of Michigan Normal 6-0, 6-4.
The climax of the tennis season came in the State Intercollegiate tournament
held at East Lansing. Here Western led all competitors with 14 points. Kalamazoo
College had 9, and Michigan State, University of Detroit, and Michigan Normal
all tied with 7 points apiece. In the singles, Shoberg was put out in the first
round with Loose and Nellis surviving until the second. Byrum and Sorenson
downed all their opponents to meet each other in the finals, in which Byrum
clinched the State Intercollegiate crown.
In the doubles Nellis and Loose lost out in the first round, but Byrum and
Sorenson made a clean sweep for their doubles title.
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Freshman Tennis 1931
WESTERN'S freshman net team in the 1931 season, hit a .333 percentage.
The first year netters were limited to a schedule of four meets, which
included encounters with the Michigan State Freshmen, University of
Detroit Freshmen, and two contests with the Detroit City College Freshmen. Of
these four encounters two were won, one was lost, and one was rained off.
The Freshmen opened their season in the gloom of defeat when they bowed
to the Michigan Spartans on a 6-1 tally. The only man to win his match that
day was Sullivan. A very spectacular match took place that time in the number
one singles, in which White of State nosed out Laevin of Western. The first
meet with the Detroit City Frosh was rained off. On May 26 the Westernites
cleaned house with the University of Detroit Freshmen, by taking the meet 7-0.
The final contest of the season with the Detroit City yearlings was a corker in
which the Westernites were nosed out by their opponents 4 to 3. The men
composing the Hilltop freshmen net team were: Ben Laevin, Maurice Glaser,
Trueman Gilbert, Ed Sullivan, and Al Van Duren.
NUMERAL WINNERS
Maurice Glaser
Trueman Gilbert
Ben Laevin
Ed Sullivan
Theodore Van Duren
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Varsity Cross-country 1931
LED by the flashy performances of Captain Ray Swartz, who won every run
in which he participated in the fall of 1931, the cross-country team enjoyed
a successful season, in which they won every dual meet and took second in
the Michigan Intercollegiate.
Ray Swartz, during 1931, turned in the best cross-country record he has ever
made at the Hilltop. He placed first in every meet, including the state inter
collegiate, and added to his college performances a record-setting victory in the
annual Kalamazoo Gazette Thanksgiving Day Run.
Coach Towner Smith was fortunate in having a star group of harriers with
which to work throughout the season. Captain Ray Swartz, ex-captain Varnard
Gay, Lawrence White, and John Van Eck were all thinclad stars who had run
for the Brown and Gold since coming to Western. Herbert Pedlar and Earl
Sonnenberg came up from the 1930 Frosh team and worked in well with the
veterans.
Detroit City College was the first school to feel the power of a Smith-coached
cross-country team and succumbed 17 to 42. Loyola University of Chicago,
reputably strong, was sent back nursing a 15 to 40 defeat, and in the next meet
Western bested some of Detroit's greatest harriers to win over the Y's there by
a score of 20 to 35. Western, stepping aside for Michigan Normal, took second
in the state meet, but Swartz copped first place in 21 :51, by nosing out O'Connor
of Ypsi in a strong finish.
LETTER WINNERS
Ray Swartz
Varnard Gay
Herbert Pedlar
AWA AWARDS
Lawrence White
John Van Eck
Earl Sonnenberg
Captain
Ray Swartz
Coach
Towner Smith
Manager
Lawrence Long
SMITH PEDLAR VAN ECK GAY
\HRE WHITE SWARTZ SONNENBERG
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Freshman Cross-country 1931
FAIR-SIZED group of Frosh thinclads came out to compete for places
on the yearling team in the fall of 1931 and went through a successful
cross-country season.
The annual novice run usually uncovers some excellent Freshman prospects,
and the one last season was no exception. Welcome Steele, St. Joseph, crossing
the line in front of several varsity men, looked especially good in winning a
second place.
The first real meet of the season was that against the Freshman team from
Detroit City College. While the Varsity was taking its Detroit opponents into
camp, the Frosh had little trouble stepping out a 21-35 win over the Detroiters.
The meet was won by Root in 11 :15.4, and a second went to Knowlton.
Welcome Steele again showed his superior ability in the All-campus Run,
held November 7, when he romped through the woods and gullies to win the
three and one-half mile grind in 19 :52. Knowlton was nosed out of second place
by Carl Bahre of the varsity. In this meet the Freshmen gave display of potential
power when several men showed up well. The first six Freshmen to finish were
Steele, Root, Ensfield, Marolf, McCormick, and Sheathelm.
The last meet of the season was dropped to Michgian State Frosh in the
Michigan Intercollegiate run over the Western course. The score was 24 to 33.
FRESHMEN NUMERAL WINNERS — CROSS-COUNTRY
Welcome Steele
Ray Root
George Marolf
George McCormick
Rex Sheathelm
Julius Knowlton
Orin Ensfield
ENSFIELD SMITH, COACH SHEATHELM
KNOWLTON STEELE MC CORMICK ROOT MAROLF
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CHARLES MAHER, DIRECTOR
Intramural Athletics
INTRAMURAL sports played a prominent part in the activities of the college
this year. The program was again enlarged with additions in volley ball,
archery, and tennis. Hundreds of Western men are benefited every year by
this program, which offers splendid opportunities for recreation and physical
development at the same time.
During the fall a tennis tournament, novice and all-campus runs, and a club
volley ball tournament took place. Basketball was the outstanding activity of the
winter term, and contests were held in club, class, and rooming house divisions.
An indoor baseball league, as well as contests in basketball, free-throwing, hand
ball, and archery, was formed in the winter term. Toward the close of the winter
term a wrestling and boxing tournament was held. Spring sports include play
ground ball, horseshoes, archery, tennis, and golf.
These activities are under the direction of Charles Maher, who deserves much
credit for the splendid intramural program he is providing for Western men. Mr.
Maher's contests are run off with a minimum of friction and are so conducted
as to create a lively interest in sports of various types and to maintain a splendid
spirit of friendly rivalry between the various combatants.
INTRAMURALS IN PROGRESS
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THETA CHI BASKETBALL WINNERS
MONROE
COMBS
DANIELSON
WOODS
SHOBERG
APPELDOORN
SORENSON
BAILEY
MORGAN
WYNN
The National League champions were the Sigma Theta Gamma house players.
In the final playoff for the house-league crown, the players residing at 724 Davis
street were victorious. They nosed out the fraternity men in a hotly fought 35
to 33 contest, which proved one of the outstanding drawing cards of the season.
INDOOR BASEBALL
Indoor baseball also came in for its share in the winter intramurals program.
A league of six teams was formed and a series of contests was run off in which
each team played ten games. The Sigma Theta Gamma soft-ball players got off to
an early start in the league and maintained a no-loss lead, winning the league
championship on a 1.000 score.
HOUSE LEAGUE BASKETBALL WINNERS
DEAN
GUINNIP
MAJOR
DEGNER
QUIRING
BARNABO
TINGSTAD
STEINBORN
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SIGMA THETA GAMMA BASEBALL WINNERS
PIPPELL NEEDHAM WURSTER JOHNSON TINGSTAD
SMYTHE YACK THOMAS QUIRING
VOLLEY BALL
A new innovation on the intramural program this fall was the club volley ball
tourney. Six organizations entered teams in this sport, and a lively contest ensued.
The Manual Arts Union got off to an early lead, which they maintained throughout
the entire tournament to finish undefeated with a 1.000 score. Other teams vieing
with the Manual Arts Union were the "W" Club, Sigma Theta Gamma, Theta
Chi Delta, Forum, and the Band.
MANUAL ARTS VOLLEY BALL WINNERS
SMITH MC DOWELL WERGER TAYLOR
FREH SLEUTEL DONLEY
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CLASS BASKETBALL
Class basketball with its close competition furnished plenty of interest through
out the basketball season. Eight teams composed of some 70 men collectively
put up a real struggle for the class court honors. Each team played 13 games,
a total of 104 games in the league. Of these eight teams three frosh teams were
entered, three soph teams, one junior team and one senior team. Elliot's Frosh
finally took the class title and certainly were not green when it came to basketball
handling. On their initial game the Elliot Frosh met defeat but this was no
indication of what was to come as they swept through the rest of the season with
a record of 11 wins and only 2 losses,, giving them a percentage of .846. In the
final game of the season the Frosh lost their chance for the college championship
by bowing to the Theta Chi Delta team.
CLUB BASKETBALL
Twelve lively organizations vied for the club basketball championship this
year, which was won by the Theta Chi Delta fraternity team, which also took the
school championship. Each team played 11 games, a total schedule of 144 games.
Over 125 students participated in the club fray and added interest to this contest.
Theta Chi Delta went through the season almost undefeated, except for a loss to
the Sigma Theta Gamma team, which they trounced later in the season. After
winning their club championship on 10 wins and only one loss, they went after the
school title and also took that into court by defeating the Elliot's Frosh 35 to 14.
The percentage for the Theta Chi Delta was .923.
At the close of the regular Club League schedule three teams were tied for
first place : Manual Arts Union, Sigma Theta Gamma, and Theta Chi Delta. Theta
Chi Delta won the league title by wins over the first two.
HOUSE LEAGUE BASKETBALL
With sixteen teams coming out for the rooming house contest it was necessary
this year to divide this group into two leagues. This was done, and in the house
division an American and a National league were formed. Both the American
and National league winners went through their season undefeated, batting 1.000.
The American League victors were the basketeers representing 724 Davis Street.
ELLIOT'S FROSH TEAM
FOSTER
NAMETH
LISKEY
DEGNER
ELLIOTT
BARNABO
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WRESTLING
Wrestling under the direction of Nels Hanson again had its place in the
intramural activities, and twenty-two men spent their afternoons shuffling around
on the mat in order to improve their grappling ability. This training period ended
with a wrestling tournament of six interesting matches. In the 125-pound class
Paul Giannola threw Ward Schantz. Earl Jones maintained his heavyweight
title by defeating Nels Hanson. Edward Maynard won the 135-pound tilt by
downing John Tishuck. In the 145-pound contest Wendell Scutt made short
way of Bob Butler. The 158-pound contest went to McMahon, who threw Myers.
Elbert DeWeerd finally came through on the 175-pounder, defeating William
Krueger.
WRESTLING
MAYNARD HANSON GIANNOLA
MAC MAHON JONES KRUGER
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BOXING
Boxing this year was in charge of Bernard Davis, whose men demonstrated
the results of good training when they helped stage Western's annual wrestling
and boxing tournament this spring. In the 135-pound class Joe Goldberg punched
out a peppy victory over Bob Jeffries. Donald Jackson, veteran puncher, main
tained his claim to the 175-pound title by out-pointing Omar Sanderson and
Henry Murray.
The only knockout in the tournament came when Ralph Birkhold floored
John Van Eck in the second round. Omar Sanderson retained his title in the
145 pound division by disposing of Paul Krueger in a tough battle. The upset
of the tournament occurred in the final match, in which Paul Jackson, a freshman
in the 175 pound class, took the decision from the more experienced Nels Karling.
BOXING
JACKSON HUDNUT D. JACKSON DAVIS
GOLDBERG SANDERSON BIRKHOLD
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WOMEN'S ATHLETICS
W N
Women's Physical Education Association
THE Physical Education Association is a campus organization composed, in
the main, of those girls specializing in physical education, although it is open
to all girls interested. It is the aim of the group to bring before its members
those phases of physical education not touched by the work of the department,
to create an interest in fields outside that of physical education, and to provide
some social activities for the members. Meetings are held twice each month, and
every effort is made to realize the aims of the group through these meetings.
Much of the interest of the association this year, and for two or three pre
ceding years, has centered about the "shack"—financially, and as a source of
recreation. For the past four years the planning and building of this "shack" has
been the chief project of the organization, and finally in the Fall of 1931, equip
ment was installed and the place was ready for use. This all came about in time
for the members to entertain the alumni there at breakfast on Homecoming Day
and since then the "shack" has been the scene of many enjoyable parties, both
of the entire group and of the separate classes. Various means for raising funds
have been carried out, including social dancing classes and a carnival, as well as
class projects. The alumni have also assisted with the finance problem.
One of the outstanding activities of the Spring Term is the annual overnight
trip to the sand dunes of Lake Michigan, and this year was no exception. For
those who went it stands as a never-to-be-forgotten occasion and will remain a
happy memory—in spite of the rain.
The June Breakfast might be considered the climax of the year's activities.
At this time the members of the association, alumni and guests gathered together
for a last meeting. The scene was laid in Sherwood Forest. Lillian Wallace, as
CHUTE KEIM RICHTER MIHELCICH MERSON NELSON HAMILTON VANDER BROOK
DAVIS OAKES TRAPHAGEN INGLE MANN MC CARTY HOOKER
SHERWOOD HAAS SCHMIDT KORMAN REDDING HARRINGTON UNLEY GERACZ
WOLFE WALLACE SEVERANCE ANDREWS MOORE HURT DOWNES
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Robinhood, acted as master of ceremonies, and she was ably assisted by Friar
Tuck, Little John and other well known characters of the merry band.
This year a student council was created within the department with an aim of
maintaining the high standards of the group and serving as a student voice in the
management of departmental affairs. An earnest effort is made to promote a
feeling of cooperation among the students and between the classes. Those prob
lems which have come before the Council this year, though not numerous, have
been efficiently handled, the council has more than proved its usefulness as a
worthwhile activity of the group and will probably become a permanent part of
the organization.
COUNCIL
Seniors
Dea Keim
Phyllis McDowell
Sophomores
duretta hetrick
Della Stieve
President
Charlotte VanVyven
Vice-president
Lillian Wallace
Secretary
Margaret Libens
Treasurer
Frances Fletcher
Juniors
Maxine McWilliams
Sylvia Johnson
Freshmen
Edith Redding
Naomi Hooker
OFFICERS
Senior Representative
Marion Hamilton
Junior Representative
Nina Lawrence
Sophomore Representative
DURETTA HETRICK
Freshman Representative
Doris Traphagen
FACULTY ADVISERS
Miss Vestal Miss Thielen
HENRY SCHIMKOLA LAWRENCE HUDSON WAGNER BOYCE MICHELA STIEVE
JOHNSON KRUEGER THOMPSON MC WILLIAMS VAN VYVEN HETRICK GIBSON FLETCHER
NEKERVIS ANDERSON STEINBACK HUBBELL LAWRENCE WEEKS WENDEL
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SENIOR SOCCER TEAM
ANDREWS WALLACE KEIM VANDER BROOK HVRT MERSON NELSON
MC DOWEI.L SEVERANCE MOORE WOLFE EOWNES
Soccer
The opening event for women's athletics for the year came with the soccer
tournament. Competition was keen, indicating that the title of the championship
would not go without a struggle; in fact, the Juniors and Seniors never did settle
the score and had to be content with joint honors for first place, because they were
unable to break a 1-1 tie in the final game. Hollis Moore captained the Seniors
and Eleanor Kreuger the Juniors. The Sophomores placed second and the
Freshmen third, but the style of play exhibited by the two last indicates that
competition will be maintained at a high pitch in the future.
JUNIOR SOCCER TEAM
HUBBELL LAWRENCE VAN VYVEN MC WILLIAMS SCHIMKOLA .10HNS0N
ANDERSON STE1NBACK KRUEGER THOMPSON WEEKS
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HOCKEY
Volley Ball
Volley ball came in for its usual amount of interest and rivalry and nobody
had the championship "on ice" until the final game was over. Again, the Seniors,
led by Eunice VanderBrook, proved that experience is a valuable asset, defeating
the Freshmen in the final game, 26-18 and winning the tournament. Sophomores
placed second in the tournament by virtue of close victories over the Freshmen
and the Juniors, the Freshmen placed third and the Juniors last. Volley ball
seems to be the specialty of the present Senior class. In the last four years they
have been volley champions three times.
Baseball
Baseball proved in 1931 to be one of the least-contested tournaments. The
SENIOR VOLLEYBALL TEAM
MERSON KEIM WEED HURT
MC DOWELL ANDREWS VANDER BROOK WOLFE
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JUNIOR BASEBALL TEAM
MERSON KEIM WEED HURT VANDER BROOK MOORE
MC DOWELL SEVERANCE ANDREWS WALLACE WOLFE
Seniors, champions for three years, had lost much of their strength through
graduation and fell easy victims. They placed third in the tournament. The
keenest competition came in the Sophomore-Junior game, which the Juniors won,
thereby demonstrating their right to the championship.
Basketball
The basketball tournament this year produced some very fine games and
competition ran high between the classes. When the final game had been played,
the Sophomores, captained by Katherine Hudson, were in first place having de
feated all their opponents, although the Seniors, who placed second, were unwilling
to be trounced and fought till the last minute in the game which left them on the
short end of a 44-41 score.
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H U M
The Co-op Store carries
a complete line of
The
Good-Rich Candies
Sold by the
Goodrich Candy Company
175 E. Water St. Phone 2-4331
Compliments of
Economy Wall
Paper Co.
218-222 North Burdick St.
Football Note
She: Did you get mussed up when you
were on the eleven?
Jack: No; it was while the eleven were
on me.
Foresight
"I suppose you attribute your great suc
cess in life to your own foresight," said
the magazine biographer.
"Yes," answered Mr. Dustin Stax.
"In what way did it manifest itself?"
"In picking out smart lawyers to look
after my affairs."
Metamorphosis
There was once a young cowboy named
Raddle,
Who could ride without stirrups or saddle.
Yet one week at school
Made him alter his rule;
Now he bolts at the sight of a paddle.
She: But, dear, we can't live on love?
He: Sure, your father loves you, doesn't
he?
Modern Mother to Her Child: And Al
Capone will gat you if you don't watch out.
A Kalan\ft7OQ^Tl l\lAl\Al\\VVf i%
TR:^"ak Direct to You
Compliments
of
KALAMAZOO STOVE COMPANY
75 Rochester Ave.
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN
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SHE WEARS
A SQUARE CUT DIAMOND
Not simply because it is the
modern thing to do, but because
she feels it more accurately ex
presses the age . . . she is eager
for new beauty. Her sleek
motor car is a masterpiece of
automotive engineering, not
because she is reluctant to
appear old-fashioned but be
cause she finds its streamlined
luxury more effective . . . she
responds to the quickened
tempo. And by such things we
know her, this young modem,
for she expresses her own age
and not her grandmother's. The
result is impressive.
We who deal with designing
books can well assume that the
same successful results would
follow the same sincerity of
thought. In designing books we
must primarily consider the
accuracy with which they reflect
the age. They should be mod
ern in the strictest sense of the
word. If they are less than mod
ern, they are, at best, imitative.
Today's book must mirror
today's spirit. It must have a
new beauty ... a quickened
tempo.
For some, such an objective
presents unsurmountable difficul
ties. There are others who find
such an objective more interest
ing than difficult. To be sure, it is
easier to continue producing
books distinguishable from their
predecessors only by the date of
their copyrights, easier, yes, but
terribly tiresome, we think.
THE SERVICE ENGRAVING COMPANY IN DETROIT
CREATORS OF THE BOOK OF TOMORROW
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Compliments of
WHITE BROS.
Plymouth and DeSoto
847 Portage St. Phones 2-0140 2-0149
"THE PARIS"
Cleaners and Dyers
Quality and Service
"Paris Way"
We Aim to Please
Phone 2-0188 or 5155
328 W. Michigan
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN
THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE
BUY
Peter Pan Bread
Every Day
—Because They Have Found
It Always Is The Same
Delicious Loaf.
"Say: Peter Pan to your Grocer Man'
Would Have Been Lost
Workman: "What are you looking for?"
Pat: "My vest."
Workman: "You have it on."
Pat: "Oh, sure I have. If you had not
told me I would have gone home without
it."
Happy Days Are Here Again
Neighbor: Johnny, I hear you're all on
a diet at your house.
Johnny: Not any more. Dad's working
full time again now.
Just What She Needs
Bore (at 11 p. m.) : I heard a ghost
story the other night—by Jove, it did make
me start!
She: I wish I knew it!
His Modest Bit
Housewife (to hobo) : You here again?
Well, I've nothing for you. I don't believe
you've done a thing this winter.
Hobo : Yer wrong, me lady. I just done
thirty days.
Compliments
LEE & CADY
Kalamazoo Branch
Wholesale Grocers
Compliments of
Wm. U. Metzger
and Son
General Sheet Metal Work
Warm Air Heating
144 N. Edwards Dial 7612
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J. C. PENNEY CO.
154-158 South Burdick St.
Dry Goods, Ladies' Readt-to-
Wear, Men's Clothing,
Furnishings and Shoes
WHY
SHOE WORKS
129 East Main St.
For Better Shoe Repairing
Numerous
"Are there many bill
collectors coming to
your door?"
"More than I care to
admit."
Known
"What's your name?" the grocery store
manager asked of a young applicant for a
job.
"Scott," replied the lad.
"And your first name?"
"Walter, sir."
"That's a pretty well-known name," re
marked the manager with a smile.
The boy looked pleased. "It ought to
be," he replied with a big smile. "I've been
delivering groceries around here for two
years."
Display and Dismay
Wife—Hurry up, can't you? I simply
must go out and show off my new fur coat.
Hubby—Wait a minute. I simply must
cut the fringe off my coat cuff.
"Flowers for Every Occasion"
Lowest
Prices
Cut Flowers
Blooming
Plants
and Ferns
VANDERSALM'S
FLOWER SHOP
123 Wall St. Phone 4196
Flowers sent by wire anywhere
Compliments of
HASTINGS TRUCK
CO.
See the
Quick Freezing
Time Tested
KELVINATOR
Electric
Refrigerator
at
OAKLEY and
OLDFIELD
State Theatre Bldg.
Phone 3-1470
Deliciously Fresh
Mary Lee
CANDIES
Soda Fountain Lunches
Satire 339
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Congratulations
to the graduates
May we continue to
have your valued
friendship, and appre
ciated patronage.
J. R. Jones' Sons
and Company
Wilkin's Tire Shop
Firestone One Stop
Service Store
Firestone tires,
tubes, batteries,
complete brake,
lubrication, and
washing service.
E. Mich, at Kalamazoo Ave.
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN
Miller Lumber Co.
LUMBER AND
BUILDERS1 SUPPLIES
Lane Blvd. and Factory St.
Ph. 2-3948 Kalamazoo, Mich.
A. W. Walsh Co.
WHOLESALE GROCERS
Supply Depot for
I. G. A. Grocery Stores
Compliments of
The Chocolate Shop
A fraternity once sent its curtains to the
laundry to be cleaned and the windows re
mained entirely unveiled for three days be
fore the climax arrived. It was in the
form of a note from the sorority next
door.
"Dear Boys :
May we suggest that you obtain cur
tains for your windows? We do not
care for a course in anatomy."
And the boys answered:
"Dear Girls :
The course is entirely optional."
Breakers Ahead
Office Boy : What's worryin' the boss ?
Stenographer: He just found out his
son will be allowed to graduate from col
lege this year.
Historical
Six-year-old Ruth, who had recently
started in the first grade at school, came
home proudly exhibiting a picture of
George Washington and his men in a boat.
In explaining the picture, she said:
"This is George Washington crossing
the silverware."
Mona: "Thank God for a few excep
tions."
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Congratulations
IIIUMM"'* •■■ Si i
itilfliEfllE 3S<
by
ROY V. McCULFOR
l£ete Btoton and C5old of WHeStetn State
Wile |)eattilp congratulate
gout staff and tljose tesponsible
jfot filling up pout pages full
GDI ffollien tteagute.
3n futute ptatgi, 'miD life'0
S^ote dtiffStlp still toill pout contents
2Delig:|)t anli entettain, and toill
ijScent ^outgi toitl) pUasute fill
gooblp measute.
tootK and ablp lutannijr,
future f)appp tfjougljt
Ho tfyost iu^o spent tfjeit fotmet
3(n eaget seated and eatnest toapS
jat Eeatning's tapet.
Congtatulations ^Oestetn State,
, too, toe congtatulate;
futtfjeteb fenotoledge, oftill and fataingl:
boast ftunttlitj? contains—
made t&e papet.
REX PAPER COMPANY
KALAMAZOO - - MICHIGAN
Satire 341
W. H. Pendleton
First National Bank
and Trust Bldg.
INSURANCE
The Rose Kerr Shop
Interior Decorators
Draperies Carpets Furniture
Lamps and Shades
536 Academy Street Phone 2-4322
Store No. 3 Phone 2-7644
217 E. Frank St. State Theatre
Economy Cleaners
.75
We Call For and Deliver
Suits Cleaned
Topcoats Pressed
Plain Dresses
Store No. 2
Washington Sq.
Phone 4858
Store No. 1 Store No. 4
Westnedge at Vine 775 W. Main St.
Phone 2-5829 Phone 2-5548
Buy the
NEW FORD V-8
NEW FORD 4
New Low Prices
R. E. Fair
FORD SALES — SERVICE
Portage at South Phone 6106
SWIMMING!
HANDBALL!
GYM!
at the
Y. M. C. A.
Voluntary Contribution
Plan of Membership
The average man's arm is thirty inches
long; the average woman's waist is thirty
inches around. How wonderful are Thy
works, Oh Lord.
One Co-ed: Let's go to the library and
talk.
Another : No. Let's go to the Women's
League room and study.
Left the Ache With It
Paul: "Does your tooth still hurt?"
Albert: "I don't know."
Paul: "What do you mean, you don't
know ?"
Albert: "I left it at the dentist's.
Office Dialogue
"This is a critical age."
"You said it—somebody's criticizing my
work every day."
Fair Enough
Mike: Look here, you're cheating.
Pat: I am not. I ^had that ace long
before the game began."
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GREENE'S DRUG STORES
Lunches Kodaks Sporting Goods
College store at Store on the Corner
foot of the hill of West and Vine
Where Service and Quality Reign Supreme
i
/**% Speaker: "The hush of
r*if# U the tropical night held me
\§>S enthralled. The heavy
HSjf^P^ dull odor of the luscious'TjKfflrj-^ fruits and flowers lulledWf\—M& me into a state of bliss-
™~. ^jr- ful unconsciousness. The
Bfl greal white moon beamed
H benevolentlj from afar.■jm Then I heard the tinkling
E* i of lausrhter. tlu- patter of
rhythmic feet upon the
sand. The leaves parted; my heart stood
still—."
Voice from Audience: "And in flew a
dead duck."
One: "Why worry about a cavity ?"
Two: "Sure, what is a cavity ? Only a
hole."
Three: "Yes, and what is a hole ? Noth
ing."
Four: "Why worry about nothing?"
Old Timer: "Is your married life one
grand, sweet song?"
Newly-wed: "Well, since our baby's
been born, it's been like an opera full of
grand marches with loud calls for the au
thor every night."
Field Furniture & Electric
Co.
321-325 N. Burdick St.
Wiring Fixtures Furniture Lamps
ADAMS MARKET
Wonderful
Service
To Our
Customers
722 Locust St. Phone 2-1511
Satir 343
Special Discount to
Students on
Manual Training Lumber
Union Trim and Lumber
Co.
These by Our Honor-Roll Students
1. The Bible was originally written in
Highbrow.
2. Elizabeth Barrett had an exquisite
love affair with Robert Burns.
3. Socialism is a grammatical error.
4. Balder's only vulnerable spot was his
toe. Here he was shot by a missile.
5. I earned my first money trapping and
selling newspapers.
6. Pongee is made of the odds and ends
of silk-worms.
7. Decade—a sense of humor.
• • • Graduates
Although you have left Kalama-
zoo you can still have your shoes
repaired
• • • THE RITE WAY
Mail your shoes to us and we will
repair and return them the same
day.
The RiteWayShoe Rebuilders
835 West Cedar Street
Compliments
of
The L. V. White
Company
"The Power to Pass—
That's Dixie Gas"
1 B A G UJ^-^—#
*Pw^ >49.75
^ 17 JEWEL PRECISION MOVEMENT 1
WILLIAMS & COMPANY
230 So. Burdick St.
An Evolution
My dear Miss Smith;
Dear Miss Smith;
Dear Mary;
Mary Dear;
Dearest Mary;
Mary Darling:
Mary, beloved;
My souhnate;
Darling Wife;
Dear Mary;
Pay to the order of Mrs. Mary S. Doe..
Hello, Mame;
Compliments of
BESTERVELT'S
PURE FOOD STORES
EIGHT STORES
In Kalamazoo
Compliments of
Kalamazoo Pant Co.
Retail Store
Where All the Boys Buy Their
PANTS AND SWEATERS
E. Michigan Ave. at Edwards
Opposite Park-American Hotel
344 Satir
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WESTERN STATETEA HERS COLLEGE
TRAINING SCHOOL BUILDING
Quality Food at
unimutn Frices
/out Patronage
Gratefully
Received
Satire 345
W N
J. C. Ball
SELECT GROCERIES
Phone 2-6313 425 Oak Street
Student Trade Solicited
Compliments
of
Johnson Howard
Co.
College girls and chorus girls are almost
alike except that the former get their edu
cation by degrees and the latter by stages.
Voice from 11th floor: "'Smarter down
there, have you no keys?"
Noisy One on pavement: "Gotta key all
right, but would you jussasoon throw
down a coupla keyholes?"
First Mosquito: "Hooray. Here comes
a new arrival."
Second Mos.: "Good. Let's stick him
for the drinks."
Statistics show that there are 20,000,000
goldfish in captivity; and practically none
of them know how to whistle.
And while we are on the subject, what
ever you do, do openly. Who ever heard a
scandal about a goldfish?
"Was your friend in the habit of talking
to himself when he was alone?"
"To tell the truth, Judge, I never was
with him when he was alone."
Gilmore Brothers
"Established 1881"
346 Satire
Compliments of
Howard J. Cooper
Dieges & Clust
185 North Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO, ILL
Makers of
CLUB AND FRATERNITY
JEWELRY
ATHLETIC PRIZES
Prompt attention to all inquiries
New York Chicago Pittsburgh
Boston Philadelphia
"You should eat plenty of fruit," said
his friend.
"Why so?"
"Because it will do you good. A man
can't eat too much fruit."
"Oh, I don't know. Did you ever hear
the story of Adam and Eve?"
"Man," said Mark Twain, "is the only
animal that blushes—or needs to."
"You have no business to kiss me."
"It wasn't business; it was pleasure."
She: "What do you mean by telling me
that the dates you had with me were like a
string of pearls?"
He: "Neckless, dearie, neckless."
Town Hall Tonight
Inquired Yorick Hamm of Hamlet Fatt
—Do you think, sirrah, the townspeople
have taken any notice of our playbills ?
"Of a truth, yes. The local grocer is
featuring grapefruit."
Feminine Attire
South Rose near Michigan
Compliments of
Makers of
Fine Fishing Tackle
THE BROWN AND
GOLD CAFETERIA
"Western s Pioneer Eating Place"
The home of good things to eat
and the originators of every bene
ficial policy in the matter of food
that the students of Western State
are enjoying today.
We lead, others try to follow
The Brown and Gold
Cafeteria
829 W. Walnut Street
Satire 347
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Good Cartons
■from
Good Boxboard
Sutherland Paper Co.
KALAMAZOO, MICH.
SERVE
ICE CREAM
No Answer to That
"It says here that a woman writer de
clares many women can't live on $25,000,"
snorted friend husband.
"Yeah?" snapped his wife. "Well, they
could if their husbands had brains enough
to earn that much."
Quiet Assured
"I'm going to speak my mind!" she said.
"Ah! Silence at last!"
The store with a particular appeal to
college people
Streng and Zinn Co.
DEPARTMENT STORE
Our advanced buying and selling systems
enable you to buy style-right-merchan
dise at lower cost.
Compliments of
3^alama?oo Clearing
Home Savings Bank, Bank of Kalamazoo, First National Bank and Trust Co.
348 Satire
Compliments of
A. M. Todd & Company
The Gull Lake Hotel
at
LA BELLE RESORT
NOW OPEN
BANQUETS — CLASS DINNERS
Dinner Dancing 6:30 - 7:30
Park Dancing 9:00 - 12:00
Excellent Orchestra
Enroth's
"SHOES OF FASHION"
The Smartest Styles We've Ever Seen
The Greatest Values We've Ever Offered
Exclusively at the
FASHION BOOTERY
212 So. Burdick St. Kalamazoo, Mich.
1 he Kignt Oradc of Paper
tor /our Printing Job * *
. • . The Paper used on this
Annual is our DeLuxe Superfine
Enamel 100 lb. and printers find
this paper very easy to make'
ready and handle for all School
Annual work. It is one of the
many high grade reasonable priced
papers we carry.
BERMINGHAM & PROSSER CO.
KALAMAZOO, MICH.
Satire 349
wCompliments of
Miner Pie Co.
Electric Construction
Electrical Supplies
Columbian Electric Co.
Henry M. Desenberg, Mgr.
127 So. Rose Street
Phone 2-4023
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN
For first class shoe
repairing go to
The Progressive
Shoe Shop
630 Locust Street
We also handle gym shoes
and full line of rubbers
Mike Huntry
Small Son: "Papa, who was Mike Hun
try?"
Father: "I don't know. Where did you
hear about him?"
Small Son: "Well, we've been singing
in school—Mike Huntry 'tis of thee."
"How would you like to try parachut
ing :
"I'd jump at the opportunity."
Thoughtful Selma Says:
Many a good beau plays second fiddle.
A bigamist is one who makes the same
mistake twice.
Tis better to be well formed than well
informed.
Dr. Brown: Robert Burns wrote To a
Fieldmouse.
Voice (from rear of room) : Did he get
an answer.
Math. Prof.: If I subtract seventy-nine
from twenty-three, what's the difference?
Wooden Plebe: Yeah, I think it's a lot
of bunk myself.
'35 : How far were you from the right
answer ?
'34 : Oh, about six seats.
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To Our Graduates
to All Friends
of
THE aCO-OP'
Satire 351
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Make this your home in Detroit
Distinctive homelike environment
Social events every evening for guests
Finest Swimming pool in city. Free to guests,
Excellent Meals
Rates on application
Moderate Prices
Phone Columbia -0100
HOTEL WEBSTER HALL
Gass at Putnam
DETROIT -:- MICHIGAN
Godfrey Lumber
Company
Dealers in
Lumber and Building
Material
OFFICES AND YARDS
841 Third Street
KALAMAZOO
MICHIGAN
Telephone 2-CH8I
X is the Roman notation for ten.
X is the mark of illiterate men.
X is a ruler removed from the throne.
X is a quantity wholly unknown.
X may mean Xenon, a furious gas.
X is a ray of a similar class.
X mas is Christmas, a season of bliss.
X in a letter is good for a kiss.
X is for Xerxes, a monarch renowned.
X marks the spot where the body was
found.
Big-Hearted
As the train pulled into the depot a trav
eling man stuck his head out of the win
dow, and calling to a boy standing near,
said : "Here, sonny, bring me a sandwich,
and here's another dime, get one for your
self."
Just as the train started to pull out, the
boy returned, munching a sandwich, hand
ed the man a dime and shouted: "Here's
your dime, Mister, they only had one."
"Don't you wish you was a bird, Jim
my," mused little Jean, dreamily, "and fly
away up in the sky?"
"Naw!" snorted little Jimmy, "I'd rather
be an elephant and squirt water through
my nose."
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a matter
The enjoyment of electric and gas
service depends, much like an educa
tion, on the degree to which it is used.
Wires and mains, like brain cells and
nerve centers, are full of potential ener
gies needing but to be called upon to
bring to you new realms of convenience,
helpfulness and comfort.
These services are aiding in creating
new standards of living, in shortening
and lessening domestic labor and through
the allowing of more time for relaxation,
leisure and recreation, such services con
tribute to health, and longer and fuller
lives.
These advantages, both economic and
personal, are yours for but a few cents
a day — one of your soundest invest
ments — Electricity in the home now
DOES MORE—COSTS LESS than ever
before.
CONSUMERS POWER
COMPANY
Satire 353
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Modern
Diamond and Jewelry
Creations
Priced at
New Low Levels
Characterizing
Distinctive Individuality
BUDD'S
106 So. Burdick
Jewelers Opticians
Hale Hat Special
$2.45
Others at
$3.50 and $4.85
JOHN HALE HAT STORE
Since 1913 at
108 West Michigan Ave.
Kalamazoo Glass Co.
Glass of all kinds
Windshield and
Automobile Glass
MIRRORS RESILVERING
301 N. Church St. Ph. 2-2813
302 Stuart Ave. Ph. 2-9453
Furnished Apartments
Catering to Faculty only
The Students'
Boarding House
MRS. McCASLIN
416 Bellevue Place
D o n ' t g o
/^iN^''-^- through life soJ(^ fast —you'll be
~*^ ?^=^^^ dreadfully bored
\|^P^^K>^3j, there's no great
He'd Also Have a Hard Time
"Bill," said the teacher, "if your father
could save a dollar a week for four weeks,
what would he then have?"
"A phonograph, a new suit, a refriger
ator and a new set of furniture."
Youthful Philosophy
Richard: "Mother, am I going to get an
other plate of ice cream beside this one?"
Mother: "Why, dear?"
Richard: "Because I want to know
whether to gobble this up or drag it out."
"Why don't you drown your sorrows?"
"She positively refuses to go swimming."
Serval Refrigerators
Bosch Radio
Willard Batteries
Mohawk Tires
RALSTON'S
434 W. Mich. Ave.
Compliments
of
Star Paper Co.
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MacDonald and his wife stopped in front
of a restaurant window, in which was hung
a card bearing the words : "Luncheon from
1 to 3 p. m., 40c."
"We'll have our dinner here, lassie?"
said Mac. "Two hours steady eating for
40 cents is no sae bad."
Ducking the Jawbreakers
"How is Viola getting along in the talk
ing pictures?"
"Oh, all right, I guess. They've given
her a double for the long words."
Too Late
Joe was rather disgruntled after his first
real dancing party with programs and
everything, for it seemed that he didn't
have an opportunity to dance with the
damsels of his choice.
"Well, how did it happen?" asked his
interested grandmother.
"Aw," grumbled Joe, "I got in too late,
after they had handed out the score cards!"
Family Resemblance
Visitor (speaking of the little boy)—
"He has his mother's eyes."
Mother—"And his father's mouth."
Child—"And his brother's trousers."
E. S. Rankin Agency
Incorporated
INSURANCE UNDERWRITERS
203 Kalamazoo National
Bank Building
Phones 6100- 6109
Riepma Brothers
Groceries, Fruits and
Vegetables
Quality - Service - Price
728 Locust Street
Phones 6154, 6155
There's Always A BEST
In Cleaning
ITS GWiracleaiD
In Laundry
The Ultra Violet SUN-RAY
Both are in use at
The KALAMAZOO LAUNDRY CO.
239 N. ROSE STREET PHONE 4161
Satire 355
THE UPJOHN COMPANY
Makers of
FINE PHARMECEUTICALS
FOR THE PHYSICIAN
Home Office and Laboratory
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN
New York Kansas City Memphis
San Francisco
RICHMAN'S
CLOTHES
• • • There's
one price for everybody at reli
able old Richman Brothers . . .
honest makers for 53 years . . .
honest sell
ers always.
Now All $20
127 W. MICHIGAN AVE.
Hall's Quality Grocery
801 West Main St.
Home of "Richelieu" Goods
Sweet Memory
Wifey (hubby's former secretary) :
Where were you all evening, you brute?
Hubby: Honestly, honey, I wasn't at
the office.
His Mistake
Policeman—Hey, come out of that! No
bathing allowed 'ere.
Dignified Man (in pond)—Pardon me,
I'm not bathing—I'm drowning.
Disguised
"Where did you get that funny dog?"
"It's a police dog."
"I never saw a police dog that looked
like that."
"He's in the secret service."
No Wonder It Worked
The customer whose account had been
outstanding for some months called round
and paid up.
"That letter you sent me did it," he said.
"I've never seen one like it. Why, it would
get money out of a stone. How did you
put it together?"
The business man smiled sadly.
"I chose the best bits out of the letters
my boy sends me from school," he ex
plained.
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SLOCUM
BROTHERS
. . YOUR . .
PHOTOGRAPHERS
125 South Burdick Street
Kalamazoo, Michigan
Satire • 357
o w
A Complete Fashion Service
For Women and Misses
Frocks Gowns
Coats Furs
Millinery and Footwear
THE STYLE SHOP
Seaman Company, Inc.
Kalamazoo, Michigan
COAL
COKE
FUEL OIL
E. M. Sergeant
542 E. Michigan
Compliments of
ATLAS PRESS
J. Chas. Ross Company
North Burdick at Kalamazoo Ave.
Hardware House Wares
Sporting Goods
Kitchen Equipment
Phones 2-0141 2-0142
Dignity is one thing that can't be pre
served in alcohol.
Phnoop: Binks ? Kind o' argumenta
tive, isn't he?
Blopp: Rather. He even talks right
back to radio announcers !
"Is Joe good company?"
"Good company! Say, that boy can
make you forget you're in a rumble seat!"
"Gosh," mused the unemployed press
agent, massaging his last two bits, "who
ever sold the world this depression, cer
tainly did put it over!"
A hick town is one where there is no
place to go that you shouldn't.
Giant: I hear the Sword Swallower is
on a diet.
Dwarf : Yes—he hasn't eaten anything
but pocket-knives for a month.
Abel: Are we alone ?
Mabel: I hope God is with us.
Compliments
of
Jack Dold's
Drug Stores
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ine Stationery
For the Home, School or Office
Sold by all leading Retail
Stationers, Drug Stores and
Department Stores in every
Section of the Country
Manufactured at
Kalamazoo by
KALAMAZOO STATIONERY COMPANY
Division of Western Tablet and Stationery Corp.
KALAMAZOO -:- MICHIGAN
Dejected Lover: Is there no hope for
me?
Object of Passion: I dunno. What're
you hoping for?
Revised Proverbs
Look before you cheat.
He that flunks and knows his bizz lives
to flunk another quizz.
Procrastination is the sign of the times.
If at first you did not win, date, date,
and date again.
All are not girls that giggle.
He who hesitates is the boss.
A miss is as good as her environment.
Love suppereth long and he that dines
her must pay the pieman.
"Has the depression hit the churches?"
"Why, even the wages of sin have been
reduced."
Among those enterprises which depend
for success on implicit faith are love, de
mocracy, and hash.
Some men wake up to find themselves
famous; others stay up all night and be
come notorious.
Samuel A. Boerman
"5am" '22
Rudel C. Miller
"Rudy" '24
Compliments of
MILLER and BOERMAN
Sporting Goods and Athletic
Supplies
316 W. Michigan Ave.
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
Phone 2-7643 Kalamazoo, Mich.
Compliments of
Kline's Department
Store
Satir 359
wJackson's
Flower Shop
160 West Michigan Ave.
Phone 4128
GOWNS HOODS
CAPS
FOR ALL DEGREES
Quality outfits at
attractive prices
Get your costumes from the pioneer
outfitters in U. S. A.
Cottrell and Leonard
Est. 1832
ALBANY, N. Y.
Father's Day Song
By Scott Corbett
Tune of That's Why Darkies Were Borr
Some one had to buy the text books,
Some one had to buy the clothes worn;
Some one had to pay
For Junior's college play
And that's why poppas were born!
Some one had to pay tuition,
Slave till night from early morn;
Some one had to send
A check for each week-end
And that's why poppas were born!
Send! Send!
Send when your sonny
Demands it of you.
Send! Send!
Money, more money,
For bills that are due.
Some one had to pay for frat pins,
A co-ed's heaving breast to adorn,
Some one had to curse
And furnish the purse
That's why poppas were born!
GOODRICH SILVERTOWN, INC.
One Stop Station
Westnedge Ave. at Academy St.
GOODRICH SILVERTOWN TIRES TEXACO GASOLINE
Motor Oil
Texaco
Pennzoil
Quaker State
Mobile
Miscellaneous
A. C. Spark Plugs
Auto Light Bulbs
Radio Tubes
Fan Belts
Electric Fans
USL Batteries
Car Washing
Complete Lubrication
Speedy Road Service
Tire and Tube Repairing
PHONE 4179 NICK A. HOPSON, Manager
360 Satire
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WESTERN STATE
TEACHERS COLLEGE
Prepares for Every
Type of Teaching
A youthful,
energetic and rapidly
&rowin& institution with
modern buildings and
equipment and with care
fully selected and efficient
instructors.
Complete information and
catalogue on request
D. B. WALDO, President JOHN C. HOEKJE, Registrar
Satire 361
INSTANT SERVICE
Batteries, Starters, Carburetors
Radiators, Lights or any Auto
Electric Job
We use Genuine Parts
Factory Trained Men
M & T Battery & Electric Co.
131 W. Kalamazoo Ave. Dial 2-0259
Olsen & Ebann
240 S. Burdick St.
Diamonds Watches Jewelry
Kalamazoo's Oldest
Credit Jewelers
B. L. S+eelman, Mgr.
Phone 6045
"Mother, there's a blind man at the
door."
"Tell him we don't want any."
Impertinence
By Lucy Carruth
I know that I told you I wanted the moon,
And you gave it to me with a will.
It's perfectly sweet and I like it a lot
I find it enchanting, but—still—
It isn't just what I thought it would be;
You can put it back, if you don't mind.
That cute little star is the thing I should
love—
Not that one, the one just behind.
Novelty, China and
Glassware Dinnerware
Toys ■— Electrical Goods
Household Hardware
Silverware Dennison Goods
Stationery
40 years of dependable service
STAR BARGAIN
HOUSE
232 South Burdick Street
Oriental Cafe
A Refined Chinese and American
Restaurant
Have your dinner here where you will
be able to enjoy it to the
utmost.
SNAPPY DANCE SPACE
160 S. Burdick St. Phone 9631
Compliments of
Quality Baking Company
808 S. Westnedge Ave.
KALAMAZOO
Compliments of
Park-American Hotel
333 East Michigan Ave.
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN
Beulah M. Schermerhorn
INTERIOR DECORATOR
Decorations
for the town and country house
Battle Creek, Michigan
362 Satire
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NEW BURDICK
HOTEL
Fireproof Construction
250 Rooms
In the very heart of the city
Finest Cafeteria in Michigan
Compliments of
Oakland Pharmacy
"THE STUDENTS'
STORE"
Michigan Ave. and Academy Sts.
"Have you read Thoreau's Essay on
Civil Disobedience?"
"Naw. I am a good, honest Republican."
Harvard Man: Who knocked on the
door of my bath house?
Attendant: It was me.
H. M. (to second H. M.) : What is he
trying to say?
Prof.: I'm a self-made man.
'32: That relieves some one of an un
pleasant responsibility.
"Do they have any restrictions at your
university?"
"Only one."
"What is it?"
"Don't get caught."
Captain: Do you know anything about
ships ?
Reggy: Oh, yes; I've been a shipping
clerk in a dry goods store for years.
Joe: When I first got in to the Copley,
I thought that I had forgotten my ticket.
I had some fright.
Moe: Yeah, I noticed her.
We wish the 1932
Brown and Gold
the best of success
Allcock's Barber and
Beauty Shop
428 Davis Street Phone 7566
Compliments of
Kalamazoo Buick Sales
Company
543 W. Michigan Ave. Phone 6309
(j y HIS book is cased in an/ S. K. SMITH COVER —
a cover that is guaranteed
to be satisfactory and is created
and SMITHCRAFTED by an
organization of craftsmen special
izing in the creation and produc
tion of good covers. Whatever
your cover requirements may be,
this organization can satisfy them.
Send for information and prices
to:
THE S. K. SMITH
COMPANY
213 INSTITUTE PLACE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Satire 363
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When You See
The Western
State Teachers
College Band
You see the
Henderson-Ames
Co. Make of
Uniforms
Although now sev
eral years in serv
ice they make a
snappy appearance.
It pays to buy the
H. A. Co. Quality
Uniforms.
The Henderson-
Ames Co.
Kalamazoo, Mich.
What A Relief
Student: "Why don't you laugh at the
prof's jokes ?"
Silent One: "I don't have to, I am get
ting kicked out next week."
King David's Team
Teacher: "George, who defeated the
Phillistines?"
George: "Aw, I don't know. I don't fol
low those bush league teams."
Up-to-Date Ducks
Mary's mother raised a large flock of
wild ducks this year. One windy day they
all took to the air. Mary never had seen
them on the wing before and ran to her
mother, saying, "Oh, look, mother. Our
ducks all have airplanes !"
Frank Confession
"So you want to marry my daughter,"
said the man. "Who put you up to com
ing to me about it ?"
"To tell the truth," sighed the young
man, "it was the banker who holds my
notes."
First Neighbor: What is your son tak
ing at college?
Second Neighbor: All I've got.
Compliments of
A FRIEND
364 Satire
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They Freeze
"Yes, isn't it strange that when people
get frozen they rub their limbs with snow
until circulation is restored?"
Benevolent Old Lady—But what do they
do with the poor people in summer ?
Live Wire
Chief: That traveling salesman of
Smith's managed to foist a lot of rubbish
on us. What can we do about it ?
Manager: Couldn't we offer him a job
here at a higher salary ?
Hard to Tell
Mistress—May, I saw a man kissing you
at the back door last night. Was it the
postman or the policeman?
Maid—Was it before eight o'clock or
after?
At His Leisure
Doctor: Give up smoking, captain, and
you will prolong your life by 20 years.
Captain—But isn't it too late now ?
Doctor—It's never too late.
Captain—Then I'll start in ten year's
time.
Compliments
of the
FIDELITY
BUILDING AND LOAN
ASSOCIATION
315 South Burdick Street
"A Safe Place to Invest Since 1897"
From a Friend
of
WESTERN STATE
Keep in Touch with Your Alma Mater
THROUGH
TEACHERS COLLEGE
HERALD
// Puts the Knot in the
Tie That Binds
Subscribe Before You Leave School and
Renew Each Year Thereafter
Satire 365
Meet Your Friends at
THE NEW DIANA
1 16 East Michigan Ave.
OPEN ALL NIGHT
Eats Drinks Sweets
GREAT AMERICAN VALUE
For 1932
Jbr Economical Transportation
WCHEVROLETM■—'
$455.00 F. O. B. and up
Brophy Chevrolet Sales
353-357 Portage St.
An Example
"I say, old chap, what's the difference
between 'abstract' and 'concrete' ?"
"Well, when my wife promises to make
a cake, that's abstract; when she makes
one it's concrete."
He Knew Her
"Gimme a pair of lady's gloves," growled
the irascible old gent to the clerk at Hud
son's glove counter.
"What size did you wish?" she asked.
"Size or shape or color don't make any
difference," he snapped. "Just gimme any
old thing. You see, no matter what I buy
her she'll bring it back, anyway."
The American Language
"Who's that big cheese over there?"
"Some big butter-and-egg man."
A Necessity
Two men, who were but mere acquaint
ances, were discussing a lecture.
"Are you going to attend?" asked one.
"Oh, yes," was the reply.
"I'm not; it's bound to be most boring,
I'm sure."
"I'm sorry you think that way, but I
must attend. You see, I'm the lecturer."
From a Friend
of
WESTERN STATE
366 Satire
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Good Advice
Dean Inge's advice to girls cannot be
bettered: "Have nothing to say to a man
who is not liked and trusted by other
men."
Lesson in Tact
Mrs. W. F. writes : "Six-year-old Edwin
wanted to continue playing, but I told him
he must go to bed."
Looking up at me, he said: "Mummie,
don't say 'must' to me. It makes me feel
'won't' all over."
Circumstantial Evidence
Willie and Jack were two youngsters
pugilistically inclined.
"Aw," said Willie, "you're f raid to fight;
that's all it is."
"No, I'm not," protested Jack, "but if I
fight, my ma'll find out and lick me."
"How'll she find it out?"
"She'll see the doctor goin' to your
house."
Dumb
Small Child: "Sister, what made the
tower of Pisa lean?"
Stout Sister: "I wish I knew, darling,
I'd take some myself."
Slager and Bos
Grocers
812 S. Westnedge Ave.
QUALITY FOODS
Phone 6119 or 61 10
DOUBLE DIP!
"ICE CREAM STORE"
Where You Get the Largest
Cones in Town
All Flavors in Bulk and Brick
QUARTS
35c Brick 45c Bulk
757 Michigan Ave.
Phone 9400
ALWAYS REMEMBER, no matter what line of endeavor it is your
good fortune to engage, it will be necessary, some time or other, for
you to use some of the items of our product. Financial accounting
systems for schools, factory and office forms, bank and trust company
systems and we carry in stock steel filing equipment, desks and
chairs; in fact, every known necessity for the office.
It Is Our Sincere Desire to Continue Serving You
Doubleday Brothers and Company
STATIONERS, PRINTERS, BINDERS, FILING
EQUIPMENT AND LOOSE LEAF DEVICES
241 East Michigan Avenue
Kalamazoo, Michigan
Satire 367
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are included in the Merriam
Webster, such as aerograph,
broadtail, credit union, Ba-
haism, patrogcncsis, etc. New
names and places are listed
such as Gather, Sandburg,
Stalin, Latvia, etc.
Constantly improved and
kept up to date.
Webster's New
International Dictionary
GET THE BEST
THE "SUPREME AUTHORITY'
in courts, colleges,, schools, and among government officials both Federal and State.
452,000 entries including 408,000 vocabulary terms, 32,000 geographical subjects,
12,000 biographical entries. Over 6,000 illustrations, and 100 valuable tables.
Send for Free, New, Richly Illustrated Pamphlet
Containing Sample Pages of the New International
G. & C. MERRIAM COMPANY
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
c
Cade
216
Students
For
Dimpliments of
's Bake Shop
So. Burdick St.
Faculty
prompt service
REAL HOME COOKED FOOD
THE
Brown
TRY
Save a do
Eat at
WESTERN INN
and Gold House
OUR 30c MEALS
lar on our meal tickets
Northeast corner of campus
Luyendyk Bros.
816 S. Westnedge Ave.
Phones 2-0291 — 2-0292
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
QUALITY MEATS AND POULTRY
Luyendyk has stood for quality since 1895
Fleckenstein's Body Shop
"A Job Is No Better Than The Shop
It's Done In"
The only authorized
Dupont Duco Shop in
Kalamazoo
461 Spring Street Phone 4537
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Established 1869 Sixty-three Years of Success
COMPLETE
PRINTING
SERVICE
» » » This entire book is
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mSatire Versus Humor
THE average hard-working student would not be par
ticularly disconcerted at discovering that, although
the division page heralding this section reads,
"Humor," the inexorable and rigid laws of the printer
have decreed that underneath all the pages in this section
there should be the word "Satire." Be that as it may, for
it represents a great mental struggle on the part of your
humble editor-in-chief and the editors of this section,
Mona Williams and Harold Pigott.
It seems that there was an astounding sterility of
people, institutions, and customs to be satirized when it
came to writing the thing.
Take Theta Chi, for instance. Its members are a
pretty good gang of fellows. It was more apparent when
we came to satirize their organization.
And the Academy girls are a fine bunch of girls also.
And the same with the Forum, the Senate, and other
organizations with which we had expected to have many
things to find fault.
And may we confess also that our own abilities in
the line of cruel and biting sarcasm were not so completely
matured, shall we say, as they might have been?
Well, anyway, there was the word, whether "yes" or
"no," to be rushed to Ihling Brothers, who were the
printers of this fine volume.
We had to decide!
Would we be proud of our satire in the finished
volume ? Would it add anything to the volume ?
We, the judges of this weighty question of "Humor
Versus Satire," had to decide!
And that decision had to come quick we knew, each
one of us, as we stared wild-eyed at one another there in
the Brown and Gold office.
And, lo! we decided.
With a great sigh of relief Mona Williams tore the
sheaf of papers that bore our satirical efforts!
—The Editor
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